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THE

MAINE~’sTATE

One inch of

“square.”

a

Three Story Brick House, containing all
Plasterer, Stucco and ANEW
the
the modern improvements. Situated
of Congress
Vaughan Street. Inquire of
Nias tic W orker,
ABIGAIL C. PARKER,
the Premises,
on

corner

a

Whitening, Coloting, Whitewashing, Cementing, &c.

dany

2tawtf

S. O.

mcb7

MANUFACTURERS

Watch

Chronometer Mali era’s Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical liaaitrumeuls, School

56 Market

ju9

Apparatus. Arc.,
Mtreet, Printers Exchange,

POjRaTL^ttP),

JAMES L. FOOD.

dtf

OF

a ad

C. F.

WOODFORD,

0. P.

JAMES

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

has removed to

Book, Card & Job Printer

NO. 84 1-3 MIDIM.E KTK1IET,

109 KXUHAWUE NT..

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
cecuted. and at the lowest prices
ap22 tc

Commissioner of deeds for-the several States,
tebio

TDH.COLEMA.TsT

EDGAR S. BROWN,

DEJfTIST,

Caw.

at

135

collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable anu Bill Collector.
All

80 MIDDLE ST.

Every kind ot Printing Material on hand or made
order.
Every thing used in the art of printing

to

PORTLAND

BLOCK.

respectfully inform the public fliat I have taken
business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I sha 1 endeavor (o keep the reputation which
my predecessor

has held lor

so

many years.

WM. SCHUMACHER.

•A. CARD.
take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one of the best bouse decorators ever
iu Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him duraI

VIACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler

bly, tastily

satisfactorily.

and

CHAS. J, SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

juld3m

Bakers aud Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS

EDUCATIONAL,

OF

Agents lor R, Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanch-

Rowdoin
The

built to order.

tt

apl4

LANE

&

AUSTIN.

Fresco Painting, House Painting

College
on

Friday, July 3, at 9 A. M.
at the Chemical Lecture Room. The second examination at the beginning of the Fall Term.
JOSHUA L, CHAMBERLAIN,
jul3d&wtd
President.

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,
45 Danforth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

Order slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
Exchange and Federal Streets. All orders
promptly attended to.
C. M. LAKE.

C. S.

AUBTIK.

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

febl7d6m

mi IT WWT
J.W m-j

D»ii vm a w mi
JJMAJJLAJll

TV

House and Ship Painters and Graiuers.
Office at 11 1> an forth M., UpMiain.
Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market

Square.
Prompt’attention paid to all orders. Special
tion given to polishing hard wood. Contracts

attentaken

parts ot the State.
12. J. UlORRELL.
B. C. IflOBBELL.

my26dtt

W.

KEILER,

L.

FRESCO PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

ample experience in practical use, this
lead is now conceded to be all that is claimed
for it, and is guaranteed fully equal to any in the

market.
It iR strictly pure, containing nothing hut fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.
State assayer’s Office, 1
20 State St., Boston,
f
Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with result as follows:—This white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is pround in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has pood covering power,
and is in every respect of stan .ard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State Assayer and Chemist, Mass.

pair Shops.

STREET.

MAY

6

PUKE WHITE LEAD

'Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill B. B. Re-

NO. 83ft CONGRESS STREET,

Hartford, Conn. Feb. 18, 1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
and are satisfied to at it is equal to
now manufactured.
Your i: uly,
V* 1 FERRY,
Master Car Builder, H. i & F. It. 1L

thorough trial,

Portland Me.

any

___

CHARLES PEARCE*
Practical House & Ship Plumber.
lam
WITH Twenty-six years Practical experience,
»»
UlBUaiCU lUUUtUIJ
and
can
saiely guarantee
■Work on Houses or Ships,

PORTLAND,

fe23

Charger moderate. Work Fust Class.
127 Federal Bt., under U. 8. Hotel,
mat
PORTLAND, ME.

s&tistaction.

GEO. E. t'OLIINS,

MEWl

FARRAND’S IMPROVED

Tucker and
Hemmer.

Self-Folding
ble

Adjusta-

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

ARTIST,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SOMETHING

»1« CONGRESS STREET,

A Valuable Improvement overall Other*,

Isprepared to make all the various styles of Card
Ficiure., Rentbrant, Medallion, Ac., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Uel rid of Freckles, Mole* and other in-

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
band, thereby making a great saving of time and

For ah of which no
perfection* of the Skin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcbl8dtl
for
yourselves
lease. Call and examine

EUGENE,

G.

JOSEPH

Hole

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

STREET,

CONGRESS

360

3m

PORTLAND, M-E.

ju2

mli27d3m

Agent

for

B.

are about 20 acres ot land; the purchaser can have
oue acre to the whole.
There is no doubt that the

town would exempt the capital oi the Tannery for
years from taxation. A large portion of the
could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquiro of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.
mc21
d3m
souse

purchase

the same. Enquire ot
EDWJN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. Rf.

Po tteiH3An

Portland,

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

Dry Air Refrigerators

CLARK,

ON

or

STREET,

AND

WATER

PIPING.
ap21

_

J. II.

LAMSON,

Salesroom

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 132 Middle Street.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Bmpbrante, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin. Call

may26dtf

lw

julO_

For Sale.
Story House In good repair. Containing

TWO
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent Block,
or at 55 York St.
apr!4dtf

House for Sale—$37001
ONE and One-half Story House, eight rooms,
good cellar, water, &c., lot 25x77, pleasantly
situated, Corner of Brackett and Ellsworth Sts. ApF. G. PATTERSON,
ply to
13 Fluent Block,
jull)deod2w

A

THE NEW

BUCKEYE

MOWER
Is mounted upon an iron frame, strongly braced and
thoroughly built. It has been in use during the past
three seasons, and subjected to the most severe tests,
in all kinds of grass, on both rough ai d smooth land.
It performs its work well, with perfect ease to the
team, and to the entire satisfaction ol all who have
used them. At a trial in Rutland, Vt., in June, 1872,
in the dynamometer test it showed the lightest draft
ol any Mower in the market.

Price*.

Aim

J.

to

Pleaae.

FI.

PAYER AND

Hlfwllirfl If
may 20

PAYSON,

CONTRACTOR,

EDGE-STONE8 MET,

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paving done Promptly,
Paving Materials furnished it desired.
Conimis*ioucr’* Office
Office fit Street
my 11

PORTLAND,

TYUC.

3m*

Clothes Cleaner !
Thomas Brown,
64

FEDERAL

STREET,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Short Notice.
Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.
,

on

ap4dtf

WHARF.
mh3dtf

Banking House of
UVIFCSTOflE & COMPANY,
JO Pine Bt., New York.
for the business of out-of
Specially organized
town Banks, Bankers. Corporations and Individuals.
Grants all facilities
Like an Incorporated Bank.
usual with City Banks. Drafts on all the principal

cities of Europe. 3 per cent, interest allowed on
dally balances. Collections on New England and
Middle States credited at par lor Correspondents.
AeoonntH current rendered weekly. Special facilities lor the negotiation of Miscellaneous Securities.

jui2

PORTLAND,

Gentlemen

TWO

or a

Gentleman and his Wife can
first class Board and
myt9dtf

A.

T.
—

Agent for the Celebrated

ESTEY’S REED ORGAN,
Sheet

be

ers.

the

near

City Building.

MIDDLE

MURDERING
PRICE

THE

■~B.

Please bear in mind that these Suits

CUSTOM
Style, Finish

and

HF*You will positively

mediately at

FLAVORING

MERCHANT TAILOR!

ESSENCES,

98

For Sale
facture. Every

EXCHANGE ST.
The Largest & Finest
Assortment.
A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

THE LOWEST PRICES
ap9

dtl

Price,

save

the

<»y

GAS

STOVES,

Baking, Broiling and Flat Iron Heating.
These stoves
isfaction

are

JOHN
128
m,21

all warranted to

give perfect

sat-

KINSMAN,

Exchange

OILS,

Street.

For full

1U’

Stock. In this

““totactory terms can
and particular information
inquire of

146 HIBDI.K

eor sale.

& CO.,
STREET,

my23dtf_PORTLAND,
of selling Fruit, Cigars, and Refreshments of all kinds on Steamer Augusta,
running from Saco to the Pool and Wood Island.
Price for the season, including Saloon, $100. Ad-

THE
dress,

Juie

privilege

STEAMER. Press Office.
d3t*

be

MERRILL, PRINCE

tf

MF,.

A Fresh Stock of Fruit and ({IM.

fectionery lor Sale.;
GOOD Location and Low Rent. Onlv *300 reWM. H. JEKKIS.
quired. Apply to
Jul5
1„.

A

T

1C

1071

1.. 1 O.J,

It

a

copartnership

donn

onri nriMncnraoil

the carrying

on

Intarast

7a

Exhibition

Massachusetts than the getting of a match
mau and General Butler 1—

between that

Brooklyn Aryus.
Laura Fair has been piesented, by a compenitent California editors, with a
beautiful pearl-handled pistol. In accepting
it, she said, with one of her most fascinating
smiles, that they need have no fears of her
using it against any of them, as she had made
mittee of

he

addressed to the Sec’y Portland Industrial Exhibition, who will extend any desired information,
and file all applications for space and entry.
The Exhibition will be open daily from 9 A.M. to
10 P. M.
The
prices of admission will be:
Single
admissions 25 cents. Children under 12 years of age
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as a body, in
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretary upon application.

of

Coal and Wood Dealers
and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

No. 160 Commercial Street,

editors, hereafter,
shot-gun.

up her mind to hunt

sively with

a

nuuu

exclu-

near

the tomb of

who forwarded to

mirers,

‘Don't you forget It”

in this

of a
one

city,

a

Edgar

Poe.

Tht

considerate creaturt

of Walt Whitman’s ad'
hair from the

ton hash-house where “the

and intend to keep

on

Washing
good grey poet’:

used to board.

band a full supply of tbe besl
grades of

EHARLEg F. BOENVg,
WII.I.IA.tl

weather

W. DVEU,
dtt

THE

It

have just opened

a

t \ rr 1' It

W.H.KOHLING

PORTABLE

Excellent Goods 1
tomer.

!

new

AND

MANUFACTURED
~A

™

EASTMAN*; CUTTS,
1 U. S. Hotel Building,
dtt
ap!3__

FREE EXHIBITION
AT

factoring Co.,

do it “jus so yell as any
man who calls himself a
can

HARTFORD, CONN.,
Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1868, April 13th
20th, 1869, and June 28th, 1870.

an<

i

Silver and Plated Ware,
and many other goods, Visitors to the Fair and citizens cordially invited to call.
No trouble to show
goods.

SALE

BY

Coates9

Frank H.

Houghton.

A

Jacqueline

I I

^

Maine,

Portland,
STATE

—

is important
It
that people should

QC
| \ Eh

AGENT.

know it.
Dr. Evans*
edy will cure

Rem-

lit needs only a trial
to satisfy the most

skeptical.

_

No humbug about it. Monif it
back
given
ey
fails to cure.
price7Bct8

at-

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
Be

sure

anil

see

the

Detergent Compound
best known article for instantly removing
Grease. Oil. Pitch, Paint, Tar, etc,, from Silks, Carpels, Woolen and Cotton Goods, and Kid Gloves,
without injury.
The

Leaves

no

Stain after Use.

it once and you will never be without it
Price, 35 & 50 cents.
julld2w

Try

JOHGNT
Has

ADAMS”

the largest stock of fine

and No

Top

Top

Beach

No

Wagons

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
ap23dtf

Colby’s Book store.
Exchange Street.

reopened with the largest Stock in the city. We
retail all books at lowest wholesale prices. Second
books bought and sold.

Has

hand

Albert
mvG

Colby’s

Sons.
tf

Dress and Cloak Making.
cut and

and made
SUITS

my7dtl

111

me

n

anumj

uaa

basted lor ®2.00. Boy’s Suita cu
No. 166 Middle St.
(Up Stair*.

LEVER,

Exhibition In front of City Hall,

on

For Sale in Portland by

Extra Insurance to Pay ?

JOHN W. WHITMORE, Sale
No.
No Danger from Explosion—No liabilit; r
to get out of Order.

3 Union Wharf,
Commercial St.

UPProfile Circular

sent

Ag’t,

third Store below

free

on

application.

jul6
In elioit it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, mos t
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine i
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the abev 3
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared n )
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MA

CHINES with which to build these Engines, so tha
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly in
terchangeable, the importance of which will be un
derstood by all who are at all familiar with macbin
ery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exac t
duplicate of every other one of that size, and in cas B
of breakage, the broken part can be immediately rt
placed by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in view, in it .
construction, the great need that exists tor a nerfet
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kind
of light mechanical work, and that should also com
Dine an tnat is good m steam engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philc
sophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure th
most perfect combustion, and to take up the greatei
possible amount of heat in generating steam.

The second point was, to make a perfect cut-o ,
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping u
the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss b r
radiation or condensation.
The third point was. to combine and make th
whole a mechanically and scientifically correct mo !
chine; all its parts being provided with means t 0
take up lost motion, so that It may be used for an
number of years, and always run smoothly. In a
these particulars as much care has been taken as i ,
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed
The iesuft is—the greatest amount of powe

;

PROPORTIONED TO THE AMOUNT OF FUEL COJ
sumed—thus proving the fact—well known to me
of science—that water is the best medium to tram
mit the mechanical forces, generated in the con
bustion of fuel, to the production of motive power.

1

—

Spring

THAT

New

—

has Come!

by looking

at

—

137 MIDDLE STREET.
Sty-PLEASE

W.

C.

BECKETT,

MERCHANT
nw
aplO

TAILOR,

MTnm tt

Uuskiu on Sentimentalism in Rellgioi

G.A.SUSSKIiiXxJ7!
will keep constantly

on

BANANAS l

CAPS,
£

ALSO

&c.

—

of all descriptions in tho very best styles ^nd

!*

a ,

REASONABLE PRICES/
dSm
ap7_
FAIRBANKS’ SCALES.

THE

STANDARD of THE ffOBLl '■
P rizes at Paris in IS67.
Vienna, Montreal, Macon, IH7! f

Highest

The most Accurate.
*
The most Durable.
The most Convenient.
In every respect worthy of the moi t
implicit confiden c#: Warehouses:

offered lor sale this morning at

--

pieces Beaded Gimp

100

Here is a modern engraving, in which cc ].
is entirely ignored, and light and shade 8
one are used to produce what is supposi j
to be a piece of impressive religious iustrui
tion. But it is not a piece of religious ii
slrution at all; only a piece of religious sens
tion prepared for the sentimental pleasu
of young ladies, whom (since I am honore
to-day, by the presence of many) I will tal
opportunity ot warning against such forms >f
false theological satislactiou. This engTavii lg
represents a young lady in a very long an i.
though plain, very becoming white dres
tossed upon the waves of a terrifically sturnn y
nor her b
sea, by which neither her hair
dress is in the least wetted; and sav< d

or

8 cts per

yard and upwards.
——.

Sack Ornaments, Beaded
Loops, &c.

!e

the fashionable styles of

HATS,

elegant Banana ^

_a___.

YARDS

300

Buttons,

DOZEN

PARIS

MEW

in Silver

Grays. Drabs,

KIDS

1

at 50 and 60 cents per dozen
will be

s

;I

hand at his store

MILITARY HATS & C AP*

Rattan Furniture and Wares

;

No. 231 Middle Street
alU

5000

Art

cn-DTPrr'nr
tf

The only manufactory of

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,
No. 11 EXCHLANCE ST.
julodlw

n in n

; 5000 yds. Real Malta Laces,

LOOK.

MADE to OkDGB at SHORT N OTIC*

100 Bunches of

time

: YAK LACES !

the

NEW INDUSTRY.

evar started in Maine.
See sample of our first pr< K
ductions at Industrial Exhibition.
Kattan Wares of every description made and r<
paired to order. Salesroom and Mnuufartor *
41 Union St., Falinonih Hotel Buildini
I>. UKCm2, Proprietor.
ju8d2w*

5

Goods !

Spring
—a

Machinery for any purpose furnished a t
Manufacturers’ Trices.

dlw

YOU MAY KNOW

I

PLEASE SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
dlwtTSTtf
jull

And the Concord style Business Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

119

aim

LOCK
Now

Corsets.

MRS. S. J. CLOUGH.
Free Street, Corner of Centre.
8^* Stamping and Machine Stitching.
j u9d2w

f\

uucapciu

teen thoroughly tested by the most
Farmers, and has in every case given perfect satisfaction.
A boy ten years old can work the Rake with ease,
and can rake twenty acres per day.
Those wishing to buy a Hay and Grain Rake will
find it for their interest to examine the

practical

Malta Lace*, Lace Barba, Ties, Kuching*.
Veil*, Fam, Arc. Ladle*’ Underwear
ready-made, and made to order. FuU line
CORT1CBLLI SPOOL SILK
AT

Cever

Cock

THIS

fine assortment of

&

—

Rake has taken a great many premiums at
State and County Fairs. There are now over
35,000 in use.
It Is considered the most simple and durable, bewucs inc

HOSIERY

Saratoga

TO THE

HAY AND GRAIN RAKE.

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

Store.

ui

In
J

Farmers !

Attention

ass HUDDLE STREET.

Furnishing

at

SAYINGS BANK BUILDING.
myl__dtt

ABNER LOWELL,

CADIES’

tailor,”

—

FOR

vvuiot.

congregation.

No. 99 Exchange St,

First Premium by America!
Institute, 1869, 1870 and 1871: Gold
Medal
by I^onisiana and Texas
State Fairs, 1871; and First
Premiums whenever fairly
put in competition.

Awarded

Rogers Statuary, French ( locks, Bronzes,
Rich Jewelry, Cameos,

m

|

KOHUNG

BY

—

255 Middle Street.

jul0<12w

forget it,”

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mann

HAT'S AND TRIMMING GOODS.

—

“Don’t you

STEAM ENGINE,

FLOWERS,
nml nil 4-V.n

of

which he will make up to
suit the style and the cus-

line of niee

full

large variety

with his

STREET,

choice stock of

aiiu

__

Can’t be Beat.

Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,
a

hand, and

at

are

aini.u,

“How is sleep iuduced, and what is the
condition of the btain during this period ol
rest which occupies nearly one-thlid of oui
lives ?” are questions not merely of curiositj
loud and long, the unfortunate young man
but of real practical use. Either the nervous
never more set eyes on either the dog or the
mass as a whole is quiescent, undisturbed b\
cat,and returned home as obscure as he went
currents of nervous energy, or currents art
out.
still kept up, but at an even, unaltering pace
The latter conclusion *seems the most plausi
The Village Cboik.—The ancient vilble, and is more distinctly borne out by facts
lage choir, with its flutes and Addles, has
fal
is
seldom
allowed
to
nervous
The
system
been swept away. Its pretensions were ho
into entire somnolence, but however pro
doubt greater than its powers. The princifound the slumber, the mind still seems to re
pal soprano had figured in front of the gallery
tain waking impressions,and to be to a certaii
for a period of nearly half a century; and her
extent under their influence even in sleep. 1
performance resembled nothing so much as
that of a hen when informing the world that
person even very much fatigued, who hai
she has just added a fresh egg to her store.
previously accustomed himself to that sell
discipline, will fall iuto a deep and soun * The basso profundo, thinking that there was
at
a
tint
e
and
wake
slumber,
yet
up promptly
nothing like leather, shouted to such a despecified in his waking moments, notwitl
gree that in summer time, when the doors
s
have
slumbered
for
houi
he
might
stauding
were open, he could be distinctly heard on
L
had it not been for this act of the will,
the top ot the opposite bill. It is not easy to
gentleman who, in the prosecution of his bus
describe Ihe horror of an Italian musician,
iness. is obliged to travel constantly, takin >
who having been detained in the neighborhours
and
bis
the train at all
catching
alee]
hood by a coach accident, ami leceived at
when and where he can get it, informs me Lr
the rectory, attended the church on Sunday
never has auy trouble, however much fa
morning, and was subjected to the usual disin
at
he
may be,
waking
any specifiet
tiguei
play :
time. Even without this strong exercise o
The wedding guest, he beat his breast,
the will power, the brain, however profound
For be heard the loud bassoon.
ly.quiescent, is keenly alive to certain sounds
“You must find Handel difficult,” some
however oblivious it may be to others. Th< !
one once ventured to remark to the leader of
physician hears the first tap of his night-bell
the band, when some chorus Irout the “Mesthough be might slerp on undisturbed whili
siah” was in preparation. “Well, znr,’ was
a band ot music was playing in front of hi
the reply, “he may be zo; but then you see,
the
roar
ot
the
or
th<
or
thunder,
windows,
us alters un”; and, indeed, it was sometimes
crash of artillery was making the window
difficult to recognize the creation of the great
rattle and the bed tremble beneath him. Thi
maestro which figured by way of anthem.
mother starts from her deep slumber at thi
And yet, when all is said, there was a homlifirst cry o.t her child, her ear quickly catch
ness about the whole performance which haring, however profound may be her sleep, a!
monized with the simple old church, through
It is said ot i 1
most its altered breathing.
whose “unstoried” windows you could see
young man, a midshipman, wishing to com
the bees anu butterflies busy among the sycamend himself to the commander, spent eigb
more blossoms, and with the quiet paternal
teen hours out of the twenty-tour in watch
teaching of the rector, whose discourses had
ing and recording the signals, only retiring t< 1 at least the merit of being intelligible to the
rest when utterly exhausted. Then his slum
humblest of his
But the sebers were so profound that the loudest nois< [
cret of bis influence lay outside his teaching.
would produce no impression, but simpl;
was tnaioi uuaucer 8 parish priest—
whisper in his ear the word “signal,’’ and ii
For Christos loro and His Aposiles twelve He
an instant be was on his feet, wide awak
taught; hut first he tolwed it himaelve.
and ready for duty. We are all familiar will
—“Some Old-Fashioned Parsons," in Fraa kind of waking sleep, in which a pertec
set’s Magazine.
stillness of some monotonous sound lulls u
An
into a kind of semi-unconsciousness.
Witcheby of HAtu.—Women knotv now
disturbing element may rouse up the curreut * that there never has been anything found to
oi nerve loree into iuii activity, out witnou 1
soften harsh outlines, to lend a suspicion of
them consciousness gradually disappears, ac
beauty where beauty is not, to make a brow
cording as the nerve currents are unvaried ii 1 white by contrast, to lend a charm of youth
their degree, until sleep, more or less pro
to every face, of innocence to every expresfound, is produced.
sion, and to exalt the type of all the loveliFacts such as we have stated are in favo
ness there is, equally with the half-veiling,
of a certain low degree of nerve action as ex
half-revealing coquetry of these blowing and
tb
!
isting under every variety of state, from
little locks that frame a lace like a
wandering
*
most
On
thi
the
profound.
light sleep to
picture. There are, indeed, very few faces
1
of
the
brail
all
the
currents
hypothesis, when
within the years to which any fanciful way of
are equally balanced and continue at th 5
wearing the hair is at all suitable that are not
same pitch, when no one is commencing, in
set oil' to advantage by this method of dresfeelin
or
consciousness
or
abating,
creasing,
sing it. The too high forehead is reduced,
is null and mind is quiescent. A disturbanc 5
the too low forehead is disguised, the eyes are
of ttis stale of things wakens up the con
shadowed, and made darker or softer, the thiu
sciousness for a time; the variety or stimul *
face is shortened, the plump face is idealized,
in the waking state forbidding this perfec 1
and the whole countenance loses that materi*
*
which it invariably has when the lines
equilibrium from being attained.
ality
Sleep is a positive necessity. It is a per:
of the hair about it are deep and thick, and is
is
1
od of recuperation, during which there
lifted into the heighis of the picturesque,
restoration of what has suffered collapse
And when to Ibis light and airy garniture
c
waste or disturbance during.the period
which nature gives the face is added the effect
tb
“
and
The
tired
brain
waking activity.
of the exquisite tints ot those colors that have
an
1
muscles
regain, by rest, strength
aching
come into vogue with the last few years, dethe power to obey” the mandates of the wil
nominated by all sorts ot poetical names, as
The demands of the material form for rei 1 glacier blue, shadow of the rose, frozen moon
are so great as often to defy the action of tt e
light, mountain brook, descriptive of pallid
mind. During the cholera summer of 184 I* and ethereal half-tones of color, each of which
while practicing in the country, so constai 't imparts something of its own loveliness to the
and fatiguing were my professional labo 15 wearer, cooling a too vivid blush here, adding
that I have often ridden lor miles on hors'
a lustre there, we see that fashion has, by
slow approaches, reached a really fit and caback sound asleep. Almost every phvsicia 11
of
epiden
in active practice during periods
pable means of making almost every woman
u
beautiful,
ics, wheu his strength was taxed to thebav
as
I
a
into
has
sleep,
dropped
most,
done many times, while walking the stree
During the battle of the Nile many of th
boys engaged in handing ammunition fe
asleep even while the roar of the battle ws
going on around them. It is said in the n
treat to Corunna whole battalions of infant!
slept while in rapid march. Even the mos t
acme uuuuy suucuuga me null ainajo euu i“ATcient to prevent sleep. The worn-out tram e
l
0
has
the
of
victim
ot the
yielded
iuquisition
21). 28. 40. 41). 1)0. 1)1) ota nor
■
“-*
its influeuce in the pause of bis tortures upo U
the rack, and for a moment he has forgotte u
greatly under Ote actual value. Also
his sufferings. The Indian burned at tt
stake, in the interval between the prelimim
hi
ry torture and the lighting of the fire,
choicest patterns from 35 cts. upwards,
sweetly slumbered, and been only aroused l y
the flame which was to consume him curlir
DECIDED BARGAINS.
around him.

is

so

J. F. SISK.

We

The Phenomena of Sleep.
Dr. Egbert Guernsey, in the June numbet
of the Medical Union, thus discourses ol
sleep, trom a physician’s point ot view:

April and the snow storms
are oyer; May and fine

n

ter his arrival in town, at tour in the afteroon
on one of the recent line days, he mounted
his horse, and made the eat mount the dog,
and all lour started in the direction ot the
From the Place de la
Arc de Triomphe.
Concorde up to the Round Point of the
Champs Elysees their march was one of triumph. The young man, overjoyed at his
success, proud ot his idea, gravely continued
his victorious march for iu such cases coolness is bait the battle.
Alas! the finest
dreams are the first to be dissipated. The
Round Point became the Tarpeiau Rock of
tbecavlier who was mounting to the Capitol,
Just as he was passing in front of the Italian
Ambassador's a scavenger, jealous of his rising fame, spouted the water with which he
was laying the dust, against the dog and cat.
At the unexpected attack dog and cat set up
dismal howl, and forgetiing their role,
a
scampered offin flight, one right the other
left, before their master and teacher had time
The crowd laughed
to calm their terror.

that of a romantic young lady of Baltimore,
who sent Tennyson a mushroom-bud found
other is the case

in.

In the small village where our hero
resided his success was prodigious. He was
the talk even oi the whole department. When
he felt sure of his two animals the young
man started fur Paris, taking along with him
his horse, his dog, and his cat. The day af-

We frequently have illustrations of what

growing

Eccentricities.

he rode.

may be called “Sentiment, out at the elbows.” Two instances we may cite. One is

C. P. Kimball, W. L. Dana, 0. B. Brown, C. E.
Jose, Geo. E. B. Zackson, Wm. Curtis, W. \V. Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
C. P. KIMBALIi,
) Exec. Com. on
C. E. JOSE,
[ Portland luduaW. W. THOM AN. Jr..) trial Exhibition.
M. A. JBLAIVCUAliD, Cor. Nee.
my2d&wtt

ROGERS,

call the fifth

to marry some one of his own sex.” What
holier mhtistry could engage the energies of

mon!foot

should

to

A Massachusetts politician emphasized bis
opposition to the intermarriage of whites and
blacks, by declaring that “everybody ought

the part of manufacturers, artizans and
inventors of the city.
The applications for space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in City
Building will permit.

DYER

for

glad to hear,been good enough
boy “Elmer.”

on

julldtjy5

SALE.

Fancy

bliss went out when Colonel Ellsworth fell,
and who thereupon took a solemn pledge
that she would never get married, has, we are

center.

A

the business of

Carryalls,
Express Wagons,

The most desirable location inPortland
b

.1

have formed

Phaetons,

j ill 0

aMorted

ing

PORTLAND.

CO.,

50 Market St.

^8t
1 OUl:e’,f

..

ROUNDS"7&

all equal to

at CITY HALL.

&c.,

H. H. RICKER &

mad*

are

julSklw*103 Federal

SYRUP,
EXTRACTS,

anrt

place by

ap2

HICKS & CO.,

quantity. All ot our own manuarticle warranted true to Label.

~FOR

same

Clothing Store,

STREET,

A Retail Stock of
Goods.

with all the different kinds of Furniture for

at the

money by calling im-

CATARRH.

in any

received'.
A
lot of

on

MADE,

NO. 171 FORE

EXTRA LEMON STREP,

MAlTJETIAlS

carried

by

stick of candy.

The young lady whose hopes of earthly

1874

The object of this Exhibition is to' gather
together specimen products from ail our factories and workshops, thereby Herr Otislrating
the importance of Portland as a manufactur-

OF

Tip-top Business Suits only $7.50.
All-Wool Scotch Suits only $10.00.
Elegant Dress Suits from $15 to $30.

m

MEAD

9th,

continue, Da 7 and Evening, ten
Days or More.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

C0AI AND WOOD.

CLOTHING.

i riH i

ju'3__dim
THE BEST JAMAICA GINGER,
EXTRA

And

COPARTNERSHIP.

and Summer

Spring

OF—

Cuban CignretteH. Npaninh paper, warranted Havnuu tobacco. I will make the
lowed Prices in the New England Stales.

STREET.

my29eod3m

Address

M., Press Office.

aplOdtl

—

NO. 113 FEDERAL

June

AT 7 1-2 O’CLOCK,

:

CIGARETTES,

to orders.

TWO

a

ME-

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Violins, Guitars, Accordeons, Concertinas, Banjos,
Flutes, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Comets, Piano Stools.
Extra Violin Strings, wh lesale and retail.
Music Rolls, Folios, and every description of Musical Merchandise.
Music sent by mail, and particular attention given
77

and

Tuesday Evening,

same

Parisian

A correspondent at Paris tells the following amusing story: A very uufortunate young
man was pointed to me yesterday.
He had
lived in the country till he was twenty-five
yeais of age, when he became his own master, inherited a large fortune, and resolved to
go and live iu Palis. He was, however, .determined not to vegetate in the capital, but
to become the talk of the town ftoin the very
first, and to signalize himself by some eccentricity or other. That was an ambition easily satisfied, since for the last few mouths it
has sufficed for a gentleman to drive out daily in a sledge in order to become the hero of
Paris for a whole week. Our young gentleman liit upon another idea almost as ingenious. He possessed a very fine white Newfoundland dog, and a black cat quite as bandsome as the dog.
This couple led a cat-anddog life iu every sense ot the term. The
young gentleman tesolved to make peace between the two enemies, and to become famous by their means.
After a few months
his efforts were crowned with success; the
cat would mount on the dog's back, and the
couple would thus follow their master, at first

are no

LAMB,

Dealer in

Music, Books, &c., &c,

Rooms To Let.

HEAD OF UNION WHARF,

Wanted.
YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes board in
A private
other boardfamily where there
M ust

NOTICE.

largo

Order

COMMERCIAL STREET.

WHITNEY,

Hall Building
COMMENCING

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

JOHN T.

be accommodated with
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

ju!3d&wtf

C. K. HAWES

IS—

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds ol Hard Wood sawed to

HOLYOKE'S

FOR SALE BY

&

Citv

fe4dtf

ed

dactic—deceptive and illusory.

The love letters of the Due de Richelieu
offered for sale in Paris. In none of them,
however, does it appear that he aud his sweet
heart ever simultaneously sucked at the
are

tenement in House No, 114 Spring Street.
LOWER
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle

Street.

for Ladies and Children.

—

—MANUFACTURER

JUST

H, SIMONTON,
—DEALER

apisdtf

Board.

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

at No. 9 Lewis

same

BOARD,

—

SELF-OPERATING HORSE HAY RAKE.

KENDALL

will be holden in

To Let.

CHAINS, LOCKETS,
Swiss andAmerican Watches of all grades

AND

rooms.
Suitable
single gentlemen.
ja24*lw then tf

Letters relating to the

PREVIOUS STONES OF ALL KINDS,

MODEL

of No. IO Cross St.

Also,
at

by leaving the

street.

on

A

253 Fore St., J. F. MERRILL.

Manufactory, Rear

and judge for yourselves.

miA_maak

paid, &c.,

To Let.
CONVENIENT first floor tenement, six rooms,
Pleasant street, Deering.
on line of horse cars.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block.

also

or

Free Street.

Detroit Free Press-. “When the swallows
homeward fly” was being warbled by an ineluiate on Woodward avenue .Saturday night,
when captured by a policeman. He had bagged too many swallows.

EXHIBITION

To Let*
BOARD, large pleasant

a

77 MIDDLE STREET Havana & Domestic
Cigars

ME.

PORTLAND,

taxes

WIIITCOjVIB’4 PATENT

ing.

oL.

Lost.
on

and sola. Apply to F.
Real Estate, Office 13
oc4dtf

The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, calletl

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, DryueMM and Purity
of Air and Ft OMMIVof ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

uuici

Spring Millinery Goods !

THE SEW BULLARD HAY TEDDER

THE PEERLESS.

iw

Lewis street,
Gentleman’s Amellth,
APRIL
thyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitarewarded

Estate Security, in Portland,

vicinity—Rents collected,

av

ju!5__

Vufato

¥n ail Styles, Grades and Sizes.

5 Doora East of Temple St.»

GAS

Paol

Commission. Houses bought
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Fluent Block.

xl

Lost.
YELLOW CANARY BIRO.
The finder will
be suitably rewarded by calling at 4 Gray St.
3t

to Loan.

Money

—

103

FEDERAL

uj ibatiug

Spring Millinery

BULLETIN.
first class Real

STORE

52

clesiastical situation.

PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

To Let
No. 90 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
F. J. ROLLINS,
Apply to
apl4tf
22 Exchange Street.

Copartnership Notice.

Lost.
MOCKING BIRD. The finder will be suitably

SALK

adapted for

I!

FOR

WITH
for families
At

Clergymen are flocking to Europe in large
quantities, but enough lemain to preserve,
during the summer, the asperities of the ec-

of Manufactures
Til E

$300 Genteel tenement with Sebago, Gas
and Bath Room. Inquire of
JABEZ C. WOODWAN,
jnelltf
No. 1 IDA Exchange street.

FOUND~

LOST AND

A

1?

Board

will settle the affairs of the

New York

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danfbitii. Sts.
This let bas a front of about 61 leet and is about 194
feet <loop, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient ret4-

mar28

St.

W. II. LITTLEFIELD Sc CO.,
who
late firm.

tf

and lor

GEORGE RACKLEFF,
Woodford’s Corner.

—

W. C.

SALE.

TWO STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
Pr.ce $2500, Enquire of

and

RORTI^AUNTD

of
15 Wilmot

firm

Cook at No. 98 Free Street

Great Bar-

IN

dences,

Enquire

The nnicorn is the badge for moderate
drinkers. The two creatures are equally fabulous. No one is contented with one horn.

under the management of tho

S. S. KNK.HT.

ju16dlw«

Deering (Stroudwater Village) containing 118
Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good lor purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a lew rods ot
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power.
There

FOR

30J High St.,

of HAWKES & LITTLEFIELD, doing
at No. 20 Pine St, Portland, Is dissolvTHEbusiness
mutual consent. The business will be

apl5

A

mc20dtf

At

for Cows.
PASTURAGE
jul5d3t

1..

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with line shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf
a

Industrial Exhibition

tf

WANTED!

\

Gossip and Gleaning*.

LIST!

Pleasant Rooms With Board,

A

bly

for Sale at

TO

Wanted.
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 15o5, Portland, Me.
inyCtf

A

WEDNESDAY XORNINe, JUNE 17, >74

GRAND

Apply at No. 42 Park St., attemoons.

Deering for Sale

SMITH,

SAVE THE ADVANCE OX ICE 1

manufacturer of nil Brands,

nnd

NO.

Domestic Cigars

and

Imported

in

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth iuches. It needs only to be seen to be appre-

ciated.
MRS. STEPHEN

work.

myl5

my!6dti

A

eodly

ME.

A

A

WHIPPLE & « ©.,

Agents, 21 Market Square,

V.

ai.

auu

XV. XV.
Sole

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
PROTESTANT Woman, to do general house-

Cape Elizabeth, 1£ miles from Portland Bridge,
near the Baptist Church, Town House, Store,
&c., on Ocean House road, a
story Hoouse of 9
rooms.
Also small Stable, and one or two acres of
land, or more, if wanted. For particulars enquire of
E. £. ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose & Co.’s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premises.

A

AFTER

E. J. BOBBELL & CO.,

Jyl7

Cottage

n\\VO rind nnp.half milpa from flitv "Hnllr 'vptv
-■ pleasantly located. House contains ten rooms,
all in nice ordei; also carriage house and a new stable. Good garden, with about fifty apple and pear
trees. Price, $2,800. Apply to WM. H. JERltlS,
Real Estate Agent.
my293w*

FOR

corner

in all

in good
repair, suitable for two families, situated on
southerly corner of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House any time after 10 A. M.
tf
my20

A

long-felt

the

For Sale.
PLEASANT two story dwelling House,

Paper Hanging.

and

Order

TOPSHAN, MAINE.

A

gain.

first examination for admission will be field

ard’s Patent Boiler.

315 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

Johnson Home School for Boys,

Tannery

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.

power,

f ohsale

IN

I
the

fel'«Jcl6m

prices.

HOUSE

For Sale.

PAINTER,

5 DEEKIHG

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

C.

Wanted.
a small family an intelligent American Woman,
young or middle aged. Will find a good home
and be treated as a member ol the family. Address
Box 1537 Post Office.julSdlw

ivnaiui/u

Office at Scliuinaclier Brothers,

SPRING LANE.

given. Address
jul5

ences

Wanted.

Portland.

SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

American Printers’ Warehouse
19

Street,

WILLIAM

dtf

my9

Middle
aprld3m

BY

les or annoyances may be, her true virtue is
iu shaking them off, as arose leaf shakes off
raiu, ami remaining dehonuaire and iu spirits,
or even, as the rose would
be, the brighter
for the troubles; anu not at all allowing herself to be either drifted or depressed to the
point of requiring religious consolation. But,
if any real aud deep sorrow, such as no metaphor can represent, fall upou her, does she
suppose that the theological advice of this
piece of modern art can be trusted? If she
will take the
pains to think truly, she will
remember that Christ himself nevei
says anything about bolding by his cross. He speaks
a good deal ot
but
never
for
an inbearing it,
stant ot holding by it. It is his hand—not
his cross which is to save either
you or St.
Peter when the waves are rough. And the
in
which modern religutterly reckless way
ious teachers, whether in art or literature,
abuse the metaphor somewhat briefly and violently leant oil by St. Paul simply prevents
understanling the meaning of any word
which Christ himself speaks oil this matter!
So you see this popular art ot light and shade,
catching you by your mere thirst of sensation,
is net only undidactic, hut the reverse ot di-

comer

To Let

has bad some experience,
the Drug Business. ReferW. F. T.. this Office.
3i*

the

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Counsellor

MARKS

1082.

FEW energetic and reliable men to introduce in
Maine a new and undoubtedly the best work
ever prepared upon the subject of which it treats,
want to every family. Its evisupplying a
dent usefulness is recognized, and it meets with rapid sale. One salesman reports 130 sales in a town of
3,000 intiabitants, and only partly canvassed. Employment permanent, or for limited time. For further
J. J. ABBOTT,
particulars address
jul3dlw
(Box 100) No. Berwick, Me.

school properties in
England. Delightfully and conveniently
situated, warmed by steam, abundantly supplied
with aqueduct water, forty acres ot land, near one
ot the best water powers in Maine. Address,
WARREN JOHNSON,
juf>d2w
Augusta, Hie.

d&w6m

WM. M.

LAW,

AT

BOX

For Sale.

of the most desirable

BABCOCK.

myl9

julGdlw

107 Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M., or at 29 Commercial Street during businecs hours of
mli30eodtf
J. B. DONNELL.

ONENew

AIIS.

17 to

man

a

THE PRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Let.

Wholesale Store in this

a
young man who
a situation to learn

TERMS *8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

To Let.

nolOeodtf

IN

dim

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

Roofing Slate,

DOBMAlf.

Me.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK,

PORTLAND, MK.
MATHEWS.

jull

Office, No. 29 Middle Street,

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
J. B.

GEO. R. DAVIS,
Estate and Mortgage Rroker.

Real

Town Bights

UPHAM & GARDINER.
No. 7 Exchange St.

city young
IN 2(> years old to learn the business.
Address
a

17, 1874.

Roonm with board at 130 Cumberland
PLEASANT
Fearl.
Street,
jnelU-lw*

tor

Wanted.

mThe

Vice Consul of Sweden & Norway,

in

Wanted.

property of N. L. Humphrey, of Cumberland Centre, consisting of Dwelling House
and Store, united with about one acre of land,
and titty apple-trees of choice fruit, mostly in bearing. Situated within a few minutes’ walk of the
Greely Institute, Church and School House.

Arc.

Portland,

pays over 200 per cent.
Also State, County and
Sale. Apply to

For Sale

MAGNUS A. K. L1NDBEBG,

Portland Tea (Store,

J. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in Fir3t Quality

State of Maine

ME.

to

and
Adjustsuperintend
able Lamp Shade. Business fully established and

jul6dlw

jul5dlm

CONCKETE

FOR

AN $2000 cashthewanted
to take half interest
to
manufacture of the Dana

For Sale.

Street, Portland.

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS,
aprleod3m

PUBLISHING CO.

CARDS!

BUSINESS

julGdtf

Street, AVERY

PORTLAND,
CONTRACTOR

or

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.

desirable residence at Woodford’s Corner, corner of Grove and Dalton Streets. For
particulars enquire of D. M. C. DUNN, 227 Middle

Wo. 21 Union

apace,

first week: 75 cents per
$i 50 per square
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, threeinsertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
I Special Notices, oue third additional.
gUnder head of “Amusements,” and “AUCTION
{Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $ 1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

_PORTLAND

ana

JUNE

_TO LEI.

Excellent Business Chance.
energetic reliable man, with from $1500

For Sale.

on

PRESS

la published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

f Rates of Advertising :
ength of colurnu, constitutes

GATLEYT-

R. K.

MORNING

_WANTS.

REAL ESTATE.

i

-_

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND.

BUSINESS CARDS.

..

.......

TaiLK STREET, BOSTON,

FAIB.BANKS, BROWN

& CO.

For Sale.
Ill Broadway, N'rw VorU,
FINE young Horse, 5 years old, dark chestnu
tawCw
jull
FAIRBANKS. Ac CO.
black mane and tail. For further particula; ---PRINTING of e tery deteription usat *
enquire at H. G. CLAY’S Stable, Market Square.
3t*
julS
u,nM at this office.

A

JOB

coming
from despair in that situation by closely ec
stone cros
bracing a very thick and solid
;•
By which farsought and original inetapli
some
alter
effort »
young ladies are expected

understand the recourse they may have fi >r
Christ in the milde «
support to the cross of
of the troubles of this world. As those trou
les are for the present in all probability limit' !d
to the occasional loss of their thimbles wh ■"
they have not taken care to put them In th<
work-boxes, the concern they leel at the u
sympathizing gayety of their companions, !r

disappointment at not hearing a
perhaps
favorite clergyman preach (for I will not su
pose the young ladies interested in this pi c.
ture to be affected by any chagrin at the Ic ss
the

—

ALSO

Slates.

—

Tinted Gloves in 1, 2, 3 and 4 Buttons,
from 75 ru. to the Nramlra 91.75 per pr.

HATS IN EVERY SHAPE.
FINE FRENCH FLOWERS.

Turqouise Silks in
30

all scarcest shades

CARTONS

Sash Ribbons from 40 cts upwards.
All

are

requested to call and examine before

purchasing elsewhere.
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of aD invitation to a ball or the like world
F.
Jon
ness), it seems to me the stress of such calai
dlw
in
a
U
ities might be represented
picture by ss____
can
And
I
assure
r
retnalu
In
IV
Kvrry
to
Healthy Person. tu order
appalling imagery.
that bli ssed condition must dwell where
good drain*
fair little lady friends—if I still have any
obtains.
CEMENT
HVDKAH.lt
age
that, whatever a young girl’s ordinary trot o- TVJBEN, il usad, insure a good drain.
___

JLATMER.
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to

ler’s) man Friday—now in charge of the Boscustom-house, suspended a veteran, ostensibly because his services were not required, hut really because he was too much
of a soldier to worship B. F. B.,—a case
which was so palpably one of gross injustice and persecution, that President Grant

was a
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
nil cases indispensable, not neeessarily for publication

guaranty of good faith.
undertake to return
munications that are not used.
but

reserve

or

greater failure, if possible, than

national disgrace in

Congress.

Had

a

he is
man

a

of

courage, experience and ability commanded
the army of the James in May, 1804, it is
very likely that the war would have ended

as a

We cannot

The services last evening were of the most interesting and impressive character. The order
of exercises was as follows:
Voluntary by the Choir.
Invocation and Heading of the Scriptures by Rev.
W. O. Thomas of Gardiner.
Prayer of Recognition aud Installation by Eev. A.
R. Crane ot Hallowed.
Hand ol Fellowship by Rev. A. V. Tilton of Augusta.
Charge to the Pastor by W. H. Sbailer, D. D., of
Portland.
Charge to the Church by J. Richer, D. D., of Augusta.
Address by Rev. G. Allen ot the Meth. Episcopal

iu a most unusual manner, issued an order
for his restoration. As a soldier, Gen. Butler

be, even pas-

com-

that year instead of

a

year later.

To-Day is the ninety-ninth anniversary of
It will he observthe battle of Bunker Hill.

Republican State Convention.

as a

ed iu Boston

Republicans of Maine are invited to send delegates to a State Convention to be holden in

holiday

as

Church, Winthrop.
Prayer by Rev. B. F. Shaw of Wateiville.
Benediction by the Pastor.
The various addresses were able and eloquent presentations of the practical duties of

usual.

The

Current Notes.
The Boston Advertiser endorses the Ottawa and Georgian Bay Railroad scheme and
tells its readers that they have invested millions in railroads to build up other cities, but
intimates that they have done little for themselves. It also informs them that if business
is to be built up something more must be
doue than to make speeches.
It is Jones—Jones of Nevada is the person
who is mediating between President Grant
and Senator Schurz.
The Tribune, describing Saturday’s scene

GRANITE HALE, AUGUSTA*
Thursday, June I81I1, 1874, nl If o’clock
A* HI., tor the purxH>se of nominating a candidate
for Governor, and transacting any other business
that may x»roperly come before the Convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each
town and plantation will be entitled to

city,
one delegate

ar.d one additional for every 75 votes for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1873. A
fraction of 40 votes, additional to the full number
for a delegate, is also entitled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only
with actual residents ol the county to which the
town belongs.
The State Committee willbe in session at 10 o’clock
the morning of the Convention for the .recexition of
credentials.
James G. Blaine, Kennebec, Chairman.
William P. Frye, Androscoggin.
Henry O. Perry, Aroostook.
Stanley T. Pullen, Cumberland.
F. C. Perkins, Fiauklin.
John D. Hopkins, Hancock.
J. H. H. Hewett, Knox.
S. S. Marule, Lincoln.
Fred. E. Shaw, Oxft.nl.
Joseph L. Smith, Pmobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
F. D. Sewall, Sagadahoc.
S. J. Walton, Somerset.
Fbki> Atwoou, Waldo.
Nelson S. Allan, Washington.
John Hall, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary.
May 25,1874.

Exposition Supplement.
Industrial Exposition has achieved

The

of the event is desirable.

history

Thus

devoted

others.

a

very

thing

bad

enough

to

injure

like to see him defeated in

convention, and if
not there, at the polls by any decently honest
man.
We think the strongest lunged organ
would lose voice when called upon to help

degree

tonishment elsewhere.
The government,
which lor three years has called itself Repub-

bury, is a prominent candidate for the lieutenant-governorship of Vermont.
The portfolio of Minister of Justice of the

or

business cards should leave their orders at

counting room immediately
impossible to accommodate all.

our

as

it may be

Tlic French Crisis.
The

from France is of a most st artcharacter. For more than a week the

ling

news

most intense excitement has

prevailed

and a

of violence has characterized the debates of the Assembly that would create as-

lican,

is

trial

on

in

the

Assembly,

and

such deep feeling that members of
body have to be protected from violence by the police, and the populace
is already so turbulent as to require the
active efforts of the police to keep it in check,
and from making open demonstration.
At present the Monarchist party is keeping
that

itself in

Don’t he confident M\ Forney;
man is Mr. Grant.

Since the defeat of the
Broglie ministry, its friends have not undertaken SO much to control its to ittfiuettce public affairs. Its friends in the Assembly feel
that President MacMahon is their friend and
although his ministry is but partially selected
from its tauks, it is its ministry to all intents
and purposes though it is not responsible lor
its defeat.
rI he conflict in the Assembly of late has
reserve.

been larsrelv of

a

personal character between

gates to
not

1

in the

Assembly

disturb-

and in the streets of

Paris.

Tlie Republicans have gained two or
three temporary victories of late. The vote
of

Monday, by

“urgency” was voted
on the constitutional reforms, is understood
to be a victory against the ministry and in
favor of the Republicans who desire a dissolution, and the Bonapartists who are reajjy
for anything which will be a change.

which

For the present there is no quarter of the
world from which intelligence is more anx-

iously looked

for than from France. Chance
holds the balance between peace and war, a

republic

or a

Mr. Hamlin:s most
are

and discusses it with candor.

iur

me

near

Speaking

uncommonly strong family, he wouid be a
valuable acquisition to a body that sadly
needs strengthening—Springfield Republican.
Commencement Week at Bates.

The prize declaration of the Junior class of
Bates College took place at the Main street
Free Baptist church, Monday eveuing.
The
church was crowded, more than usual interest
being manifested on account of the special'
prizes offered by Mr. Win. B. Wood of Boston
and others. Music was furnished by Ballard’s
orchestra. The following was the programme:
Mental Concentration,
James Raymond Brackett, Lewiston.
The Politician and Man of Letters,
George Willard Wood, Lewiston.
Political Powers,

people;
the peo-

longer.
preference for

The Democrat expresses its
ex-Gov. Perham and predicts that he will develope much strength. In conclusion it
says:
It is high time that the merits of the different candidates were considered
by the people,
everything be done openly and above-board,
j
iait
us not have a
silent campaign, which will
enanie the
wire-pullers to control the primary
meetings and make nominations as
they please
8 people awake to
the importance of the

2“e ‘'1"'..aU;

them88
We

°U

n

pahii81* elsewhere

S,'i“"t
entitled
Phbss, ^

Charles Godfrey Warner, Naumburg, N. Y.
The Spirit of Nationality,
Horace Frank Giles. Saubornton, N. H.
Devotion to Duty,

Better Rub than

Frank
Hero

Worship,

Faith and

extracts from an exfrom the Portland
which
nlcn we co,u
com-

Boutelle Fuller, Wilton.

Pcrvoy Sumner Cowell. Lebanon.
Reason,
George Oak, Garland.

Tyranny of Fashion,

Joseph Herbert Hutchins, Dover, N. H.
spirit and Influence of Poetry,
Frank Henry Hall, Wilton.
rhe Popular Taste,

‘A
Proust,”
mend to oar readers.

Frank Leslie

Washburn, Ashland, N. H.
independence of Thought,
Nathan Santurd Palmeter, Wolfville, N. S.*

con-

templates a “general court’’ in siecpy session
these fine June days with a degree of complacency, and so short a space is devoted to
their deliberations, that one concludes that
the editor and
reporter have entirely forgotten that there is such an institution in
being.
Indeed, the Massachusetts Legislature has a
firmer grip on July than has
Congress. Evidently it finds its Iloosac bore a very cool and
bewildering place these long drowsy days.
The non-sectarian school
party of New
runswick has been
winning more victories.
cs'des St.
John, Queen’s, Charlotte, Albert
and Northumberland
counties have rendered
their verdicts
against separate schools and by
such majorities as to indicate
that the feel-

ing throughout the

Rust,

Province is very strongly
in'favor of the policy represented
by the
government.

k

1

Excused.
The award of

prizes

will be

announced to-

lay,
Tuesday morning

the Board of Trustees met
ind granted leave of absence to Prof. Stanton
°r a
trip to Europe. President Cheney called
attention to the need for the erection of the new
kVi,)K of the college building.
Profs. Chase
md Howe were
nominated as permanent proessors.

In the afternoon the
anniversary exercises of
he middle class in the
theological school were
I leld in the chapel.
In the evening the concert by the Germania
l

1 land, Camilla Crso, August Sauret and Mrs.
1 I. M. Smith occurred.
To-day is commencement.

taxed to its

College begin on Sunday, July
lowing is the programme:

utmost.

5th.

The fol"

Sunday afternoon—Baccalaureate before the
Senior Class.
Tuesday evening—Prize Declamation of the
Junior Class.
Wednesday, 9 o’clock a. m.—Business meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society; 3 p. ra.,
address before the Alumni by iiev. J. O.
Means, D. D., Class of ’43; 7.30 p. m., concert
by the Germania Band of Boston, assisted by
the Temple Quartette and Miss Annie Louise

Plain Engliela.
There is

John W.

Humphrey.
Yarmouth—Henry Hutchins,

I

Gray.—Hon. W. H.
and Hugh Smith.

U4.4. ennv.n4fAn

Vinton,

Horace F.

Colly

This is the only piompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation ot the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach

The sale of Oil Paintings at Lancaster Hall will
THIS AFTERNOON and EVENING.

continue

jul7

‘incorporal
The quiet services iu a colored church at
Vicksburg, Miss., were rudely interrupted on
Sunday evening last by two women, who, after
each other for a few moments,sprang
glaring
at each other and before the rest of the congregation knew what was going on they were
lighting like two wild cats. They were separated by their friends, and then left the
at

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

CIGARS!
The

Best Brand* in the market.

Wholesale and Retail at Bottom Prices by

F.
julSsnlw

DELAVINA,

COI NTV RONDS.

CITY. RONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT RONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.

carefully selected In the west, paying 10 to 12
Very safe as well as profitable.

All

per cent interest.

CHARLES M. IIAWKLS,
90
JnnlS

M1DBLB1

STREET.
sntf

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES
To New York, I’hiadciphin, Baltimore,
Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco and all points West.
We sell tickets via Luke Shore and Michigan,
Southern, Pennsylvania Central,Erie, Baltimore a.id
Ohio, Great Western and Michigau Central and
Grand Trunk Railways, and Full River and Ston-

ington

Line Steamers,
At lea* rate* than any

Agency in

Maine.

Excursion Tickets to New York and Return.
Steamer and Bailroad Ticket* from
Portland to Bo*ton at reduced rate*.

ROLLINS,

& ADAMS,

LORING,

22 ^Exchange St., Portland.

ju6

d2msn

IMPORTED

HAVANA CIGARS.
ON AND AFTER THIN DATE all of
my Imported Havana Cigar* will be wild by
the $1,00 worth at the same price as per $1000. I
offer to-day a line Imported Havana Cigar—The
ftoldea Bell—a regalia britanica, at
$100.00 per lOGO.
“
10.00
lOO.
5.00
“(box) 50.
lO Cents JEaeh.
Algo

fresh lot of the well known brand Feliciana at $9.00 per 100.
The business reputation of this house is a sufficient
guarantee that no domestic cigars will be palmed
off as imported.
WJfl. ALLE1V, JR.,
a

no. ii

Jul

g Mr cHriKMtK'f.

sntf

LARGE

A

OF

GOODS

marked at prices to close them out.

153 Middle Street,
ju2

Vickery

& Leighton.
d&wsn2w

—OF THE—

BROOKLYN

LIFE

INSURANCE

OF

YORK.

NEW

The peculiar feature which commends this Compublic favor is the entry made in each participating policy of a definite cash value, increasing

pany to

from year to year, which the Company will loan to
the policy holder to aid in the payment of his annual premiums, if desired, or pay over to him at any
time after the receipt of two or three premiums
should he have occasion to surrender his policy.
Further information will cheerfully he given to
parties who are pleased to call, whether desiring to
be insured or not.

EATON SHAW,
GENEBAL AGENT.

Office Fluent’s Block, Portland.
julO

sntf

MILLINERY!
SUMMER

STYLES.

MISS II. F. MARSH
JUST RECEIVED a large assortment of the
most desirable Summer Styles of

Has

HATS AND BONNETS,
CHOICE FRENCH FLOWERS,
BEADED LACEH, RIBBONS,
TCRCOIN SILKS, NECK
TIES, RCCHINGS, ETC.,
Which will be sold at reasonable prices. Also
Falmelto and Straw Shade Hal. in the
Beat Style*.

329 CONGRESS STREET,
jn6

PORTLAND.

sutf

$2.00!

To

or

OCT!

low

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

REinom..

TORS.
has

ROOM
Where

removed her Studio to

3,

CLAPP’S

usual.

mar23

sntf

Burnett!* Cocoalne.
Perfect Dressing for the Hair. The Cobolds in a liquid form, a large proportion ot
deodorized Cocoa-nut Oil. prepared expressly for
A

OXFORD COUNTY.

coaine

Joun

Merryneld ot Hiram, was killed in a
saw
mill at Keazer Falls last Friday. His
clothes caught in a shaft, and winding ^around
his neck he was choked to death,

this purpose. No other compound possesses
culiar properties which so
suits the

the pevarious
exactly
conditions of the human liair. A single application
Tenders the hair (no matter how stiff ana dry.) soft
and glossy for several days. It is conceded
by all
who have u>ed it, to be the best and cheapest Hair
ix
the
World.
J)resiing
snMW&Slm

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A case of abstraction of money from a letter
from Northnort to Bangor is reported.
There is no clue to the thief.
Miss Wiggin, daughter of Porter Wiggin of
Stetson, during the thunder shower of the 31st
ult., was struck by the lightning which burned
the hair from her head and scorched the scalp,
but she was otherwise uninjured.
Rev. Mr. Trapp, pastor of the Unitarian
church in Bangor, now in Europe, is improved
in health.
The physicians say that the child found under Files’ carpenter shop in Bangor, was born
alive.
sent

FISHING TACKLE
fob trout and pickerel,.
Wholesale and

Retail.

G. L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange Sircci.
Agent for Du. Fonts Powder Mills.
sneodi'w
jul5

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Joseph Prescottof Williamsburg, was thrown
from his carriage while
going to Brownville,
Ihursday morning, and killed. He was a middle aged man and leaves a
family.

REMOVAL.

EVANS

*

MOONEY,

DEALERS

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

IN

AND

GOAL

Amos C. Benuer, who W'as convicted at Calais last month of arson, and who
escaped from
the officers while couveying him to Machias
has
returned
aud
surrendered himself. Exjail,
ceptions to the rulings of the presiding judge
were filed after the verdict, and will be
argued
at the law term in Bangor.

WOOD,

HAVE REMOVED TO

RICHARDSON’S

WHARF,

Office 1S9 Commercial, cor. of Center St..
where

YORK COUNTY.

The project for building a tabernacle for Prof Jssor Swing in Chicago has been abandoned
were considerably injured near Saco,
Saturday,
1
>r at least a
year.
by the premature explosion of a blast.

SPRINGER

BLOCK,
she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and
as

Painting,

KNOX COUNTY

McFarland of Moutville, aged thirtythree years, committed suicide Sunday afternoon, by drowning himself iu a brook.

ers
or

wc

shall he pleased to see all our old custompublic generally.
prepared to take orders for Coal for present

and the

We

are

Winter same, at

the Lowest Market Rates.

Coals of all kinds. Hard and
Soft Wood, Edgings, life.,

Standard

I

Fuller, aged

flame.

From

For

62 yrs.

i

ALWAYS

Portland, May IS, 1874.

ON-

HAND.
my22sn3m

sSftFETYUNDEREVERYPDSS|0LET
ITS PERFECT
QUALITIES'" •
AND

stRal oilthathaveIeen THROWN

UNSUCCESSFULLYonTHE MARKET isFUHTHFRPBOOF

theastraHtasnovv
SAFEST AND BEST.

|NSO™CECOMmN|Es„E,ffl&«®^
THROUGHOUTTHE

Grand

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Vitalizes
the

Blood.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Tones up
the

System.

NEW
JulT

ENGLAND

On

Sid 15th, Kate McClintock, Hodgdon, for Western
Banks.
MEMORANDA
Schooner Julia Aun, Howell, with a cargo of 128
tons coal for Warren, struck a rock and sunk at the
dock at that Port on Sunday morning. She is badly
iated and lull of water.
Newport, RI, June I3th—Sch S D Hart, before reported at this port disabled from the collision with
the steamer Providence a week ago to-day, is being
repaired. Her damage has been settled with the
steamboat company tor a sum considerably less than
was originally demanded by Capt Burgess.

Street,
tleodaw

Having

Class

First

BEST BRANDS

Old Stand 296

Stieet,
eodtf

CHAS. C. ROUNDS, Principal.
dlwsnw3w25*

jul7

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Fem.dtf
Weaknesses.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Boils
and Humors.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures Diseases
of the Kidney*
and Bladder.

CAUTION. Bo sure you get the right article
that “PERUVIAN SYRUP” is blown in the

See

agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be sent free to any address.
SETII

ments with the Railroads,
ONE FARE
puichases an excursion ticket good to Portland ami
return, and also admits to the Exhibition.
The days and trains on which these excursion tickets are good are as follows:

whereby

ally.

mj6W&S2p&w3m

CONSUMPTION
In nearly every

all regular trains from

on

■

lie HU

ay

House,
ALFREDJVTA1NE
Houso is pleasantly situated
Depot,
Court House and otheriplaces of interest, shadTHIS
ed
and

ana

the system free from them.
Keep the
Lungs sound, the Nasal Organs healthy.
Clothe the hotly with that impenetrable armour
which a single dose of that great remedy,

KEEP

SANFORD'S
JAMAICA

AikiArn

Throws about it.
Nothing exists in medicine so
grateful and effective, Taken in full doses on retirtor the night it will break up the the severest

ing

COLD,

wcancitany,
17lh.

Free the system ot every symptom ot
FEVER,
Dispel every lurking symptom of

itftin ana

June

BEEClIUTlHiVI,

Excursion tickets good

on all regular trains.
Excursion tram leaves Portland at 0.30 p. m. on
Wednesday, June 17tli, for Fryoburg and intermediate stations.

NEUKAL44IA
It litis a Cold from the

BOSTON & MAINE,

C. P. KIMBALL,
C. E. JOSE,

V.UNLJM
As

)

And

NOTICE

is

hereby given

apply

that we shall
and Aldermen,

at

the room ot Mayor
Saturday,
June 20th, at 12 o’clock, for permission to erect a
wooden house on Cushman street.

TIIND

of

Honor

LAKE SEBAGO
—

H1ERRILL 3c KILBY.

Portland, June 16,1874.

jnl7d3t*

ATLANTIC HOUSE.
SCARBORO BKACH.

Bristol. Me.
Cld, Bch Wm Capes, Kelley, Kennebec River,
P Ar June 16. barquantine Clara E McGilvery, Walnut, Old Harbor.
Ar 16th, sch Carrie Alice, Call, St George. (Western Islands,) sch Ada J Simon ton, Hall, Baltimore;
sch Cepha Starrett, Davis, Weehawken; sell Frances
Ellen, Cousins, do; sch S & B Small, Warren, Hoboken.
Below, sch Lily B French.
Cld 16th, Emeline, Stan rood, Calais; Lucy Lee,

This popular Seaside resort will open for
the season of 1874, TUURSDA V.Junv

j

IStb.

S. e.

This'Co use
on

is

Sabbath.

the

GUNNISON,

positively closed

Pro’r.

to transient

visitors

jul7d2w

DOORS, SASH

AND

BLINDS,

Wiudow Frames, Glazed Sash, Glass, &c.
BLINDS PAINTED TO ORDER.

11i*KOV1NCETOWN—In

port 16th, fishing steamer
Lottie W Merrill, from Tiveiton, RI, for Round
Pond, Me, with exhaust pipe busted.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 14th, sch Geo W Glover, Perry: Ida L Howard, Mosher, Poughkeepsie for
Bangor; Geo Brooks, Lindsey, New York; Wooster,
Hoboken for Sach; Ellen Morrison, Dodge, Weehawken for Portland; Mary A Rice, Rand River, NJ, for

fi3P*Snecial nrices to contractor.
H. FRANK FARNDAm Sc CO.,
301 COMMERCIAL STREET
Jnl7(Um*
Opposite Holyoke, Benson & Co.
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that tne subscriber lias been duly appointed and taken upon

NOTICE

Portland; Telegraph, Mero. Thomaston for New
York; Margaret. Claik, Cherryfield, for do; Pelro,
Kelley, and Josie, Look, Shulec, NS, for New York;
Albert Treat, Sawyer, and L Holway, Bryant, Windsor, NS, for do; S H Pool, Colby, Wiscassott, for do;
Julia Newell, Clifford, and Samuel Hurt, Holbrook,
Rjckport, Me, for New York; Nathan Clifford, Car-

himself the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
SAMUEL L. BROWN, late of Yarmouth,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
giveh
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate arc called upon to make payment to
JOHN F.
Adm’r.
Yarmouth, June 2, 1874.
w3w*25

ter, Belfast for do; Winslow Morse. Cliver. Bath for
for do; Carroll, Robineon, and J B Knowles. Merritt, Machias for do;
Amelia, Wentworth, and Ambassador, Warren, Banfor do; Grace Cushing, Hamilton, Hallowed for
o; Odel. Winslow, Blueliill lor do; Maggie Harthan,
Small, Windsor, NS, lor do; Charlotte Fish, Williams, do for Baltimore; Samuel Fish, Teel, from do
tor Washington; Olive Harvard, Hutchins, Bangor
for Norwock; Mary Means, Parker, Belfast for Norlolk; Challenge, Hart, St George for Piankatank
River.
Sid, schs Ida L Howard, Terrapin; Geo Brooks,
Mary A Rice, Ellen Morrison.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, brigs J H Lane, (of Seamport) Shute, Cientnegos; James Davis, Partridge,
Bangor; sch G L Bradley, (of Bucksport) Smith,
Jacksonville; Weleoine R Bebe, Lozier, Kichmoud,

bROWN,

Sor

SEASIDE RESORT,

OTTAWA

IIOIM;
Cushing’s Island, Portland, Me.
This popular Resort will re-open JULY 1.

GEORGE ALLEN, Piop'r.
jul7

d3w

TUESDAY,

barque Actif, Jacobsen, Liverpool; brig
Rowley, Rowley, Seville; sch Lookout,
Nicholas, Sagua; Flori M llurlbuit, Dudley; LiverAr 15th,
Helen M

Rockets,

pool.

Passed through Hell Gate 14th, schs Post Boy,
Fountain, New York for Bangor; G M Wentworth,
Collins, do lor Calais; Presto, Libbie, tjom New York
for Machias; Frederick Hall, Chadwick, New York
tor Portland.
Also ar 14th, schs Julia Elizabeth, Glassen; Ontario, Norwood, and Addie Todd, Corson, Calais; Odei,
Winslow, Bluehill; Harriet, Terrill, and Kare Mitchell, Eastman, Gardiner; Abbie Bursley, Haley,
and Franconia, Adams. Bath; Walton, Gott, do lor
Philadelphia; Matanzas, Brightman. Sullivan ; C H
Sooftord, Brav, Deer Isle; Marion Gage, Fountain,
Richmond, Me; Oliver Jameson, Jameson; L T
Whitmore, Whitmore; Caroline Knight, Rogers;
Mary Brewer, Saunders, and E Archularius, Lord,
from Rockland; Aloert Jameson, Jameson, co lor
Norfolk; Island Be lie, Wood in an,do for Philadelphia;
Belle
J Whitehouse, Farnum. Rockport, Me. for do
Brown, and Al E Vaucleaf, Thorndike, do for do; JA
Cook, Haskell, Rockport, Me; Abner Taylor, Dodge,
Also ar 16th, barques Hudson, Vaughan; Adelaide
Norris. Tukey, Port Johnson; brig Deborah S Soule,
Caibarian.
Cld 15th. barque Fannie Skolfield, Rotterdam.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, Fair Wind, Lockhart,
Ellsworth,
Sid 13th, sch Harriet Lewis, tor New York.
Ar 15th. >ch Win G R Mowry, Eaton. Calais.
STONINGTON—Ar 14th, sch Gen Banks, {McFarland, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 14th, schs R M BrookingB,
Brown. Port Johnson,
Ar 15th, brig Josie A Devereaux, Curtis, Port
Johnson; sch Willie Seavey, Tarltou. Portland,
FALL RIVER—Ar 12th, sch Gen Hall, Goss. Ban-

Roman

Tickets for Round Trip, including Dancing, 50 cents.
tlic weather be stormy the excursion will
take place first fair day.
Excursion train will leave foot of Union street at
7.45 and Maine Central depot at 8 o'clock A. M. and
1.30 P. M., stopping at intermediate stations. Tickets may be procured of the Committee.
William T. Small, Henry A. Brown, Francis Loring, George Strong, John F. Hillman, Committee of
Arrangements.
jnel7dtd
Should

Portland
Bath
Belfast

....
...

Bangor
Lewiston

...

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

•

...

Chicago
Cook County

»

•
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.
E. & X. Ameri.au R. R. Cold

-ft’s
«’S
ft’s
ft’s
ft's
7’s
ft’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
ft’s

For

for Carriage Bodies. Also Rattan
for cleaning Sink Spouts, Water Spouts, &e..
at
41
Uuion
&e.,
St., Falmouth Hotel Building.
jul7
lw*

Wanted

Immediately

eod

leblOT

CITYBONDS.
Portland,
Iaewi-tou,

«...

Rancor,

....

Bu.h,
Cincinnati,

gor.

Immediately
old. Satisfactory referSt., cor-

Wet Nurse Wauled

BATH—Ar 15th, sch Skylark. Small, Boston; sch
Star, Bray, Port Johnson; sch Mary Sands, Percey,

FOR

do for do.
Shi 15th, sch Ella M Pennell.
Sid 16th, brig Mary A Chase, Nolan, Washington;
sch Alice Oakes, Marson.
ROCKLAND—Ar 15th, schs Florida, Thompson,
Plymouth; James Henry, Treworgy; Samuel W
Brown, Mattocks, Boston; Leonessa, Myers, Portsmouth; James R Grant, Newburyport; Geo Shafctuck. Boston.
Sid 15th, schs Chas Carroll, Cudworth, Ports-

ner

a

Babe three months

ences required. Apply
High St., Portland.

A

at 387

Congress

jul7dtf

WANTED.
GOOD Capable Girl for general housework. Ap166
at
No.
Spring St.
jul7dlw»
ply

Second-Hand Windows, 9x12,

FOR

mouth; Al’eghania, Arey, Boston; Palace, French,
New York.

Sale at 17 Union St.

J. c. WABD,
jnl7dU

Ingrowing
Enlarged Joints

Corns, Bunions,

FOR

and

j

can

be very much relieved

Permanently
;

by having your feet properly fitted at

Cured
the Shoe store of

M. G-. PALMER.
iaeotUw

A. M., and from 2 to 6

Rooms 11 and 12 Flnent Block,
PORTLAND, ME.
Jul6

isdlw*w3w25*

CREAM:

ICE
S.

HATCH
OFFERS

ICE

CREAM

of sunerinr nnnlitv

in

nnv

nnnniito

Faxnilien, PicnioH and Parties.
Sjioous and Plates furnished without charge. Orders may be left at

HATCH’S OYSTER HOUSE,
307 Congress Street.
(ill

AT THB

Manufactory, l»« Pearl,

below Oxfonl At.
iatf

QOWELL I
on

ON
on

Xn
ON
tf’«

J2Y

in all the

rTVIE best Stand in Gardiner, Maine, for the MerJL chant Tailoring or Clothing Business. Has been
as such toi
many years, and is completely
for that business. Apply to
JOSEPH BRADSTREET,
jul6eod2w
GartUner, Me.

Siietl

To Lt'L
CHAMBER over Burnell’s Hat Store. One
of the pleasantest rooms on Middle Street. Suitable for Salesro mi, Tailor, Deutist. or offices of any
kind. For further particulars call on
JOHN R. PALMER,

THE

Jul2dlw2p

212 Middle Mtroet.

F.

ROGERS

E.

HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
HOTEL,

a

FLOORING

SOUTHERN
BOARUS, in lots to suit purchasers,
consignment

to close

and STEP
lor sale low

a

in>28tt

work, and at much leas prices; also in
full and complete assortment of Roots and

adapted to the season and to all classes of customers at prices to
correspond with the times.
cod 1stf

Jul°_

ICK

RYAN & KELSEY.
No. ltil Commercial Si r.et.

Special

Nhipped by
N. «

deMiatf

Gentlemen’s

BLEACHED
perior

CKAH1,

Straw ami Panama
Hats

and

manner

Kefiuished promptly in

at

a

snpe-

HILLMAN & iHOHItlLL'S

Straw Factory,

L51 Middle St.,
Hopkins’ Block
julfi
dlw
Argus, Ailvertiser and Star, please copy.

JULY

4

1 8 74

Maniifactntors’ Agent

l'nr Sale ol Fir. works of
every description, Fire
nickers. Cannon, also Totpedoes. Masks, Flags,
Paper Cap Pistols, Exhibition pieces, Ac. Cities ami
.owns furnished wilh
displays at short notice.
C. DAY, JK. A CO
jlllSisdA’Wtjul
91 Kxrhitugr Ml.

Xioticc.

pi OWELL & GREENOUG1I are selling nice Two
Dr Button Kids at 75 cts.; also Very Best in Black
aud Color, for $2.00.
juellitf

PURE

I C E
Furnished nod

juts__tw
FOK SALE.

very fine

different varieties ol

CARGOES OF

To Let.

a

Shoes Button siml Congress Boots,
which for style and
durability aro quite equal to the
Dent custom

EXCHANGE STREET.

my27eodlf

House,

hand and is constantly receiving
assortment of the celebrated

NEWARK BOOTS AND SHOES

dock
■dioes

If. M. PAASON & CO.

PINE

or

P. S.—Ladies’ .Misses* and Children’s Boots Rent to
any part of the United States by mail post paid,

juio

SALE

CITY

Nails

hours 10 to 12

Under the Ealmonth

'And other Mecuritic-.

For Sale.
SMALL YACHT, Sloop-rigged, in good condition. For particulars call on T. F. ROBERTS,
Builder, Commercial Street, bead of Frankliu
Wharf. Also Tent for sale.
jul7d3t*

TliaycrWIIde,

CONSULTATION FREE.

pGTfpOfflcc

**«

Jul7___dtf

A
Boat

Robert

has

Toledo,..

32
Bak-

jnI2iilw

BARRETT, Newark Boots & Shoes

sep24

MOULDINGS

A Good Baker at W. C. COBB’S
ery, 48 aud 30 Pearl Ntrcet.

Agents.

ma-4

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

Htatc of Maine,
State of New Hamp-hire,

Sale.

Wholesale

•I'11-_

BY»

ALSO

Westbrook, June 16, 1874.

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
J. W. PERKINS A CO„

T.

■

(Jaucus.
The Republicans of Westbrook are requested to
meet at the Selectmen’s Office in said town ou SATURDAY, the 20th inst., to choose delegates to attend
the Republican District Convention to be holden at
Portland, Wednesday, June 24th,
Per Order of Town Committee.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
WEEKM Sc POTTER, BOMTON.
General Agents.

BONDS

Bengolars,

different sizes ami colors, for private or public display. Pricelist. Apply to Manufacturer,
P. 11. aDAMS,
No. Bridgtou, Me.
jul7dtJul4*

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

PHYSICIAN,

SWAN A

Candles,

Look well to the care of your lungs in this ever
changing climate. Paitake when the symptoms of
danger approach that great revivitvng compound.

NATURAL MAGNETIC

FOK SALK

Wholesale and Retail.

and Most

WONDERFUL
Are its results and unequalled in the whole cataof
medicine.
Run no more dangerous risks.
logue

The Portlantl Band will furnish the Manic for the accaniou.
Dancing under competent management will continue through the day in the beautiful pavilion, and
complete arrangements will be mode for bane ball,
foot ball, quoitn, ring loan. iwiugN. Ac,, Ac.
Holders of excui sion tickets desirous of saijing on
the lake can do so to the extent of the accommodations by a small additional expense.
! Has fitted up Rooms where lie is prepared to receive
all those who may require his services
Refreshments first-class and in abundance will be
If unable to
visit him at his Rooms they will be waited
furnished and Hatch will be ou hand with a supply
upou at
their residences.
of delicious ice cream.

FIREWORKS,

PnrHanH

Rest,

Gentle, Natural, Healthy Sleep,

JUNE 23. 1874.

The reputation of ihe Order both for the character
and completeness of its excursions has made them
ono of the looked lor events of the season.
The entire grounds, pavilion and bowling alleys will bo uuder the control of the Committee.

and at

COMPLETE* THE CUKE.

Surprising

Grand Excursion to

ON

Composed

are

MLEEP

/

—

sytera, opens the

the

warms

And Body

Of the Season.
a

the

body from head to foot.
PAINS
Of the Bones and Muscles subside, the

EXCURSION!!
City Temple

Sends the

can.

POREN

GRAND

Will make

else

Bouncing through

Exec. Com.
J Portland Industrial
W. W. THOMAS, Jr., )
Exhibition.
dt20

Forest

NOTICE.

Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Below 15th. brig Carrie Melvin, from St John, NB, (with loss of jibboom and
head gear).
Ar 13th, seh Franconia, Leavitt, Portsmouth; A
Ellwood, Hawkius, Kennebec River.
Cld 13th, sch E H King, Bragdon, Providence.
Ar 16th. brig Ida C Comery, from Gardiner.
NEWCASTLE, Del—Passed up loth A M. schs
Douglass, Haynes, from Hallowed; Sophia Wilson,
from Gardiner: George Bainard, from Bath.
Ar here Bch Nantilus, from Rockland, Me.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, sch Abby L Dow, Young, Pbiladelphia; sch Francis Coffin, Boston, Philadelphia;
sch Abbie Murchie, Metcalf, Philadelphia; sch B L
Condon, Lord and R L Tay, Higgins, Port Johnson;
J h Duren, Cook, Calais; Fannie & Edith, Ryder,

nothing

BLOOD

near

beautiful elms. It is within a short
by large
drive ot the shaker Settlement. Persons or lamilies
in search of a quiet, well conducted
place, cool,
healthy and pleasant, will, we trust, not be disappointed by selecting this House during the Summer
months.
R. H. CODING, Proprietor.
jul7
dim.

dreaded torluro

Or that

Thnmdayand Friday, Jane ISlh aad I9lh.
Excursion tickets good on all regular trains.

JUll

limy be traced

ease

Simple Cold neglected.
Break them Up.

uiiMuc.n,

Friday and Saturday, June 19th and ‘JOth.
Excursion fickets good
Bangor to Portland.

MOAN, Proprietor
Sold by dealers goner

A

MAINE CENTRAL,

Alfred

Thomaston.
Sid 14th, sch F K Shaw, for Bull Rive’*, SC.
NORFOLK—Ar 12th, sch J V Wellington, Rich,
Kennebec River.
Ar 13th, sch A R Weeks, Rockport.
BALTIMORE—Cld 13lh, brig Alice Putnam, for

W. FOIVLK

Harrison Avenue, Boston.

86

—

The Board of Manufactures have made arrange-

$1.00 A BOTTLE.

32-page pamphlet, containing a history of the
PERUVIAN SYRUP, a valuable paper on progress
n medical science, a treatise on Iron as a medical
A

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG,

Farmington, Me., June 13,1874.
It has been found necessary to change the datesof
the Decennial and Graduation Exercises of the
Western Normal School. These exercises will accordingly be held on
WcdncNday and Thurn(lay4uly Ui and ‘id,
instead of July 2d and 3d, as previously announced.
Wednesday—Examination of Classes; Evening, Address by Dr. Hill, followed by social reunion of Alumni. Thursday—Meeting of Alumni, and Graduation.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar at S M Pass 15th, ship Caledonia. Potter, Havre.
Went to sea 15th, ship Sterling, Baker, Havre.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar June 9th, schs City of
Chelsea, Uoodwiu, Boston; 10th, Emma Green, Collins. do.
Cld June 6th, schs Annie L McKeen, New York ;
10th, Altevela, Joy, do.
DARIEN, Ga—Ar 9th, sch *J P Wyman, Urann,
Boston.
Cld 8th, schs Bertha Souder, Worster, Portland; A
F Ames, Jameson, St John, NB.
SATILLA, Ga—Sid 5tb, sch Satilla, Rivers, Bath;
Rising Sun, Jones, New York.
DARIEN. Ga—Cld 8th, sell Bcttha, Souder, Wooster, Portland.
SAVANNAH—Ar 15th, sch Joseph Souther,

Liver

Complaint.

““’PRICE,

Portland Industrial Exhibition J

STATE NO *tJHA L SCHOOL.

SLo

PERUVIAN SYRUP

a

OF FLOUR.

jul7

aim arriveu at itocKiaim

20th,

H. WH1TCHER.

TO THE

Debility.

and

to a

PORTLAND.

Ingraham, built at
others, was launched

June
from

at

—

Grocery,

Congress

Dyspepsia

Cure*

Railroad Excursions

We shall keep Tea, Coffee. Sugar and Spices, Foreign
and Domestic canned and bottled goods, and Grocer’s
Articles generally. Butter and Cheese from the best
dairies in the country constantly on hand. Also

Launched—At Curtis* yard in this city, 16th inst,
barquentine of 434 tons, named David Boyd.owned
by Yeaton & Boyd, Jas S Libby, Gso C Frye, Mr
Curtis, and others of this city, and parties in New
York, to be commanded by Captain Albert Boyd.
At Yarmouth, 16th inst, by Giles Loring, a brig oi
439 tons, named Eliza Morton, owned by J S Winslow & Co and others of this city, to be commanded
by Capt Augustus Leland, lormelry of brig Minnie

Saturday,

julGdlw

Store.

“Old Stand,” 296 Congress St,
formerly kept as a Provision and Grocery Store tor

Cure*

Evergreen

7 t-U o’clock A. M., and to
l«iare Conway at 5 P. M.,
giving 5 or 6 hours there to see tlie Mountains and
enjoy the splendid scenery.
Tickets will be sold at all stations at the following
rates:—At Portland ami all other stations up to and
including Steep Falls, $1.25; Baldwin and West
Baldwin, $1.00; all other stations. 75 cents. These
very low prices arc for the round trip, or up and back
the same day. A Saloon Car will furnish Ice Cream,
Lemonade and other good eatables. All can carry a
Lunch or purchase their dinner at a reasonable rate.
We intend to make this a grand good time to all I

the

fitted up

to

CONWAY, N. H„
to start

AGENTS.

Chenery’s Grocery

South.

T.

PERUVIAN

Excursion Train has been engaged to go to

NORTH

Co.,

Mokes

THURSDAY, JUNE 18th, 1874.

An

NEW YORK.,

Nos. 6 and S Custom House
BOSTON,

G.

Excursion

Portland

&

OF

Landing

GHS.PRATT BcCO.
Capen, Sprague

o.

Mountain Excursion.

AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHEN LAMPSARE USED

Builds up
the
Broken down.

Strong.

under.tbe auspices of
MISSION LODGE, I. O. G. T.,

COUNTR Y

[from our correspondent.
KENNEBUNKPORT—Ar 15tb, sch A JRochele,
(of Bangor) Booker, New York.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 13th, schs Brilliant, Cousins,
Machias for Boston; Revolution, Kelley, Machias for
do.
Ar 15th, schs Agnes. Hodgdon, Philadelphia for
Round Point; May Everline, Smith, fm New York;
Gen Thomas, from New York; WillieG Decker, from

Saugor 6th ult, ship United States, Lunt,
Boston; ship Mt Washington, Titcomb, Boston.
Cld at Guauape 9th ult, ship Pacific, Loring,-;
11th, ship Orpheus, Sawyer,-.
At do 16th ult, ship SylYanua Blanchard, Me Ale vy.

no

PERUVIAN SYRUP

opening of

Isiand.
Ticket* 50 cent* each, to be had of the Committee and on board the boat morning of starting.
Chowder included.
jul5d4t'

A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

108FULTON ST.

the

Amusements of the dayto consist of Dancing and
all kinds of games.
Mattie by Chandler’*
Band. All who want a good day’s enjoyment had
better be on hand at Custom House wharf at 8.30 A.
M., at which time the steamer Cazelle staris for the

ESTABLISHED 1770.

FOBB1G1V POBTN.
Sid from Cadiz, Koclicko, Jasper, Gloucester,Mass;
Carrie Wyman, Cochrane, do.
Ar at Dunkirk June 2, North Star, Evans,Macabi;
Keystone, Berry, Boston.
Flushing May 30th, sailed from tlio Roads, S S
Thomas, Eastman. Cardiff.
Ar at St John 12th, sell Marysville, Crossman. im
Portland; sch Village Bell, Riley, fm Boston via

Contains

THURSDAY, JUNE 18th.

I.

HASEVEROCCURED FROM BURNING.
STORING OR HANDLING IT.
the MANY IMITATIONSgCOUNTERffirs
n

[By Telegraph.!

Portland.
Sid trom

BURNING

AS THE

given at

The Steamer Chas. Houghton will leave Custom
House Wharf at 8 o’c'ock p. m.
Tickets 50 cents, to be bad at Hawes’ Music Store
and at the boat.
he Chas. Houghton has been fitted up and will
run her first trip for this excursion.
julGd.lt

VVHIL£NSACCIOENTDIR^R^^NDIH^ffy

Baltimore, 16th, brig Antilles, Sagua.

Rnunra

9, 1874.

June

MUSIC B¥ THE PORTLAND BAND

ARE PROVED BY ITS CONTINUED USE IN OVER

Geo Calhoun, (Br) Price, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Geo Amos, Bunker, New York—Bunker Bros.
Sch Eliza Frances, Bulger. New York—Bunker
Bios.

yeater lay.
to command Lor.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

on

LITTLE CHEBEAGUE ISLAND,

Davis, from Elizabeth port-

ia

Is a Protected
Protoxide
of Iron.

Alcohol.

be open to the public

BURNS IN ANY LAMP WITHOUT DANGER
OF EXPLOOINGORTAKING FIRE

%UFACTURED£XPR£SSiyT0lI,spUCETHEUS£flf

PORTLAND,

Ames of Rockland
in a lew days.

Til E PORTLAND

Excursion and Ball !

Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—mas-

Alonzo C
is to load

PERUVIAN SYRUP

jultl

absolutelySAFEperfectly ODORLESS.
ALWAYS UNIFORM. ILLUMINATING QUALITIES

Charlie Morton, Davis, Philadelphia, with coal
to Portland Steam Packet Co,
Sch M A Rice, Rice, South Amboy, with clay to
Portland Stone Ware Co.
Sell Nellie Carr, French, Hoboken.
Sch Ellen Morrison, Dodgo, New York.
Sch E C Stimson, Randall, New York.
Sch Snow Bird, (Br) Cripps. and Iris, (Br) Burch*
ard. Boston, to load for St John. NB.
Sch Helen Maria, Prince, Camden, with lime to D
L Fcriiald.
Sch Oaso Belle, Smith, Ellsworth for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steemer Chase, Bennett. St John, NB—John Port-

oaiuruay

from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.

will be

NEWS.

Miller.
The fine new schooner D II
Stocktou for Francis Cobb and

25

GRAND

ren.

Ar at

Chairs 25 cts.
Box Office open

ALCOHOL.

Burlesque Troupe.

cts., Parquette 35 cts., Orchestra Chairs 50 cts., Boxes $4.00 Grand Matinee
every Sat unlay Afternoon at 2 o’clock. Matinee
prices, Gallery 15 cts., Parquette and Orchestra

Admission, Gallery

PRATTS ASTRAL OIL

Brig Mechanic, Gonld, Philadelphia, with coal to
J H Baker.
Brig Eliza Morton, [new, of Portland, 439 tons]
Leland, Yarmouth—towed around by tug C A War-

Seh
ter.
Sch

& Ellis’

Sappho

WITHOUT

JOSE,
J Portland Indtistr
W. W. THOMAS, Jit.,)
Exhibition.
M. A. BLANCHARD, Cor. Sec.
Ju8

Tuesday, Jane 16.
ARRIVED
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via

Boston.
Brig Minnie Miller,
coal to order.

days.

C. E.

11

Eastport for

Permanent Tonic

A

Entire change of Programme Mondays and Thurs-

C. P. Kimball. W. S. Dana, J. B. Brown. C. E.
Jose, Get. E. B. Jackson, Win. Curtis, W. W.
Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
C. P. KIMBALL
Exec. Com. on
)

HIGHLY VOLATILEAND DANGEROUS OILS,

PORT OF

u

MUSIC BY TIIK PORTLAND BAND.

Date

Almanac.—June 17,
Sun rises.4.23 I Moon sets.10.55 PM
Sun sets.7.38 I High water.2.15 PM

MARINE

WS in the BLOOD

TICKETS 25 EACH, OK 6 FOB
ONE DOLLAR.

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN BTEAiflEKM

Mu' .1agai.Ii knopra

NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
sndtt
my26

Ileury

John Varney, station agent on the Eastern
Railroad at South Jterwick. has, on account of
ill health resigned, and W. J. Witham has been
appointed to succeed him.
A man named Goodwin and a Frenchman

from Boston,

$2.00!

etc.

The Beethoven Quintette Club have been ento furnish music at the ne#t commencement at Colby.
They will be assisted at the
concert by Mrs. H. M. Osgood.
Fred W. Galbraith, wbo has been appointed
one of the
Justices of the Municipal Court of
Boston, is a native of Augusta.
Benjamin F. Melvin, a native of Hallowell,
died recently in Missouri.

B.

ner, with
BMenl.

Tuesday Evening,

child of Jerome Harri-

Albion, June 9th, David

Varieties,

mid Nnlurdny Mmifirst class Variety Liilcrmiu

will

son.

In

Ward’s

ME.

Industrial Exhibition

In Saco, June 12th, Mrs. Sarah B., wile of Samue
Berry, aged 56 years and 3 months.
In Saco, June 12th, Benjamin A. F.
Pillsbury,
aged 24 years and 18 days.
In Saco, June 12th, Mrs. Mary Libby, aged
79years
infant

HALL—PORTLAND,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Open Every Evruing

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

do; Yerka, Tabbutt, Addison,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

gaged

BROKEN.
May 27tb. lat 43, Ion 55, ship Lizzie Moses, Cox,
tow Philadelphia lor Antwerp,

DOHIBST1C POKTN.

VARIETY

DRY

The soldiers’ monument at Presque Isle will
be dedicated on July 4th, under the direction of
the town, which has appropriated $100 to de
fray the expenses of the dedication ceremonies,

COUNTY.

Portland.
In Yarmouth, June 141h,by Rev. Geo. B.
lllsley.
Mr, Sewall Boston and Miss Laura F. Swett, both of
Cumberland.
In Dover, N. H., Mr. Charles W. Gould of Rollingsford, and Miss Annie E. Goodwin of Eliot.

a

BOSTON/* MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS

KKNNRBEO

SI 1 from Gravesend 2d, Emma, Rich, Boston.
Sid from Falmouth 1st, Thomas Lord, Wbitteniore, Havre.
Cld at Belfast 1st, Pleiades, Carlton, Richibucto.

eous.

NEWS.

so

In this citv, June 14th, by Eev. W. H. Fenlv, Augustus E. Jeflerds aud Mrs. Ella Clifford, both of

12th,

MUSIC

MONDAY, JUNE 15th,

LLatestby European steamers.l

and 5 months.
In Saco, Juno

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ball, Portland.

Sch

84 EXCHANGE STREET.

BOTTOM DROPPED

The water iu the Aroostook river is
that the drives are likely to be hung up.

John, NB, June 13, sell Ella Clifton, Kim-

MARRIED.

donatio.i of funds to a member. A full attendance is requested. Per Order.
WM. E. THOMES, Secretary.
jul7snlt

church.

STATE

nandiua.
Ar at St

the

induced the Russian prince
to steal his mother’s diamonds, is in Paris safe
from arrest,since under the French law a child
cannot be charged with stealing the property
of his parents, and therefore neither she with
receiving stolen goods.
A St. Louis reporter, who rode on the train
that passes over the remarkable bridge at that
place, a few days ago, seems to think that a
ride over the new structure is preferable to be-

air.’

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTEUBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26sntt

P. A. & N- IT.
A Special Meeting of the I*. A. & N. Union will be
held on WEDNESDAY EVENING, June 17th. at,8

Feenix.who

ing hanged. He says: “We can almost realize the thought of suspension in the atmosphere, without the sense of hazard usually associated with so insubstantial a support as the

PKICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

snlt

COMPANY,

The Baltimore Gazette says that the “Star
Spangled Banner” of which Key wrote is now
in the possession of a northern society
It is
worn in some places, but still in
good preservation.

A safe and sure remedy tor removing Tan. Phn pies,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and iresh and imparling to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

miBiiatnre

Special Notice,

News and Other Items.
Further fuel is added to the ritualistic controversy iu England by the celebration of Corpus Christi day by the high churchmen.
Philadelphia has invited President Grant
and his Cabinet to he present at the laying of
the corner stone of the public buildiugs on the
4tli of July next.

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth and Freckie Lotion

Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.... June 17
remedy.
City of Havana.New York. Havana.June 18
I had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
Andes.New York. .Jamaica.. ..June 21
to eat only the plainest food, and very little of that.
Italia...New York. .Glasgow_June 18
1 tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... June20
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
Colon..New
York.. Aspinwall- .June 20
mo.
has entirely cured
(Signed)
Batavia.Boston.... Liveruool... June20
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
of Chester.New York. .Liverpool_June20
City
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:— Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool_June20
The “Specialty” is liked very much by
every one who j MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.June 23
uses it.
We have sold it for two years, and are not
City of New York. .New York Havana.June25
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for “Dys- .Atlas.
New York. .Jamaica.Junc26
C. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Sarmatian.Quebec..
.Liverpool... .June27
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Cuba.New York. .Havana. June27
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool. ..June27
G. WHITE, Cambridgeport, Mass,
Pereire.New York. .Havre.June 27
jnelfi
d&w6mos

AGENCY

Kittery.—Jessee Patch, C. H. Bartlett,
Jesse Friibee, M. A. Salford, B. D. Philbrick,
P. M. Langton, J. J. Lambert.

Ar at Montevideo April 30th, brigs Walter Smith,
Smith, and F H Todd, Maguire, for New York; C*S
Packard, Amesbury, unc.
Ar at St Thomas previous to 11th inst, barque
Emma C Littlefield, Hayden, Buenos Ayres.
Sid from Old Harbor. Ja, 31st ult, barque Linda
Stewart, Stincblleld, New York.
Ar at St Thomas June I. barque Commerce, Elliott, Para; brig Kremlin, Wyman. Rio Jaueiro.
Sid May 29th, ship Florence Treat, Short, Black
River; barque S II Bearce, Marston, Turk’s Island,
(with salt at 12 cents United States currency).
Ar at Port Spain May 21, brig Addle Hale, Fer-

NOTICES.

of any

Yarmouth.—J. M. Bucknam.D. S. Mitchell,
Charles Humphrey and E. G. Wagg.

Miss

have

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

Burleigh, on the Important questions
which have come before that body, meet with
our
unqualified approval, and we hereby instruct our delegates to use all fair means to secure his renomination at the convention to
which they are elected.
41,

new

WHITE’S

John H.

to

English speaking

SPECIAL NOTICES.

J. M. Walker, William C. Scabury, Jeremiah Buxton, E.
G. Wagg.

Kittery—.John Wentworth, Wm. A. Fernald, Augustus Stevenson, Calvin L. Hayes,
M. V. B. Stimson, J. D. Parker, Luther P.
Call, ,7. H. Seward, Wm. Pinkham.
The following resolution was adopted:
Itesolved, That the course taken by the member of Congress from this District, the Hon.

an

SPECIAL

DIED.

Commencement,

Delegate? to the District Convention.
Gray—Hon. Henry Pennell, Andrew Allen,

why

be

jierils life and health in swampy districts and
clearings. So the masses say, and so they
been saying for the last tw enty years.

Examination of candidates for admission to
to

reason

doctored in Latin. If we should describe the properties of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters
in the jargon of the profession, not one reader in
twenty would understand what it is good for. We
preter to say in simple words that it possesses strengthening, regulating and purifying qualities ol the highest order that the vegetable ingredients of which it
is composed are eminently wholesome and salutary,
and that the stimulant which is combined with them
is the purest that can be manufactured. We prescribe it, not in garbled Latin, but in the good old
mother tongue, as a remedy for languor, debility,
nervousness, iudigestion, liver complaint, fever ana
ague, constipation, rheumatism and low spirits, and
as a
preventive of every disease produced by foul air,
whether it stagnates in crowded work-rooms or im-

Thursday—Commencement Day.
Friday, 8 a.m.—Maine Historical Society;
afternoon, Class Day Exercises.
College, Friday previous
July 3.

good

no

people should

Cary.

Frank Hartford Smith, Monmouth*.

Albert Moor Spear, Litchfleld.
Culture,
Ashmun Thompson Salley, Madison.
Truth,
True Character,
Forest Leroy Evans, Alton, N. H.
James Nash, Lewiston.
Union,
True Nobility,
Lewis Merritt Palmer,Lituhtield.

that their wishes find
“elected to represent

The average Massachusetts journal

Itu

the country as a
victory for the cause of clean politics and honest government.
As a member ot„tbe Repub
lican old guard in Congress, as the first wargovernor of his state, and, later, as collector
of the Portland custom-house, he has approved
himself as a man of equal integrity and
ability, of conscieuce and courage. On the
whole, perhaps, the strongest member of an

And some of this class are men whom
ple do noc desire to see retained in office

**el" ^
1,10 mL-n

wmiM

rightly regarded throughout

Hon. Hannibal Hamlin—in this his native
county, where he has always had hosts of
friends,—we have no unkind words to say of
him now. We have delighted to honor him,
aud in the last contest when it was so difficult
to decide whether to sustain Mr. Morrill, whose
manly, independent course on the impeachment
question challenged the support of his constituents, as it won their admiration—in common
with many others in old Oxford, wc sided with
her gifted son, and battled for Hanuibal—but
we were assured then,
personally,as were many
others—that under no considerations would be
be a candidate again. Nor was it presumed
otherwise until recently, when it is said his
friends put I'im forward again. This would be
all very well, but for the fact that his most
active friends who are putting up the job, are
men who hold office and are liable to the suspicion of seekiug to perpetuate tbeir own powaouii”

ex-Cougressman and ex-Govcrnor Per-

tliat thf> plppiiftn nf* Afr

of Mr. Hamlin it says:
For years a personal friend and supporter of

i/iiiin

dangerous competitors

H. Drummond of Portland, and Israel Washburn. Without disparagement to
Messrs. Perliam and Drummond, we may say

The Oxford Democr at takes up the senaquestion without any signs of tender-

launn

a

ham, J.

monarchy.

torial
ness

been called.

candidate for the Senate, his fellow-citizens
were given to understand that, having obtained this crowning mark of their appreciation and confidence,he was inflexibly resolved
to retire from the political stage. Mr. Hamlin himself used language during that canvass which was construed to mean that he
would not he, under any circumstances, a
candidate for re-election.
Apparently, he has changed his mind, and
is now willing, not to say anxious, to serve
his state and country for another term of
years in what the more classical Washington
letter-writers are wont to call “the curule
chair.”
Whether his patriotic aspirations
ate to he gratified, remains to he seen.
The
odds are thought by shrewd observers on the
ground to he at present decidedly in his favor,
hut it is evident enough that he fs not to be
allowed to walk over the course. The Portland Press, the leading Republican paper of
the state, is openly hostile to the candidacy,
while the Bangor Whig and some of the
minor organs preserve an ominous silence.
Ou the other hand, he lias been cultivating
bis corner of the civil service vineyard with
notable assiduity, as appears from this remark of the Press :
Certain men—not many in number but of
great activity and “experience”—are varying
the monotony of their official duties under the
federal government by traveling up and down
tlie state and informing all and singular whom
they meet, with the utmost positiveuess and assurance, that the United States senatorship
question is settled—that Mr. Hatuliu is to be
Ins own successor, and that the suggestion of
any other candidate is mere idle folly, worthy
only of derision.

partists and the knowledge that the followers
of the empire are secretly hut energetically
laboring to seouro by chicanery what they
know they cannot get by an open contest,
exasperates such fiery spirits as Gambetta,
ances

even

Still Another Senatorship.
When Mr. Hannibal Hamlin was last

desire Grst to get rid of President MacMabou
and the Monarchists,
Doubtless the present activity of the Bona-

recent

yet

numerous

tiliiinr lmtv firm

Bowdoin College Commencement.—The
exercises of commencement week at Bowdoin

n.l.»nt..

gained by the Republicans has been obtained by the aid of the Bonapartists, who,
for the accomplishment of different purposes,

the

protests, in electing delethe county convention, which has

standing

tn

__S.

dreadful

The Advertiser’s renort of the caucus at
Kittery Indicates that a trap was sprung by
the Hamlin men, who persisted, notwith-

Gambetta and his associates among the intense Republicans and the Bonapartists, who
are exceedingly active just now.
This conflict is rather of a personal bitterness thau
on account of political difference existing between them, for whatever ground has been

and hence the cause of

a

stubborn

h-ivp

ty, which promises to be

Dominion has been tendered to the Hon. A.
J. Smith, Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
at present acting temporarily as Minister of
J ustice.
The Philadlpliia Press is very certain that
the people will speak so loud on this currency
question that even the executive will hear.

there is

imrtmsD

to enthusiasm is already developed. The
hearts and homes of the citizens of this beautiful town are wide open in a generous hospitali-

This is a good week for the honester congressmen to keep tlie r eyes and ears open,
their wits well about them, their loins girded
about, and their lamps trimmed and burning.
For it is the last week of the session. They
know what that means. So does the lobby.
So do the people.— Springfield Bepublican.

wishing for extra copies for
desiring an iusertion of then-

nn

The late Virgil D. Parris was a graduate of
Uuion College, class of 1827, and not of Water
ville College as has been stated.

most

Moses out of the wilderness.

wide dis-

tn

and enduring it is. Like Him who fash oned
it, it is “The samo yesterday, to-day and forever.” A glowing tribute is paid to the memory of the Baptist fathers in the State—Potter,
Case and Tripp and their co-laborers and compeers who nobly stood for the truth and nobly
have fallen in its defence.
But it is in the
prospect, not the retrospect that our chief interest is to center.
Supply creates demand and
if in the past a supply has been created and
enlarged the demand for work worthily prosecuted has also grown upon our hands. The report then explains in detail the operations of
the year. The total expenditures of the hoard
for the year in aid of weak churches in the
State and in the full prosecution of its opera
tions is $8,270.91,distributed among 53 churches
and 50 pastors and missionaries. The results
of this expenditure and effort are given in reference to each of the churches visited and in
nearly all are of the most eucouragiug character.
The number'of the clergy ,nd laymen present is unusually large and an interest rising al-

We should

Senator Logan has been endorsed by the
Republican convention of Hamilton county,
111., for the Presidency in 1876. With the additional inflation which this announcement
will produce, Mr. Logan’s situation may be
regarded as critical.
They kill dogs in New York with gas—
which suggests to some one that this work
of death might be carried on much less expensively in the capital of the nation.
Colonel Franklin Fairbanks, of St. Johns-

distribution,

Innir! lint,

Moses or those

who would re-nominate him.

to business cards of merchants and
Those

been taken in all movements for the elevation
of the race, aud glances at the mighty changes
which have transpired iu the half century.
But amidst it ail, the true foundation abides.
The tide of change, almost of revolution, has
been seething apd surging around it for how

The New York Times is making distant
war upon that thieving Governor Moses of
South Carolina. The Times can’t say any-

A small space will be

semination is assured.

ing Secretary.
The report briefly refers to the contrast between the position and operations of the Society fifty years ago and at the present time; alludes to the long steps in advance which have

tional enterprises for the colored race in the
South.

issue, immediately
close of the exhibition, a supplement; contaming a compilation of the record presented
from day to day, together with editorial comments and notes pertinent to the subject.
This will be sent with both our daily and
weekly editions, and large numbers have already been ordered by those whose goods are
described, for distribution among their cus-

first American

membered.
At ten o’clock the convention was called to
order and the anuttal report of the board wa8
submitted by Rev. Dr. Ricker, the Correspond-

last week, with quite a number of prominent
gentlemen Irom Virginia and
Washington and various New England clergymen present, including Rev. John W.
Harding ot' Longmeadow and Rev. Henry L.
Grillln of Connecticut. The school has 200
pupils and 20 teachers, and continues lo be
the most noted and successful of the educa-

upon the

tomers and friends.

pastorate under circumstances of unusual promise.
This morning at niue o’clock a numerously
attended prayer meeting was held prior to the
opening of tho formal work by the convention.
It was a session of unusual interest and gives
promise of a convention session long to he re-

educational

To meet this want

the Press will

upon his

agricultural school for negroes near Fortress
Monroe, Va., celebrated its commencement,

notable a success and has attracted such general interest that a full and connected

pastor and people in the intricate and manifold relations they sustain to each other, and
wero interspersed with frequent music by an
excellent choir.
Rev. Mr. YVhitmarsli is a native of England,
of high education and large culture, and enters

at the pound, says: “The dogs, each and all,
felt tlie shadow of impending doom.” Might
not the scene be properly termed the “Yelpera’ Impending Crisis?”—Commercial Advertiser.
The chances for a new currency bill at this
session are not very good, and on the whole
it is better to let tilings run along as they
are than to have any such bill passed as the
present Congress would be likely to agree
upon. Business men may make their calculations accordingly—Boston Herald.
General Armstrong’s Hampton normal and

so

IN GENERAL.

East Winthrof, June 16.
The semi-centennial of the Maine Baptist
Missionary Society, which is held in this beautiful village this week, was introduced last
evening by services appropriate to the installation of Rev. W. T. Wbitmarsb, the recently
settled pastor of the church in this place.

ton

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. Ah railway, steamboat and hotel
managers w ill contei a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the

Press, and we have no disposition
l-ively, a party to such frauds.

[Reported for the Press!
Maine Baptist Anniversaries.

Notiuno better indicates the real feeling
which Gen. Cutler lias for the soldier of the
late war than the single fact that his (But-

THE PRESS.

('aniages
sacrifice for

lor sale

remainder of the week

at
AT Storehouse loot the
of Urecu St., opposite the Culna

jorlaud House,

jnJOiWt’

WEDNESDAY WORKING, JUNE 17. ’II
PBKS8
of FesMay be obtained at the Periodical Depots
pcndeu Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunei! & Co.
HenderMoses,
Gleudenning,
Andrews, Wentworth,
trains that run out o:
son, and Chisholm Bros., on all
the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdoo,
At Watervme, of J- S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

form by the Eagle and Forest City refineries.
The Eagle refinery, which has its buildings
on Fore street, near the foot of Hancock, was
started in 1867. It manufactures sugars trom

OUU WORKSHOPS.

THE PRESS.

Seventh

Day of the Exhibition.

molasses hy

THE

CITY~ AND

VICINITY.

A

CONTINUED

SUCCESS.

The seventh day of the Industrial Exhibition
witnessed an attendance at City Hall larger
than usual. Iu the evening there was scarcely room to move about because oi the crowd
The excursion trains bring in great numbers
of people, ami the interest among our citizens
continues unabated.

New Advertisements To-Day.

POTTERY.

The chief attraction to the crowds which
throng the hall is the pottery works of the
Portland Stone War Company, about which
groups of curious people cluster all the day
and evening, watching
the‘‘clay in the hands
of the potter” and the wondertul transforma-

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Excursion of the Season.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Crockery Ware—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Carriages—F.

O.

Bailey

SPECIAL

& Co.

NOTICES.

tion it

undergoes. Perhaps one reason for the
great interest taken in this branch ot manufacture is that the spectator can see the process of making begun and carried
out, and

Notice—The sale of Oil Paintings.
P. A. & N. U.—Special Meeting.

[ Special

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

E Alfred

House—R. H. Goding.
Ottawa House—George Allen.
I For Sale—Mouldings. &c.
H Notice is hereby given—John F.
Chenery’s Grocery Store,
ft* Wet Nurse Wanted.

watch the clay from its first rude condition of mere lumpiness until it is fashioned
with delt hands into the familiar kitchen
utensil. The Portland Stone Ware Company
cau

Brown.

Wanted—Girl.
Second-hand Windows—J. C. Ward.
State Normal School—Cbas. C. Rounds.
Pratt’s Astral Oil.
Fireworks—F. W. Adams.
Doors, &c—Farnham & Co.
Wanted—W. C. Cobb.
For Sale—T. F. Roberts.
Notice—Merrill & Kilby.
Atlantic House—S. B. GunniVon.

was

nings,

PORTLAND

"POST

OFFICE.
Postmaster.
Clerk

Chief

Office Hours.
From 7.30

Sundays

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
a m

from 9 to 10 a m.
Arrival and

Departure

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.50 and 10.00 p m. Close at
8.30 a m and 2.40 p m.
Great Southern ami Western. Arrive at 12.55 and
10.30 pm. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.40 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3 i> m. Close at 12 m.
AuguKta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
m and 3pm.
Close at 12 m and 5 pm.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
7.15 p m. Close at 6.15 a m, 12 m, and 5 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a m, and 3
p m. Close at 7 a m. and 1 p m.
North Conway and otber offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 9.00 a m, and 3.00 pm. Close at 6.45
a. m. and 1.00 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
G.30 a in.
Kastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 5 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 am. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 9 a m. Close Saturday at 5 pm.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ol steamers, Close at 2.40 p m.

JUDGE

Court.

Intoxication. Ninety

days.
Mary Curran. Intoxication. Sixty days.
Peter Darvin, James Kiley and John Edger.

In-

toxication. Fined $5 each with costs. Paid.
Levi E. Farwell. Intoxication. Sentence

sus-

pended.
Webb.
Michael Flaherty. Search and seizure.
with costs. Paid.

Knight.
Fined $50

Brief

Jottiuga.
There will be a union temperance prayer
meeting in the St. Lawrence street church this
Wednesday evening at quarter before eight
o’clock. The Rev. J. W. Johnston will preside.
The public are cordially invited.
Prof. F. L. Bartlett, Analytical Chemist and
State Assayer, has examined the sugars and
syrups manufactured by the Forest City Sugar
Refinery, and pronounces them strictly pure.
A Frenchman had a tame hare on exhibition
India street yesterday.
The cutter Levi Woodbuiy started for

on

Beach this morning to assist in laying the

Rye
new

cable.
The Allan mail steamship Polynesian, from
Quebec, arrived at Liverpool yesterday.
A'portmonnaie was found on Exchange Street

yesterday afternoon. The owner can find it by
calling at this office,
A certain barber in this city collects his pay
from his customers just wheu he gets them half
shaved. He says that it’s a sure thing then.
At the caucus of the delegates to the State
Convention yesterday afternoon, Hon.
F. Talbot was elected deleerate at-larce.

George

Mr. Nelson Leighton has been prancing about
town with a pupil who wasn’t too smart to have
his pocket picked on the St. John boat the other

night.

John Burroughs while at work on Atlantic
wharf yesterday split his foot with an axe.
Two boys were arrested yesterday for stealing
wood from a wood-yard on the Dump.
Officer Stevens arrested a woman last night
for being drunk in a yard on Pleasant Street,

creatiug disturbance.
Officers Horr and Stevens suppressed a fight
on Centre Street between 9 and 10 o’clock last
night. One of the participants had his head

badly

cut,_

The Robbins Case.—In the Commissioner’s
Court yesterday morning a certificate was prc
sented from Dr. T. A. Foster, the jail physician, stating that the prisoner, Charles T. Robbins, was, in his opinion, suffering from epileptic insanity to the extent that his appearance
before the Commissioner would be extremely

dangerous.
The Deputy Marshal, Mr. Wilson, also testified that Robbins had been acting very strangely. He would get down on bis hands and knees
apparently feeling about for something. He
had dashed his head against the wall inflicting
a severe wound on the skull, and had torn up
all his bed-clothing, and, by the advice of Dr.
Foster, had been placed in a padded cell. The
the united strength of five men to pinion him and place
him in the cell.
The question then arose as to whether the
Commissioner attended by the counsel for the

deputy marshal

also stated it

required

government and Robbins, and accompanied by
the English Consul, should proceed to the jail
and there render the decision in Robbins’ presMr. Strout, counsel for the.government,
ence.
was of the opinion that Robbibs’ present in-

sanity was feigned, and, even if real, had no
bearing on the Annie B. case, or the evidence
Mr. Bradbury desired
given in the matter.
that at least a day’s time might be taken to
see

how the

prisoner

would appear at the end

of that time.
The Commissioner decided to adjourn the
court to 2 o’clock to-day, at which time he shall
govern himself according to the best established authorities in like cases.
Personal.
of ladies and

intendent Furber and President N. G. White
of the Boston & Maine road, Messrs. Woodman of Dover and Spring of this city, were
handsomely entertained by James R. Nichols
at Lakeside Farm, near Haverhill, Monday.
S. J. Chadboarn, Esq., of East Dixmout, is
at the States.
E. F. X’illsbury, Esq., of Augusta, is at the

Preble.__
I.AUNcn,—The liarkentine “David Boyd”
was launched from Curtis’ ship yard yesterday
There was a
afternoon at about one o’clock.
large crowd present, and as the vessel started
each and every one felt called upon to shout
She will
aloud. She went off very nicely.
to the city for several
not be

brought’round

She is all rigged aud is a superior vessel, rating A 1. She is owned by Yeaton &
Boyd, Samuel Bounds,Edward Waite, John A.
Larrabee, Capt. Boyd, who is to command her,
and others. She is about 500 tons burdeu.
weeks.

Music Haul.—At Ward’s Varieties last
evening the entire list of new faces advertised
presented themselves, were en thusiaslically received, and with the company remaining presented an entertainment never before excelled
at this popular resort. We greatly missed the
Orrin brothers and Mile. Lucia, who had so
iugratiated themselves in the public favor that
they can with all truth claim to be in their
artistic gymnastic business the greatest favorites that have ever

public.

May they

appeared before the Portland
soon

return.

Overboard,—A colored man walked off the
end of Railroad wharf last night, about mid
near aud
night. There was a schooner lyiug

the crew threw a rope to the man and he was
diawn on board the vessel and from there takHe complained of his
en to the police station.
that he
hack hurling him, and it was thought

struck something in the

water,

worth

turned out a year. Of course
stone ware goods of all kinds are manufactured, but the heavy industries mentioned
ab^ve have about crowded these out, and the
are

worth

a

year.

Will

UUl UAV/OCU

,VW

Four kilns are used, and 75
The clay is brought tromNew

men employed.
Jersey and 10,000 tons

used

year. Three
schooners are chartered especially for its carriage, and it is delivered at the wharf of the
are

a

company on Back Bay. This wharf has been
rebuilt and enlarged this spring, and a building for storage erected. The manufactory is a

huge affair, and contains two
ing.

of floor-

acres

BOOK-BINDING.

In book-binding
betterj perhaps than

the

display is very fine,
that of any other industry

represented.

Dresser,McLellan & Co. exhibit 47 volumes of
the Maine Reports, of which they now have
exclusive control. These are noticeable for
the stylo, finish, strength, and thorough workmanship of the binding, as well as for the excellence of the general get-up. They would be
credit to any publishing house in New England. There is also displayed Varney’s Young
a

People’s History of Maine, a work which has
been received throughout the
state with
marked favor, and is now in its third edition.
An excellent show is made of blank books.
These are manufactured to order for firms iu
this city, and are noticeable for the
of
their ruling.
Bailey & Noyes, blank book manufacturers
and publishers, exhibit mercantile
blank
books and bookbinding, among which is a

magnificent ledger, a beautiful specimen of
ruling, binding and finish. It is ruled for
double entry with printed headings, and marginal lines opposite each account to place the
mercantile agency report of the standing o*
parties with whom the account is opened.
The binding is Russia and Euglish calf with
raised back and panneled sides, and the finish
is in lull guilt It is an elegant specimen.
They also exhibit specimens of their common
and regular work, among which are some fine
marble edged work in plain sheep and cloth

binding.
Loring, Short & Harmon make a fine display of bindings calculated to reflect credit upon this standard
industry of our city. The

specimens

are

boobs

CfflMAil
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firms and corporations in the city and out.
Among them are a superb ledger, heavy in

binding aud finish, lor the Maine Savings
Bank, several volumes of the Franklin county
records,which this firm binds, a ledger for the
First National Bank, and journals for Deering
& Milliken, W. & C. R. Millikfn. J. Bird &
Co. and other prominent firms.
This firm
also makes a fine exhibit of Smith’s reports
bound in law sheep.
Hall L. Davis exhibits some handsome specimens of his everyday work, such as ledgers for
the Frontier, Mount Vernon, Auburn and Casco National Banks, records of the city of Portland, journals for J. S. Winslow and other
Besides these admirable
prominent firms.

specimens of binding are placed books made
by the firm of which Mr. Davis was the inheritor in 1838.
Though those books were fine in
their day, yet the contrast is very marked, and
shows the progress of the art within thirty-five
There are also on exhibition silver
years.
medals awarded to Mr. Davis for excellence in
binding by the M. C. M. Association. The
firm is the legitimate successor of one of the
oldest houses iu the city at^d has furnished
bindings tor city and county records for mauy
years. For thirty-five years it has bound the
records ol the county of York.
BOOK PUBLISHING.

Hoyt & Fogg have a large show case in Reception Hall, filled with copies of the forty
distinct publications which they issue. These
publications are religous works, sabbath schoo'
juveniles and statistical mauuals, varyiug iu
price from ten dollars to fifty cents. This firm
is the only distinctive book publishing house
in Maine, aud has been established in this
branch of business four years, during which
time its transactions have largely and steadily
increased. Among its publications, are the
well-known Barth’s Chronological Commentary, the Hazelwood, Melbourne, Treasure
aud Children Home Series in sets, the indispensable “Hints about Business,” the capital,
‘‘Carpenters’aud Builders’ Guide,” which commands a very large sale, and the demand ior
which is increasing every day,and the familiar
“Maine Register.” This last mentioned book
is an invaluable manual to [every man in
Maine, comprising, as it does, complete statis"
tical histories of the state, counties and
towns)
and a complete political register and legislative manual. It is is published pursuant to
orders of the Legislature, and is the accepted
official “blue book” of Maine. The firm also
issues a pocket map of the state, very conven-

working season extends from March to October. Forty-five men are employed, About
12,000 hogsheads or 1,400,000 gallons of molas"
ses are ustd, making 25,000 barrels
or
5,500,000 pounds of sugar of various grades from
yellow to “extra C.,” besides syrups. The
daily production is twenty tons ol sugar. The
market is principally Boston and the West.
The Forest City Company was organized in

1867, with

up. The buildings are50 by 300, five-storied.
The refinery is trom pure cane sugars, and
granulated, powdered, and the various grades
of coffee sugars are turned out, besides a supe.
rior article of syrup. The company can turn
250 barrels of sugar a day, and last .month
turned out 6000 barrels.
The goods are ot superior quality and most of them are taken hy
the jobbing trade of this city and siate.
The
out

surplus goes to theWest and the lower Provinces.
The refinery is very favorably located
with deep water front where vessels from the
West Indies discharge their cargoes. Railroad
tracks give facilities to ship the manufactured
About seventy five men are
goods in cars.
employed in all the departments.
OONFECTIOJIERY.

The well known candy man, L. J. Perkins,
Perkins
makes a tempting display of sweets.
is known all over the state,and when his name
is mentioned, children cry out with delight,
and penurious fathers bug their pocket books
and groan. He uses a thousand pounds of suof confectionery. About eleven years ago he started with a
small store, doing his manufacturing himself.
He now employes thirteen hands in the shop,
and has twelve horses constantly on the road
gar

gazetteer ot Maine,giving the history,physical characteristics and productive capabilities
of every town in the state, and designed to
meet the wants of every class of our people.
The other is “Sketches, historical and descriptive, of noted Maine horses,” past and present,
witli tlieir ancestors and descendants. Over

thousand horses are mentioned, and the
record is one which must be of interest to
every horse fancier in the state.
one

a

day, and makes all

manner

in this state and New Hampshire delivering
These teams coat him forty dollars a
run.
Last year be sold $8C,000 worth
sweets and cigars, in which last mentioned
article he does a large business.

goods.
day to

SYRUPS.

H. H. Bicker & Co., make a very good display of extract of Jamaica ginger, lemon and
mead syrups, flavoring extracts, standard

medicines, &c.
H. Sawyer, both

Horace H. Biaker and John
young men of this city, com-

menced the manufacture of these goods about
ble reputation.

No better, no more tastefully
put up goods are offered by any bouse in tbe
country. Their sales have exceeded their expectations, and the recent admission as partner, of Z. R. Farriogton, a gentleman from the
eastern part of'the state, will enable them to
extend their operations still wider.
FAMILY

SOAP’

Specimens of three grades of family soap
exhibited from the well known factory
Leatlic &

Gore,

one

are

of

of tbe successful manu-

facturing enterprises of Portland, dating back
to 1852
From small beginnings it has several
times changed base until now it occupies extensive brick buildings with steam apparatus,
employing a capital of 850,000, and turning cut
an annual product ol
500,000pounds. Its market is

beiug

mostly

in New York, the local market
overrun with cheap adulterated soaps.

The Art Sale.—There was a fair attendance at the sale of paintings from J. B. Sword’s
studio, at Lancaster Hall yesterday afternoon,
but the pictures sold at ridiculously low prices,
much below their real value.
The sale will be
continued this afternoon and evening, opeuiug
at three o’clock.
Such an opportunity to ob
tain paintings of merit has rarely been afforded to Portland people, and if they are wise

they will avail themselves of it. Many of the
finest pictures remain unsold, and a chance
yet remains to get capital bargains.
It is not
probable that Mr. Sword’s works will ever be
offered again at public sale in this city, and
the opportunity to secure one should not be
neglected.
a

Hard on the child.—While a woman with
small child was walking on Kxclrange street

yesterday afternoon, but too rapidly for the
I little one to keep up, the child made a misstep
and fell over a high curb stone and was unable
to rise. The lady walked slowly hack, picked
tbe child from the gutter, and having shaken
it angrily, pulled it after her up the street.
A
kind hearted Irishman remarked that that
would have looked better if it had not been
seen.

Of the canned goods, a heavy and leading industry, there is a large show. Two great pyramids of cans occupy conspicuous places in the
hall. These cans contain the products of the
Portland Packing Company, and of Burnham,
Morrill & Co.
The Portland Packing Company has the
largest packing establishment in the world,
and runs twenty factories situated in this state
and in Nova Scotia. Of the sweet corn 100,000 canisters of two pounds eacii are pnt up a
At the lobster factories 8000 cans a day
These
are put up from May to November.
products are warranted to arrive at any part of

day.

the world in as good condition as they leave
the delivery warehouse. Two hundred thousand packiug boxes are
required to place these
canisters in
shipping order, and to manufacture these boxes
several mills are run at their
full capacity.
The

company

owns

fiihing

smacks and fits out its
fishermen, manufacture their boilers and other
packing utensils
fostering several mechanical branches in order
to CDSUie system io its vast
business.
Over
two thousand persous are
employed exclusive
of fishermen,
The goods have won a
great
reputation, and the markets are in nearly
every country in the globe,
Burnham, Morrill & Co„ do an extensive
business, and have thirteen factories in this
Slate and the British Provinces.
This season
they will pack 1,500.000 cans of lobsters, 1,000,000 cans of corn, besides great quantities of
other goods, such as tomatoes, Cape
mackeral, beach clams, ox-tail soup,
Iruit, &c. Their market is all Europe. The
factory in this city is on Eraukliu street. A
great number of people are employed at their
numerous factories, and their pay roll is very

their

Shore

large.
SUGARS.

In sugar refining, a standard Portland industry, the display is very fine. Great barrels
of sugar, aud flasks of syrup are displayed at

the upper end of the hall ia treat of the plat-

for your

nishing goods.
The

leigh’s,

best place to buy
8U Middle street.

Silk is

gentlemen’s
is

clothing

con-

at Bur-

_

Whitney’s.

ju7smw

Premature Loss of

rns

Haib, which is

so

nowadays,

may be entirely prevented
by the use of Burnett’s Oocoaine. It has been
used in thousands of cases where the hair was
coming out in handsful, and has never failed to
arrest its decay, and to promote a healthy and
vigorous growth. It is at the same time unrivalled as a dressing for the hair. A single ap-

plication will render it soft and glossy for several days.
jnel5-3tws
Does Advertising Pay?—There Is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertising.”— Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions and made money.” —Nicholas Longworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
—A. T. Stewart.
“Advertising has furnished me with a competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s iuk.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—liarnum.
_

BY TELEGRAPH.
MASSACHUSETTS.
New
x/voxvriv,
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England Agricultural Society met in Boston
to-day to arrange preliminaries tor the next annual exhibition at Narragausett l'arlc, Providence, during the first week in September next.
All the New England States were represented.
A liberal system of premiums was agreed upon.
Sumner Memorial.
At a meeting of the contributors to the proposed Sumner memorial to-day it was stated
that owing to numerous recent calls for immediate aid, to which the citizens of Boston had
liberally responded, the receipts for the subscription committee had not been so large as
under other circumstances they would have
been. After an informal discussion it was decided that the amount now ou hand (about
$1G,000) should be increased to $50,000, and this
should be used in the erection of the memorial,
which is to take the form of a statue of Mr.

Sumner.
That Awful Bore.

The Senate this afternoon reached a vote on
the Hoosac Tunnel question, and the amended
bill of Learned was refused by a vote of 17 to.
17. The bill of Senator Bailey was then ordered to a third reading, 17 to 16. The matter will
come up again to-morrow.
The House rejected
the Lee and New Haven Railroad bill upon its
enactment this afternoon, 67 yeas to 112 nays.

NEW YORK.
Little Flurry in Wall Street.
New YoRK,June 16.—Turner Brothers diankers, suspended to-day. They have been iuvolv
ed iu some western railroad bonds.
There is
some shakiness in Wall
street
Rumors are
current that auother well known broker’s firm
has suspended, but no name has transpired.
The suspension of Turner Brothers was
caused by advancing money to western railway
companies on inadequate securities, the greater
part of which were the Indianapolis, BloomTheir failure
ington and Western railroad.
does not effect the stock market except to bean
get
uneasy feeling.
R. W. Berry & Co., gold brokers, a small
A

firm, suspended to-day,

Variona Mnttcrs.

Judge Woodruff of the U. S. Circuit Court
has given decisions in the cases of Luther
Clark and Prank Work against ex-Collector
Bailey, to recover some $20,000 taxes paid by
them uuder protest. Plaintiffs were brokers,
“carrying stock on margin,” and the question
at issue was whether they were liable to
pay
taxes on margin deposits the same as banks
and bankers. Judge Wood ruff decides they
were not and in favor of the
plaintiffs. The

suits, though nominally against Bailey, are
really against the Government, and are test

This decision will draw some hundreds
of thousands from the Treasury.
The will of the inventor, James Bogardus,
bequeathes his property to his family.
Jas. Lee, an old merchhnt, died to-day, in his
79th year.
The canal boat Reenan, with 1800 barrels of
cases.
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Loss $7500; no insurance.
John Donahue, arrested as the supposed
murderer of Michael Grahem of Little Neck,

JLr.

I.,

^wi*

ffau tu
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Ilecorder Hackett to-day chargo.l tba Graud
Jury against the new dog; law. He considers
the manner of killing a public nuisance aud a
needless cruelty to animals.
'Ihe proceedings
for the examination of
Gen. Butler in the case of Jasper K. Herbert
vs. Guzaway B. Lamar are dismissed.

mother and uncle had always taken care of it.
There will be a hearing in a few days to decide
who shall have the custody of the child.

WASHINGTON.

Adduction

Fire Alarm.—The alarm of fire last evenbox 21 was caused by fire being discovered in the dwelling house No. 5 Franklin
The fire caught from the chimney, but
street.

ing from

put out before any damage wasdone. The
house is owned by Mrs. Williams and occupied
by Mrs. Thumburg. The building was well
insured.
was

A Musical Lecture.—A select company of
musicians gathered at Army and Navy Union
Hall last evening to listen to a lecture from
Mr. M, E. Cheney of Vermont, on music.
Mr.
Cheney’s style of delivery is clear and beautiful.
It is to be hoped that he will he persuaded to lecture in City Hall next winter.
Serious

Accidedt.—A little

son

noon aud received
a severe cut ou the temple.
Dr. Clark dressed the wound.

Oorhnin.
Business in Gorham is rather lively.
Considerable building and repairing is going on.
The new carriage factory is progressing finely
aud will be a noble building when completed.
Mr. Benjamin Kedlon has sold his stock of
shoes and boots to Mr. Henry Johnson, who
will continue the business at the old stand.
Mr. Johnson, we believe, has a full line of

goods for the trade. We understand that Mr.
Johnson means business in earnest.
Mr. B.
G. Htrding is pushing things in the grocery
line with his usual activity.
Kev. Mr. Ferris,
pastor of the Congregational church, and Itev.
Mr. McMillan ot the Methodist church, exchanged pulpits last Sabbath, much to the satis%ction of both parishes.
inigPBbbANBOUN NOTICES.

Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts.—The
of these extracts consists

in

su-

their

perfect purity and great strength. They are
warranted free from poisonous oils and acids
which enter into the composition of many ot
the factitious fruit flavors

in the market.
They are not only true to their names, but are
prepared from fruits of the best quality, aud
are so highly concentrated that a
comparatively
small quantity only need be used.
3tW&S
now

The Nk Plus Ultra.—Everybody likes to
see a well dressed head of hair, hut no iady or
gentleman can dress their hair with perfect
satisfaction without the use of Bearine. Its
perfume is exquisite; it gives to the hair a
glossy rich appearance. Sold by all druggists.
_

Governor

to-night.

jel7-d&wlw

The American House, Boston, has just
introduced a feature that will commend itself
to all prudent travellers. Those who are willing
to take upper, medium-sized rooms will make
a saving of 31.U0 per day, and
enjoy the same
excellent table for which this hotel has so long
been noted. The passenger elevator makes all
Mbs. Manchester, the well-known celebrated physician, so well known for the wonderful cures she has performed when all other
physicians have failed, will be in Brunswick
June 23d, aud remain one week at theBowdoin
Hotel.
2t-w
That is high praise a druggist gives in the
advertisement of “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia” when he declares he is selling nothing
else for that distressing complaint, after making
for twoj years. Such
a trial of the Specialty
dlt&wlt
testimony is valuable.
Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
can he found at T. P. McGowan’s, Congress

______

"
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George W. Rich &

Fi- a^v'se

17? h ore Street.
175

buy their ClothCo. Stores 173 aud
to

__

The Ladies
tes iug
now in

Pronunciamento!

jel2eod4t
While

nro-

against all the old worthless Dentritices
the market, the ladies, with one con-

sent, have adopted the Sozodont as the one
thing needful to insure the integrity of the
teeth aud a fragrant breath.
jul5d&wlw
Mrs.

Manchester, the celebrated eclectic
physician has been prevailed upon to remain at

the IT. S. Hotel till June 23d.

Louisiana

arrived here

Alleged

Blow at tbe Press.

New York, June 16.—The Times
ton despatch says that the libel bill

Washingwas

un-

doubtedly deliberately planned by people

who
feel aggrieved at the liberty which newspapers
have taken with their names,and it was shrewdIt is doubtful
ly and carefully arranged.
whether the bill goes through the House.
The Tribune’s despatch savs the object of the
hill is to afford Carpenter and Conkling an opportunity to get the press in their power.
Rochefort Hooted at Queenstown.
June 16.—When the steamer
Parthia arrived here this evening a large and
unruly mob had gathered on the dock awaiting
the appearance of Henri Rochefort. As Rochefort passed down the gangway he was immediately recognized by the crowd who leceivedhim
with hooting and execrating, and made a rush

Queenstown,

uc

lauucu.

xuc

ouuuuilUCU

Bochefcrt, who, it is feared, would have been
lynched but for their protection. The intensely excited mob pressing forward hooting and
yelling, followed the Frenchman to Queen’s

Hotel. From that place the police escorted
him to the depot where only passengers were
admitted. His arrival at Cork was pot expected. He therefore passed through the city unmolested and took the train at t) p. m. for Dublin, whence he will proceed to London.
Island’s Senatorial Read-Lock,
Providence, June 16.—The General Assembly met to day in this city at 12 o’clock, and
took eight ballots for Senators, resulting as follows: Whole namber 107; Burnside 40, Dixon
27, Barstow 18, Sheffield 7, scattering 15.
Ninth ballot—Burnside 30, Dixon 26, Barstow 17, Sheffield 7, Bradley 7, Jenckes 4, scattering 7.
Teuth ballot—Burnside 42, Dixon 27, Sheffield 8, Bradley 7, scattering 7.
Eleventh ballot—Burnside 40, Dixon 27. Barstow 18, Sheffield 10, Bradley 7, Jenckes 4, Arnold 1.
Adjourned till to-morrow.
Rhode

Horrible Murder.

Cincinnati, June 16.—Despatches from Lawrenceburg, Indiana, state that a horrible, mys-

terious murder was discovered to-day, two miles
from that place.
Mrs. ,Marv E. Bradley aud
two daughters, aged 10 ami 12, were found dead
and horribly mutilated.
Mrs. Bradley’s body
was cut open
and the viscera exposed. The
faces of the daughters were beaten to a jelley.
A baby was found alive suffering from a slight
wound, and a three-year old boy was found
wandering in the adjacent woods uninjured.
The family were poor and hail no money. The
husband was absent working on a farm in Ohio.
There is no clue as to the motive or persons of
the murderers.
Louisiana’s Condition.
St. Louis, June 16.—Dr. King, agent of GovKellogg of Louisiana, and Mavor Wiltz of New
Orleans, addressed the Louisiana Belief Committee.
He says that fully oue-third of the
state is still under water one or two feet deep,
and 70,000,or 80,000 people are now in destitute
circumstances.
Much sickness prevails, and
unless the people obtain relief the suffering
during the summer will be almost beyond precedent. Additional contributions were made.

Block._jelGtf
Miss A. Graves, from S. T. Taylor’s, 816
Broadway, New York, is at the Preble House
prepared to demonstrate and teach the only
perfect system in the world for cutting Ladies’
Dresses.
The inventor, Mr.
Taylor, will give a free lecture on the art and
profit of Dressmaking in
the parlor,
Wednesday, June 17th, at 8 o’clock
P- “•
jel6-2t

Kellogg of

The House Judiciary Committee will tomorrow endeavor to come to a conclusion on
the Durell and Busteed Impeachment cases.
The Committee have authorized the chairmsu to report the civil rights bill.

of John

Tierney, aged four years, residing on Lincoln
street, was pushed off a jigger yesterday after-

periority

District Report.
Washington, Jund lG.—Tbe District special committee made its report to Congress today. II makes thirty pages and condemns the
practices of the Board of Public Works in its
management of the affairs of the District.
Cabinet Meeting.
The cabinet meeting to day was attended by
all the members excepting the Secretary of
War. No business of importance was before
the meeting.
Various Matters.
The internal revenue receipts to-day were

$151,053.

NETEOKOl.OlilCAL.
PROBABILITIES TOR

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUB

HOURS

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
June J7, (1 A. M.)
For New Fniflnud,
the Middle States, aud the eastern portion of
the Lower Lake region, generally cloudy
weather and light rain will prevail, with southerly to westerly winds, slight rise of temperature and falling barometer at stations north of

Pennsylvania.

_

The Supreme Court of Illinois has declared
the so-called grab law of 18511 in reference to

railroads, unconstitutional.
Telegraphic communicBeion is established
ftora England through Lisbon and Madrid to
Gape dc Verde Islands.
Hon. It. W. Walker, an ex-Confederate Congressman, died at Huntsville, Alabama, Mon-

day.

A bill was passed

Session.

Washington, June 16.

authorizing

duplicate agricultural
was

lost

or

laud scrips

the issue of
where the

destroyed.

The bill authorizing tiie Secretary of the
Treasury to suspend work upon the public
buildings was passed.

Memorials from New Bedford and other
places against taxing the sales of coin, bonds,
&e., were presented and referred.
A resolution that the Secretary of State furnish the reports of the Vienna commissioners
was

passed.

The iiost route bill was reported
by the Post
Office Committee and placed on the calendar.
Resolutions appropriating $10,000 to enable
the Secretary of War to test a breech
loading
gun was agreed to.
Mr. Morrill introduced a bill to pay certain
persons and corporations for losses sustained
by the so-called St. Albans trial. Referred.
Mr. Ramsey, from the Committee on Postoflices, reported favorably on the bill to provide
for the prepayment of
.postage on printed matter, and asked its immediate consideration, but
made
objection being
it was placed on the

calendar.

Mr. Bogy called up the House bill
making
additions to the 15th section of the act of
July
2nd, 1864, amendatory of the act to aid in the
construction of a railroad from ,Missouri river
to the Pacific ocean. This bill
provides that
any officer or agent authorized to construct
these roads or engaged in operating either of
them who shall refuse to
operate the road or
telegraph under his control for all purposes of
communication, travel and transportation, so
far as the public or Government are concerned
as in one continuous
line, or shall refuse in such
operation and use to afford and secure to each
of said roads equal
advantages and facilities as
to the rates of time or
[transportation, without
any discrimination of any kind in favor of or
adverse to the road or business of
any or either
of said companies, shall be deemed
guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof be
fined not exceeding $1000 aud be
imprisoned
not less than six mouths.
The bill further proVhlnj tloit in

England Fair.
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Congress—First
SENATE.

original

Protect your vines with Bate’s folding vine
protectors. You can fine them at Kendall &

common

i'ortj-Third

fur-

Case.—Mr. Farwell was
brought before the Municipal Court yesterday
morning and discharged on complaint of drunkenness. Sentence was postponed in the abduction affair, as it was shown that the mother of
the child was not a proper person to put it into
the Asylum.
It was shown that the grandTun

ient for the tourist and the businessman.
It
has two new works in press. One is a historical

capital stock of $300,000, all paid

a

Go to Burleigh's

The

centrifugal process.

CANNED GOODS.

from

gentlemen
large party
Boston, Dover and this city, including SuperA

$50,000

beauty

MORRIS PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—Arthur ldhby.

is
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municipal

It bad itsorigin
in small begin-

sizes from two to eighteen inches,and sends all
over the country.
Ol this pipe $150,000 worth
a year is sold.
Within a year a new industry
has been started, that of fire brick. This is
the only manufactory this side of Boston, and

of Hails.

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.55
and 10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.00
p

and

industries,

the outgrowth of a pottery
started by Mr. J. T. Winslow, the present
superintendent, in 1846. It now does $250,000
worth of business a year. Its chief product is
the stone drain pipe which it turns out in

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS*

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

incorporated in 1860.

like most of our

the

The superiority of the Eureka
ceded by all.

f..:i_
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Union Pacific railroad or cither of said branches
to
complyjwith these requirements of the act
the party injured or the
company aggrieved
may bring action and be entitled to judgment
for treble the amount of all excess of
freight
and flues collected by the defendant and for
the treble amount of damage sustained by the
plaintiffs by such failure or refusal, and for

every violation of the act a new cause for action
shall arise. The bill further provides that the
Denver Pacific Railroad Co. -hall be deemed
part of an extension of the Kansas Pacific railroad to the point of junction there with the
Union Pacific railroad at Cheyenne.
The bill was tben passed without amendments as it came from the House.
The Senate then took up the Post-office
appropriation bill. It was explained by Mr.
West. He said the amount appropriated last
year was 8-34,419,000, and this year the amount
was 830,341,000—an increase of
81,922,000.
The Post-office appropriation bill was then
read through and the amendments recommended by the Committee onJAppropriatious agreed
to with the exception oT the first ona,
requiring
that postage hereafter be prepaid on all mailable matter. The amendments agreed to were
as follows: Limiting the free
delivery system
to cities of a population exceeding
30,000 and
out
the
clause
inserted
striking
by the House
which provides that monthly and annual reports of the department of agriculture shall
pass free through the mails.
Mr. Allison, from the joint select committee
to investigate the management of the government of the District of Columbia, made a report which he said was unanimous,
He also reported a bill for the government of
the District of Columbia as a substitute for the
one reported a few days ago.
Placed on the
calendar. He gave notice that he wou d call
up the bill at an early day.
Mr. Sherman moved an amendment to the
Post office bill, that in all newspaper and periodical publications mailed from a known office
of publication or news agency and addressed to
regular subscribers or news agents, shall lie
charged at the following rates: On newspapers
and periodical publications 4 cents for each
pound or fraction thereof, provided the rate of
(lostage ou newspapers or periodicals not exceeding two ounces In weight and circulars
when the same are deposited in a letter carrier
office for delivery by the office or its carriers
shall be uniform at 1 cent each, but periodicals
weighing more than two ounces shall be subject
to a postage of 2 cents each, and these rates
shall be prepaid by stamp; that newspapers
shall go free through the mails to actual subscribers in the county where published, but not
be delivered at the letter carriers’ office or distributed by the carriers uuless the postage be
paid thereon; mail matter of the third class
shall be charged at the rate of 1 cent for each
two ounces.

The amendment also authorizes the Postmaster General to require of publishers or newspaper agents an affidavit that they will not send
through the mail matter except to regular subscribers without prepayment of postage, and
any refusal to make such affidavit shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 81000 for each refusal. It also divides the postmasters into four
classes, whose salaries shall be adjusted by the
Postmaster General with the exception of the
postmaster at New York city, whose salary is
fixed at 80000.
Mr. Ramsey moved to amend the amendment
by adding the provisions of the House bill to
prevent and punish straw bids. Agreed to.
Mr. Conkling moved to amend so as to fix
me

at

saTtlry

I'TT TTTP

88000 per

msrmaso-i

annum.

.it

new

ium ,T,J

Agreed to.

The amendment as amended was then agreed
to.
Mr. Sherman moved to further amend so as
to provide that all public documents printed by
order of Congress ior distribution shall be transported in the mail without prepayment and be
delivered to the person to whom addressed upon
prepayment of the lawful postage thereon.
Mr. Frelinghuysen moved to substitute for
that an amendment so as to dispense with the
requirement for prepayment of postage on public documents authorized to be issued to members of Congress, the President of the United
State or heads of departments, and providing
that postage on such documents not exceeding
25 cents, to be paid by the person receiving the
same.

A lengthy discussion ensued on the abolition
of the franking privilege.
Mr. Morrill of Vermout, moved to amend by
adding a proviso that the act shall apply only
to documents ordered to be printed previous to
the passage of the bill.
Mr. Scott from the conference committee on
the bill to amend the custom revenue laws aud
to repeal the moieties, made a report, which
was ordered to be printed.
He gave notice he
would call it up to-morrow.
Mr. Stevenson, from the Judiciary Committee repo'ted a substitute for the House bill providing for the publication of the Revised Statutes.
Passed.
Messrs. Wiudom, Sargent and Bogy were appointed a committee of conference on the Indian appropriation bill.
The bill to provide for the election of a Congressman-at-large for Alabama was passed.
Mr. Allison gave notice that as soon as the
post office appropriation bill was disposed of he
would ask the Senate to consider the bill in regard to the government of the District.
The Senate weut into executive session and

shortly adjourned.
HOUSE.
A bill was passed for the relief of savings
banks doing business solely for the benefit of

depositors.

A bill was passed that no delegate to the
House from auy territory unless 25 years of
age, seven years a citizen of the United States,
and au inhabitant of the territory shall be eligible aud that he shall be ineligible if guilty of
bigamy or polygamy. This bill does not effect
the present delegates.
The report from the election committee that
Mr. Gunter was entitled to a seat iu the House
from Arkansas instead of Mr. Nilsbire was
agreed to aud Mr. Gunter was sworn in.
The House then took up the Senate amendments to the Indian appropriation bill.
Most of the thirty-four amendments were
concurred in, and a conference committee was
appointed on those nou-concurred in.
A conference committee on the motion of
Mr. Butler was ordered on the Geneva award
bill.
A bill relating to ocean telegraphy, which
Mr. Cox said was reported uuanimously by the
Foreign Committee, and which he said was a
general bill affecting no existing rights, assuming no exclusive authority by Congress and
gives equal powers to all companies was passed.
Various special bills on the same subject
were reported adversely aud tabled.
A bill was presented extending to the 4th of
July, 1875, as the time within which petitions
for allowances may be presented to the Southern cliinis commission and
providing for the
appointment of two additional commissioners.
The rules were suspended and the bill passed.
Mr. Parsons of Ohio, moved to suspend rules
and pass a bill authorizing the lease of the Marine Hospital and grounds at Cleveland, Ohio,
to the city of Cleveland.
Rejected.
Mr. Burrows of Mich., moved to suspend the
rules and adopt a resolution directing the Committee on Elections to report next Saturday the
result of the investigation ordered the 12th of
May last on the charge.? against Cannon, the
delegate from Utah. The House refused to
second the motion, 71 to 77.
Mr. Schumaker of New York, moved to suspend the rules and pass the bill directing the
Secretary of the Treasury to report at the next
session whether the needs of the government
require the erection of a public building at
Brooklyn, aud the estimated cost thereof, including the site.
Rejected, 72 to 71, not twothirds.
Ou motion of Mr. Butler of Mass., the Judiciary Committee were discharged from further
consideration of the affairs of the Western Judicial Districts of Arkansas, the House having
already passed a bill abolishing the district.
mr. \jrr or
Iowa, moved to suspend tne rules
and go into the Committee of the Whole on the
bill to indemnify holders of preemption and
homestead certificates and certificates of entry
and patents to lands within the Des Maines
river grant on account of the failure of the title. Agreed to, and the House went into the
Committee of the Whole on the bill.
After a long discussion tlie committee rose
without coming to ahy conclusion on the bill.
Mr. Orr of Iowa, moved to suspend rules and
pass the bill. Agreed to, yeas 150, nays 70.
The bill appropriates $404,227 to be used by
the Secretary of the Interior for the purpose of
securing a relinquishment of the title to the
lands laying north of the Kacoon Fork of the
Des Moins river in the State of Iowa, which
may be held by the Des Moins Navigation and
Kailroad Co., or persons holding said lands
either by entry or under the presumption or
homestead laws of the United States.
Mr. Wilson of Ind., front the joint investigation committee on the District of Columbia,
made a report which was ordered to be printed.
He also reported a bill for the government of
the District of Columbia, and gave notice that
he would call it up for action at 2 o’clock to-

Mr. Beck of Ky., moved to suspend rules
and pass a bill for tbe relief of the owners and
purchasers of land sold for direct taxes in the
States. Agreed to.
insurrectionary from
the conference committee
Mr. Tremaiu
on the bankruptcy bill, made a report and
'proceeded to explain it. The report was also advocated by Eldridge and Butler of Mass., not
as being what the committee or House
desired,
but as an improvementton the existing law.
After further discussion of a collotpial character the report was agreed to as agreed to yesterday in the Senate.
The bill amending the bankruptcy law now
goes to the President for approval.
Mr. Potter of N Y., moved to suspeud rules
and adopt a resolution giving the Woman’s
Central Executive*Association of Washington
leave to occupy the rotunda of the capital on
the evening of the lGth of December next for
celebrating the anniversary of the destruction
of tea in the harbor of Boston in 1793.
(Laughter. )
Without coming to a vote on the resolution,
the House took a recess, the eveuiDg session to
be for the reports from the Committee on invalid pensions.
Evening Session.
At the evening session the Senate amendments to the bill for the enrollment of a revision of the statutes were concurred in.
One of the amendments annuls the contract
with Little,Brown & Co.,of Boston for publishing the United States statutes.
Mr. Butler, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported a bill referring the Chopeniug claims
to the Court of Claims.
Referred to the Committee on private calendar.
Pension bills to the number of 115 were
Mr. Rusk of Wis., from the Committee on
invalid pensions reportdp a bill providing that
pensions on account of death, wounds received,
or disease contracted in the service of the United States since the 4th of March, 18GI, which
have been granted or may hereafter be grunted
ou application filed previons to the 1st of January, 1875, shall commence from the date of
death or discharge, and that arrears of such
pensions shall be paid.
Mr. Beck of Ky., raised a point of order that
the evening session was ordered for the conHiilpratinn nf nrivatu

hillu

on.l

wna

_u

«

lie bill.
The speaker pro tem. (Mr. Cessna of
Pa.,)
overruled the point of order.
Mr. Parker of N. H., declared that the bill
would take 810,000,000 out of the treasury.
Mr. Itusk replied that the bill only proposed
to pay a crippled soldier what the
government
owed him.
Mr. Beck moved for an adjournment.
Lost.
47 to 105.
Mr. Beck then moved for a recess and called
for yeas and nays.
Mr. Stone moved to lay the bill on the stone

finally.

Mr. Busk withdrew his bill and gave notice
he would to-morrow move to suspend rules aud
pass it.
The speaker pro tem., proceeded to call on
the committee for their reports of a private
character for a reference to the Committee of
the Whole on private character, aud a large
number of such bills were reported aud referred.

K1 O K K 1 GUM.
Proceeding, in

the French Assembly.
16.—The Times Paris despatch
contains the following particulars of the proceedings in the Assembly yesterday, in addition to last night’s report: Sainte Croix, supported by all the Right Centre, presented a bill
providing that McMahou’s powers be confirmed
with the title of President of the Republic;
that a second chamber be organized; that the
right to dissolve both branches of the Assem
bly be eouferred upon President McMahon,and
that his successor be appointed by the chambers in convention. This bill was referred to a
committee of thirty, together with that of the
Left Centre.
The Times correspondent adds that the exact result of the sitting is that the committee
of thirty now have received an imperative mandate forciug them to promptly organize the
septenate without proclaiming the republic, or
to constitute aud declare the definitive
republic
under President McMahon. It is probable that
the commission will orgauize a septenate and
the Assembly will ratify its decision,
Otherwise the majority, hitherto with the government, will shift to the left, which, in all probability, will cause McMahon to resign. It is not
unlikely in consequence of yesterday’s proceedings some of the ministers will resign, but
there will be no absolute ministerial crisis.
In a cabinet council held previous to the sitting of the Assembly, Gen. Cissey and others
urged McMahon to send a message to the As-

London, June

jcumiuiiif;

hui

no

oii'amze

piuiuine

bis powers, but the majority of the ministers
averse to such a step.
Ministers Cissey, Hague, Grivart and Decases voted in favor of Rochefoucauld's motion to refer his monarchical resolution to a
committee of thirty. Deputies Blanc. Turno,
Pegrat and D. Audifect Pasquier and twenty
members of the Right Centre abstained from
voting on Perior’s motion for urgency on the
Left Centres constitutional bill.
French Journals on the fiiluntion.
Paris, June 16.—The Republican journals
to-day speak in tbe most eulogistic terms of
the members of both the Right and Left Centres of the Assembly because of their vote
yesterday against the restoration of the monarchy.
They say the vote, though it does not proclaim
the Republic, shows that the monarchy is iuiwere

bill.

Schr Hibernia—15 bbls l>orlt,

Receipts

milVOB TELEHBAHS.
near Yuba Pass, Cal.,
destroyed about
three-fourths of a mile of snow sheds.
A masonic temple is to be built in Rome.
The Order flourishes extensively there under
■he persecution of the Pope and priests. Count
Piancianni, Mayor of Rome, is a Free Mason.
Burrows, the missing cashier of the Lake
Shore railroad, has returned, suffering from
mental disorder.
Private advices state that 3600 bales out of
3757 bales of a cargo of cotton of tbe wrecked
ship Charles A. Farwell in the Cattegat, were
saved.
The convention of Wisconsin editors is in
session in Mi.waukee,
The steamship Cuba, the fourth of the Havana line, has been libelled for carrying petroA fire

leum.

John

Harper, the

senior member

of

Brothers, is reported seriously ill from
attack of paralysis. He probably will

Harper
third

a

not

re-

being over

70 years of age.
Counterfeit coupons of Central Pacific railroad bonds are believed to be in circulation in
Europe. One of them was yesterday received
from a German city. It is not known that any
of these counterfeits are in circulation tn this
cover,

country.
Rev. Messrs. Cole, Kemper and Ashley are
prominent candidates before the Wisconsin
Episcopalians to succeed Dr. Armitage.
A vigilance committee has been formed in
the Indian territory for the purpose of driving

the outlaws.
Sir Charles Fox, the celebrated
engineer, is dead'
out

English

civil

the Ascot stakes; Leolinus the
Coventry
Prince of Wales stakes, and Orgauist the Aswon

cst

gold

vase.

John J. Marks and
Pr mniapn fnr

son
mnluivvlinrr

state, while the elder

on
trial
Ilia
mnnan

are

was

in
of

San
Ihfl

Harbor Commission-

er.

The editors of the San Francisco Sun and
Chronicle exchanged eight shots and succeeded
in shooting a boy. Both arrested.
Dolly Varden won the $300 purse at Beacon
Park yesterday.
liochefort has arrived out.
An election riot has occurred in San Louis
Potosi. One elector was killed.
The Palmetto boat crew of Charleston will
enter a boat at the college regatta at Sara-

toga.

Base ball at Hartford—Athletics
ford. 4.
The corner stone of the

11.

Hart-

to the
has heeu

monument

Confederate dead in Savannah, Ga.,
laid.

At ten o’clock last night Edward Mullen
had walked 100 miles in 45 hours aud 40 minutes.

The Sioux Indians near Eort Berthold agency
hostile and a tight has taken place.
Cus
tar’s expedition is nearly ready to move against
the hostile tribes.
The French Assembly yesterday had a quarrel over the journal, several deputies complaining that the the vote on the motion for
“urgency” had not been correctly recorded.
Marriners are warned against a rock on the
Bahama Banks in latitude 25 18 north, lougitude 25 18 west.
are

FINANCIAL AND COiTlitlEKCKAL
Portland Wholesale Markets.
16.
The markets remain much
the same as at last quotations. Forest City sugars
are a little lower, with a steady market. Flour is
dull. Fruit is unchanged. Grain is very firm. The
potatoes market is variable.

Tuesday, June

Foreign Exports.
HALIFAX. NS. Sleamer Chase—2043 bblf flour
300 do oat-meal, 600 do corn-meal, 37 pkgs tin, 12
boxes ot scythes, 5 bbls beef, 745 pkgs merchandise.

of

F. O. BAILET &

CO.,

Consianeea.

Bbls.

—AND—

b. b

Consianeea.

Bbls.

Monday.

Josselyn

& Co. loo
Nortou & Chapman.... 100

r.

AUCTIONEERS

Floor.

GRAND trunk

Tharter.100

Tuesday.

...

Total.850

C B Varney, 100 half bbls flour.

Receipts

GRAND TRUNK R.

No. cars.

Consignees.

(Office 15 Hxchange Street.)
O. BAILBV.

F.

W. ALLKN.

C.

Regular sale of Furuiture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 17G Fore street, coma o’clock

at

M.

a.

Consignments solicited.

oe3dtt

R.

Consignees.

No.

LARGE

ears

Monday.

Stevens* Co,oats.1
Kensell & Tabor, corn 1

Merchants !

176 Fore Street,

Salesroom

mencing

Drain, See.

et

Commission

Total.300

D W Coolidge.200 GB Varney. B0
King * Gilman.100 Twitohei)*Chapman 100
Nortou* Chapmann .300 Marr * True.100

G WTrue. corn.11
G W Greene,corn.1

Total.14
By water conveyance 1,000 bush corumeal to Geo
True * Co.

W

Racklanil Lime market.
Rookcand, June 15. Common, 90c @ 1 00: Lunin
81 40; Casks, 20
25c; Wood, 4 00(46 4~50.

—

OF

SALE
—

OIL PAINTINGS
AlT

AUCTION.

Hoston Slack l.iat.

(Sales at the Broker’s Board. Juue 16.1

Railroad...59J @ 60

Third Annual Auction Sale

Second Call.
Eastern Railroad.— S9
New York Ntock and

.Honey iflarkrt.
Nbw York. June 16— Kotnina.—This has been an
At the opening the suspension of the banking firm of Turner Bros, was announced, wbicb caused an unsettled and weak feeling on the Stock Exchange, notwithstanding the tact
that the operations of the concern were not liukcd
with speculation. After this failure came the announcement that counterfeit coupons on the Central
Pacific Railroad bonds were afloat and the following
notification from Fisk & Hatch was sent to the Stock
Exchange: “Counterfeit coupons from the Ceutral
Pacific gold bond series “G” of various numbers between ytll ami 9800 have been discovered. No counterfeit bonds of this series have come to the kuowl
edge of the company, but it is presumed that the
bonds from which the above coupons were cut are in
circulation. This added to the unsettled feeling and
eveutfui day in Wall street.

was

followed by

a

—OF—

Fine Oil

aslHeadiij^h^is^ni^^lling^nderUie^ressiire^to

The lot towing were cue quotations oi uoveinment
securities:
United States coupon G’s, 1881,.1218
United States5-20*8 1862.1134
United States 5-20’s 1864.117
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 118
United States 5-20’s I865,newex-int
120
United States 5-20’s 1807,. 120}
United States 5-20’s 1868,.120
United States 5’s, new.»13
United States 10-40s, .coupon.113}
Currency 6’s.t.114}
......

....

Erie.29}
Erie
prefer red..

Union Pacific
Illinois Central.

stock.23}

94}
Chicago & Northwestern. 37}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 53
Chicago & Rock island. 95
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds..

91}

Union Pacific do. 87
Union Pacific laud grants..78}
ITninn Po/>iH/> in/mn.^
-7 1

33$ @ 29$: Lake Shore and Northwestern
declined 1$, the former from 71$ ® 69?, and
the latter from 39 (aj 37$; Western Union and Union
Pacific dronp«d If, St Paul common 1?, Pacific Mail
1$, Rock Island $, and the remainder of the list $ ®
J At the final close the market showed a fractional
recovery from the lowest point.. The transactions of
the day include, Lake Shore 33,600, Western Union
26.700, Wabash 24,800, Union Pacific 16,100, Pacific
Mail 14.500, New York Central 3600, Erie 3500, St.
Paul common 6300, Northwestern common 7100,Rock
Island 3900.
Boston, June 16.—The following is thejstatemeat
of the Boston banks, as returned to the Clearing
House Monday morning, June 15:
Capital.$ 49,350.000
Loans. 127,882,000
Increase.
1,218.700
Specie.
2,176,400
Decrease.
4,500
Legal tenders. 10,9^1,700
Decrease.
92,100
Due from other banks.
20,566,600
Decrease.
978,000
Due to other banks.
24,613.200
*'■■■ «■■■■
k n 11 m 11111 "i

Increase.
Circulation.
Decrease.
l»«me*tac

Watertown, June

52,368,800
285.800

25,244,200
121,300

Market.—Receipts

of

beef573 head;there was aquickei aud maiket tr>-day
and prices were strong at a 4c higher on live
weights.
The|st ck hag very nearly all changed bands. We
quote sales of choice at 10 25 @ 10 51); extra at 9 75 @
10 00; first quality at 9 00 @9 50; second quality at
7 00 @ 8 50; third quality 6 00 @ 6 75.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 733 head; Spring iambs
were somewhat more plenty but mostlv taken
by
butchers to sell; the
supply continues light. We
quote sales of Sheep in lotsat 4 00 ® 4 50 each ;extra
at 6 00 @ 8 75 each. Spring Lambs 10 @ 14c -p ft.
.New York, June 16—Evening.—Cotton is quiet
at

an

$e decline;

sales 866 bales:

5

Deering Block,
to

Pork is
sales of 100 bbls new mess at
17 80; seller for
quoted at 17 75. Beef is quiet.
Lard heavy at 11$ @ 11 9-16c for prime steam ;1000 tes
seller July at 11 9-16c; seller Aug quoted 11 ll-16c.
Butter—prime rules steady; other grades unsettled;
18 @ 23c for new Western; 24® 30c for new State.
wmsjcey nrm at w.
Freights to 1 aver pool are a shade firmer; Cotton
per steam 3-lGd. Grain—Com i»er steam at 9$d; do
sail 7d; Wheat per steam lOd; ao sail 7$d.
Chicago, June 16.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is quiet and weak and unsettled; No 1 Spring
at 119$ @ 1 20; No 2 Spring at 1 18$ cash; seller for
July at l 18$; seller for Aug at 112$ @ 113; No 3 do
112$; rejected 1 02 @ 1 03. Corn is uusettle«>aud irregular; No 2 Mixed at 62c cash; 61c seller July and
seller Aug; rejected 58c. Oats steady; No 2 at 47c tor
cash; 434c seller July; seller Aug 33|c; rejected 43$
@ 44c. Rye is steady; No 2 at 84$c.
Bariev is nominal ; No 2 Spring 1 20.
Provisions—Pork is steady
at 17 40 cash for small lots; now round lots offered;
17 25 for seller
seller Aug at 17 50. Lard steady
at 11 10 cash or seller July. Bulk Meats are steady;
sales of short rib middles at 9c cash and seller July.
Whiskey 94 (gJ 9»$c*
In or>en board this afternoon Wheat closed at 1 172
seller July; 1 13 bid tor Aug.
Corn at 60| cash and
seller July. Pork and Lard unchanged.
Lake Freights are dull and nomimu—Com to Buffalo at 3| (g 3f.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 78,000 bush wheat, 232,000 bush corn, 70,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 0,000
bush barley.
Shipments 10,000 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat .259,000 trnsh com, 44,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 00,090
bush barley.

heavy;
July

July;

iOLicno. June 16.—Flour is dull and unchanged.—
Wheat is dull and lower; Amber Michigan at 1 30$
cash and seller July; No 2 Red at 1 28$ cash; 1 29 @
1 30 seller for July; 1 28 seller Aug. Corn is dull and
unsettled; high Mixed at 65$ ® 66c cash; seller for
July 66; seller Sept 67$c ;low Mixed at 65$c; no grade
65c. Oats are steady; No 1 at 53c; No 2 at 50$c; rejected 48c.
Lake Freights are dull and unchanged—Wheat To
Buffalo at 3; to Oswego 6c.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheat,12.000
bush corn, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour, 3,000 bush wheat, 42,000 bush com, 4,000 bush oats.

Milwaukee, June 16.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat is steady; No 1 Spring at 1 23f; No 2 at
cash; 1 21$ seller June; seller July at 1 20$. Oats in
fair and higher; No 2 Mixed at 46c eash or seller for
June. Corn is quiet; No 2 Mixed at 61$o. Kye
steady;
No 1 sold at 84c. Barley is quiet and unchanged; No
2 Spring at 1 30; No 3 Spring at 95 @ 98c. Provisions
Pork at 17 25 (& 17 50.
Hams in pick leal 11.
dull.
Dry salted meats—shoulders Arm at 6|c for prime
boxed. Lard at Ilf ^ ll$c for kettle; 11c for steam.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4; Wheat to Oswego 7$.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 89,000 bush wheat. 0,000

hogs.

The paintings

are from the studio of J. B. Sword,
York, and will be on exhibition on and after
June 12th to day of sale.
F. O. BAII.EY Ac CO., Auctioneer..
Jn8
citf

oi New

Two Valuable Team, at Auction.
Thursday. June 18tb, at 11 o'clock,we shall sell
in Market S<iuure, 2 excellent Horses, 2
Dump
Carts in good order, 2 set Harnesses, one new Sleu,
belonging to Jane Welsh.

ON

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.. Auctioneers.
Also at same time 1 good
Pennell skeleton wagon.

up-

Savannah, June 16.—Cotton dull; Middling

up-

lands

«&
jnel6-3t

1 Martin

Pine ftt,

on

AT AUCTION.
Thuredajr, June 18,

On

at 3 P.

SI.,

shall sell the property No. 43 Pine street.
Above property consists of a three story brick
House, containing 9 rooms, frescoed, marble mantles,
heated with furnace, gas throughout, bath room, hot
and cold water. This house was finished by one of
our leading Architects, and is thorough and substantial throughout. Thin Is one of the pleasantest locations cn the street. Terms will be easy. House can
be examined from 3 to 5 p. ra. until day of sale.
F O. BAILEY dr C O.. AnctiMMrs.

WE

The Gov. Daria Homestead
A.T AUCTION.
elegant Country Seat of the late Gen. J. W.
Dana, at Frveburg, Maine, will be soM at auction on the premises on FRIDAY, June 19th. The
above estate includes two acres of land surrounded
by fine shade trees. 'Hie house Is in excellent order,
conveniently and handsomely arranged, with seventeen rooms, and is one of the finest resHenees in
F. SHIRLEY.
Oxford County.
dtd
julO

THE

Privilege
A.T

at

Kniglitville,

AUCTION.

FRIDAY, June 19. at 3 P. M., we shall sell on
the premises in Knightvllle, on road leading to
Cape Cottage, the Mill Privilege on which Waldron’s
mills tormerly stood.
This is a good privilege. The Dam and Water*
wheel are in good order.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*
jul3td

ON

ANNUAL SALE
nflT

---—

Carriages

—

Auction.

at

SATURDAY, June 20, at 11 A. M.. at John
Russell’s Carriage Factory, 311 «Jfc 313
Congress
St., (Up Stairs.) will be ottered the entire Stock of
New and Second Hand Carriag°s,
among which are
5 Pony Ph*tons, 3 Top Buggies, 3
Open Buggies. 5
Beach Wagons, Concord Wagons, Carryalls, Ac., Ac.
The Carriage are mostly of our own make, and
for durability, Ac., are equal to
any made in Port-

ON

land.

F.

Terms at Sale.
O. BAILEY Sc CO.* Anctlnneer*.
4t

_

MANUFACTURERS’ SALE
—

OF

—

CROCKERY WARE
To the Trade

by Auction.

F. O. Bailey & Co.,

Auctioneers.

MONDAY, Jane 22d, at 2k P. M., at salesroom
ITS Fore street, we shall sell to the trad* a large
line of White Granite, Paris White, C. C. Rockingham anti Yellow Ware. Tola Is a large and line
stock. Catalogues ready and goods on exhibition on
day of sale.
julBdSt

ON

Assignee’s

Sale of Bankrupt Stock
of Ladies’ Boots, Slippers, Stock,
Findings, Machinery and Fixtures.

accordance with the provisions of the 15th Section of the U. S. Bankrupt Act, and General
Orders thereon, we shall sell at public auction at the
Factoiy, Portland, Me., commencing TUESDAY,
June 23d, at lu A. M.. the entire Stock of
Norris,
Hull St Co., Bankrupts, consisting
principally of
Women’s Serge Boots and Kid Slipimrs, stock, Finddings; very valuable lot ol Shoe Machinery; also
Steam Engine and Boilers, Shafting, Office Furni-

IN

ture, &c., «$c.
The above is a very desirable stock, amounting tn
somet hlng over 915,0011 in goods, princip illy manuand presents a
factured,’and 912,00t) in
rare opportunity to dealers
anil tnauuractnrers.
Catalogue furnished on application to the Assignees.
Goods will be sold in lots to suit purchasers.
C. P. MATTOCKS, I Assignees in
G. C. TYLER.
f Bankruptcy
of Norris, Hull St Co., Portland, He.
Parties desiring to purchase lots at private sal.
will be accommodated on application to the Assignee,
at any time prior to the day of sale.
Julldtd

machinery,

F.

O. BAILEY Sc CO.. Auctioneers.

Providence Tool
EE WISI

Co.

OLIVER & PHILLIPI

Win. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Hat Co
READING BOI.T AND NET

WORKS.

W. GIFEORD Ac Eon

A

Manufacturers of

Heavy Hardware and Railroad

Supplies.

Marine Hardware &

Ship Chand

lery.
THE “PROyiDEMCE” CLOTHES
W1UHGER
*. H' WORK. Agent,
44 Broad Street,
Jo2Uleowlvr

Room 71mm.

$20,000
To loan on fits! class mortgages In
Portland and Vicinity In
sums to suit.
Real Estate Securities,
paying 8 to 10 per'
cent, inetreet free ot Taxes. Invi.htm knts ih Kkal
A

viw

A»u
VICINITY, irjUUIClOIISiy
are the bebt and safest modes of
employing capFirst claw securities
always on hand. Interest
collected without charge. Uuabantkeh
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investmkn Is and
improvements made on commission and on share*.
Bankable paper bought and soW.
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Charleston, June

Me.,

and continue until sold.
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Shipments- 5,000 bbls flour, 79.000 bush wheat.

Cincinnati, June 16.—Provisions—Pork is in fair
demand at 17 75 @ 17 87$; held at 18 00.
Lard quiet
and unchanged; sales ot summer steam at 10$ (ffi 10$c
loose ;keitle—jobcing sales at 11$ (<g ll|e. Bulk Meats
in fair demand and lower; shoulders 6{lc; clear rib
sides at 7c on spot and buyer June; 9c do July; clear
sides at 9§ @ 9$c. Bacon easier {shoulders at
clear rib sides At l1
clear sides at luj <tj lej packed;
also sales of clear rib sided 9Jc loose. Whiskey tirm
at 96c.

lands 17c.

Portland

commence

Tuesday Afternoon, June 16,1874,

Middling uplands

at 17$; forward deliveries declined 3-16 with a liberal
business. Flour—receipts 16,307 bbls; the market is
strongly in buyers fevor with a very moderate export
and home trade inquiry; sales 12.500 bbls; Western
and State at 4 50 @ 6 30; White Wheat Western extra at 6 30 @ 6 65; extra Ohio at 5 70 n 7 10; extra St
Louis at 5 90 @ 11 00, and closed dull; Southern at
5 SO @ 11 00. Wheat—receipts 365,769 bush; the
supply is large and the market 1 ® 2c lower with a moderate export and home trade demand; sales 226.000
bush; No 2 Chicago at l 39 @ 1 40$; No 2 North Western 1 40 @ 1 40$; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 42 ® 1 43'.ungraded Iowa aud Minnesota Spring at 1 37 @ l 47;
White Spring 1 45; No 1 Spring at 1 45 @ 1
47$; No 1
Shebogan 1 47; Winter Red Western at 1 50 a) l 52.—
Corn—receipts 205,797 bush; the market is in fair export demand at a decline; sales 194.000 bush; Western
Mixed at 79 ® 83c, closing at 79 ® 82; Western Yellow
81 @ 85c, closing at 81 ® 83cc; White Western at 90c;
also 15,000 bush Western Mixed to arrive next week
at 81c.
Oats—receipts 81,130 bush; the market is
heavy and lower; sales 64,000 btish;62 @ 64c tor Mixed Western ; 68 @ 70c lor White Western; 61c for
Mixed Western in store.
Coftec is qniet; Rio 17} @
21c; mill grades held firm. Sugar lower and more
doing at the decline; fair to good refiuing 71® 72c;
prime at 8$c; sales of 1828 hhds at 71 @ 74c for Molasses; 7$® 8$c for good fair to choice Muscovado;
refined easier at 9f ® 9$c tor extra C; 9fc tor standard A; 10$ @ 10$ for granulated; 10$c for crushed and
powdered. Molassis quiet. Rice quiet. Petroleum
Is steady; crude at 5$c; refined at 13$c on spot; sales
of 5000 bbls refined first half July at 13$c; I3$c on
spot. Tallow is dull at 8$c. Naval Stores—Rosin is
heavy at 2 35 ® 2 40. Spirits Turpentine is heavy at

36$c.

—
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The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co...70|
Pacific Mail...
40}
NT. Y. Centra'and Hudson River consolidated.... 97}

Boston Bank

Paintings

—

telegram from Washington that

the Senate had passed the House bill compelling the
Union Pacific Railroad to give equal terms to all connecting lines. Then came unfavorable rumors about
some railroad corporations, and finally a
story that
a block of railroad stock was being sold out ou account of a suspended bankiing firm undet this combination of facts and rumors that the Stock Exchanc
speculation broke down, and there was a sharp decline in prices.
The total export of produce for the week were $6,888,587 mixed value.
Money was easy at 2 @ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign
Exchange was quiet ana firm at 487} (g> 488 for prime
sixty days and 490} for demand. The si»ecie engagements for to-morrow aggregate $950,000. G Id
firm and advanced from 110}@lll§ and closeu at
111}. The rates for carrying were 1 per cent, and
flat and 1 @ 2, and 3 per cent, for borrowing.
The
custom receipts to-day were $246,00;.
The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $60,000 on account of
interest and $82,000 in redemption of bonds.
Govraents firm. State bonds nomiual. Stocks more active than latterly and declined 1 @ 4 per cent., Wab-

■

The Orleans journals affect to consider the
action of the Assembly leaves the situation
unchanged, but express belief nevertheless that
the consequence of the vote will be the consolidation of President McMahon’s powers.
Paris, June 16.—rt is believed that the committee of thirty will not report for a fortnight
on the bill
referred to it yesterday. The Left
have abandoned at present the agitat'on for the
dissolution of the Assembly, because they hope
for the organization of a Republic. The Presidents of the bureaux of the Assembly have appointed eight from the members of the Right
and seven from the Left, including
Laboulage,
Cassimir Perier and Leon Say. A committee
of Parliamentary initiative was also appointed,
and consists of eighteen members of the Left
and twelve of the Right.
Rochefoucauld’s
monarcbial resolution of yesterday was finally
referred to this committee, but it is considered
certain that the resolution will not be reported
to tbe Assembly for discussion.
Destructive Fire.
The fire in the forestof Fontainblau has been
extinguished after destroying ten acres of timber.
Drowned.
Montreal, June 16.—Three young men,
named .Cross, Wadleigh and Arthurs, while
boating in the neighborhood of Nus Island up
set the boat.
Cross and Wadleigh were drowned. Arthurs held on to the boat for four hours
when he was rescued.
Battle at Emelin.
Madrid, June 16.—It is reported that a battle has commenced at Estella.and is
proceeding
advantageously to the Republicans.

AUCTION SALES.

bbls

DAILY DO.UEMTIC RECEIPT*.

164c.
HMobile, June 16.—Cotton quiet; MidUinir
un8
1
lands at 16Jc.
New Orleans, June 16.—Cotton weak and inactive; Mldullng uplands at 17 jc.

Real

Estate and Loan Agency*

Brown’s Block.
2d
P

,16

e«llT

Saropran llarhrtt.
London, June 16—12.30 P. M.—American securi5-20s, 1667, 108; U. S. 10-4US, 105J; Erl. at

ties—U. S.
27 © 27J.

Liverpool, June 16—12 30 P M.—Cotton dull
and easier; Middling
uplands at 8| @ H*«l; Uo Orleans
at 8J@8id; sales 10,000 bales, including 2,000 bales
tor export and speculation.
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THE BEST 4.BADEN.

DRY VOOD,

AI.NO

SLABS AND EDUINUK,
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—

morrow.

The Speaker announced the appointment of
Messrs. Butler of Mass., Frye and Potter as a
conference committee on the Geneva award

NS.

ST. JOHN. NB. Schr
George Calhoun—900
flour, 300 do oat-meal, 2210 galls oil.

Eastern

passed.

vrtiAii/.j

WESTPORT,

9 do flour.

A

For Sale.
DESIRABLE country residence for sale, situated at Windham Hfll. A good location tor a

PhjBiciau—formerly occupied bv Dr. U. L. Kilgore.
Terms easy. Apply to D, D, CHASE, 175 Middle
iuyltieodlin
Street, Portland.

RICH

FOR

SALK

BY

—

& JUDKINS,

118 Cumrcial, fo.t of Kicba.O Snwl,
lubl’tS

PORTLAND.
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POETRY.

MEDICAL’_

COBB,N»«.SSa»d»«P«»r'Sl«*‘;
between New Cnatom

W.C

direct route
Bonae and Foal OIBce.

On

TILE CRITIC—THE ARTIST—THE TEACHER.

CATARRH!!
sees and tells the wrong
that is in others found.
The artist doth amend or save
In his own work his own.
The teacher leads out from t lie ground
What growth the human germs enfold,
So that by light they seek the right,
And grow more strong to shun the wrong
If in good ground they’re sown.

The critic
Or

Behold It As It Is !

Middle
HOYT, FOGG Ac BHEED,No.ti

done

SCHOOL. AFFAIRS,

A

at 2 P. M*
The public examination and closing exercises of
the Primary and Intermediate Schools of the city
will take place on THURSDAY, the 25th inst., at 9
A. M., and of the Grammar Schools THURSDAY,
at 2 P. M.
Patents and citizens generally are invited to attend.
Per order of the Committee.
J. W. COLCORD, Secretary.
diet
jul5

School Affairs.

BENJ. ADAUId,
one siiftering from this nasty and foul dislook at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat filled
to repletion with the mucous, which
passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
and yet thousands day
day neglect to use
simple remedies, which will certainly cure them. A
shjrt trial of the remedy.

Let any

ease

quickly

thought,

by

Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF,
Will soon convince you of its wonderful merits iu
curing this vile disorder; a disease which,when seated, produces Consumption, from which there is no
escape; one little box ol the German Snuff will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:

Exchange

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done the cheapest nnd beat by S. YOUNG,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Masons and Builders.
N

Row great the change; how improved your nasal
There are thousands ot people
organs have become.
who have spent

Hundreds ot

Dollars

But they have obtained no relief, ami why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worth'
less, and in the second place

But Few

Years

Physicians

Professor Rmder, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study oi

this

was

ago

singular complaint; after years of
at length rewarded, and presented

research he
to the world

THE

June

17th,

mi

o

......

..... ..

_*1__

GERMAN

SNUFF

Who is free from them in this,

A few

applications and you
severe complaint.

are

GERMAN

changing climate.
freed from this com-

our

SNUFF

Will Cure

Best Sabbath School

Song Book.

Heaviness in the Head,

Sabbath School

So common to people, who ar. times find it so very
troublesome that they are unlit for all business purposes; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.

GERMAN

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL lor Piano, Cabinet Organ, Guitar, Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute, Flageolet, Clarionet. Price of each Book 75 cts.
RIVER OF LIFE, 35 cts. Best Book for Sabbath

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York.

my21

10
15
20

FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

lbs daily, from June to October 1st.$ 8.00
11.00
14.00

•*

*,

anything
disgusting; and yet thousands ol
people will allow this disease to continue until at
last they have Consumption, which cannot be cured.
Is

juM2\v_City Hotel, Providence, R. I.

RY

BAR HARBOR,

CAKE,

THE

per 100 pounds.*
of the great demand for shipping

tyBy

reason

the 10th ol June. We cannot agree to furnish any
to those not engaging of us
ice, at present
previous to that date.
my23d6w

This House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
agreeable. Table abundantly supplied with good
substantial fare. Good Fishing and Boating. Accomodations for ninety people.

ju4dlm*TJNOBD

ROBERTS.

OCEAiniOUSE,
CAPE

ELIZABETH

BEACH,

This well known and popular Hotel having been thoroughly repaired during the
past winter will be opened for the season on
SATURDAY, June (i, 1874.
J. V.

SNUFF

Caused only by tlie passages being filled with matter, which the Snutt penetrates as if by magic, and
in a short time you feel like a new being.

OAJK

HILL

tl

A BAD
And because, in nine

HEADACHE,
cases

GERMAN

SNUFF

Will Cure

See

Pluck

aud

Bn, PI.I CK and
Happ,.

are 16 by 22 inches in
sise.
orders to the publisher.

Black

Rock

NOISES IN THE HEAD,

^FAVORITE

HOUSE, N. H.

aBCS IOr S*1*

»

Ba“P;

*1111* .old cheap at AEo
-—-

48

»"d one second
,W0 8ctU 01
"tM

DEAN’S,
p H.(ivJY
Preble
St„ Portland li.
&

Reward.

lltHE above reward will
,...,
for information
A leading to the conviction r.tT«
letting out the water from my tanksonr??rao,i,or
on Cross street
an
Merrill’s wharf.
"• «.
HALL.
jut
U

^'’Remember the Old Repository,

302 & 304

Congress Street.

The public are invited to call and examine work in
process of construction and judge for themselves.

eod3m

This is the ONLY QUALITY of White
Lend that we hare made lor the
last sixteeu years.

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
182 Front St., New York.

st acute and annoying trouble, which many are
now aflicted with, but by
the use ot the German
Snort the noises are soon removed, and bj its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

Steerage Passage

a

little

one

wno,

with

palid face and

late, tor often, very often

Would you n<it rather
prevent this complaint than
attempt to crire it? of course you would: then see
that you always have a supply on hand.
Do not talve any other preparation, but be sure to
>btain the above. Price .if) cents, l-or sale by all
lealers. 0 r, send 50 cents to

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

&

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description,
Type, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

34

Pettengill

SMITH,

& Oo.

D. R.

Locke, n Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

W&s&w6w

Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, B. I.,

to

TO

FARMER,

The

JulO

Aid.

Breadth of Beam.17

P.

B.

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
,ntuat7[30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
mmiput nt Knin.iiKtur willi Dover and WiTilliliiSftovPP
and
with
Railroad tor Alton Bay,
Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad lor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads,
3|Leave Portland lor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham tor Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Piissenger

m

■

Liiuington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Liiuington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield
WILLIAM

H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

EASTERN Jt MAIN E CEN-

TRAL RAILROAD.

excepted) at *2.00 A. M. to.10 a.
“aa-M., 113.15 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth at 7.30 A. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 88.15
A. M. 112.30, *6.20 P. M.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.15 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at tl0.28, A. M.:
*
U2.55 P.M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Waterville and Skowhegan, at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor
at
b
140 P. M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45
p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8.U0 A. M., returning at 5.35 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
Tbe 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains lor New York via Fall River,
Stoniugtou and Norwich Lines. The 345 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Conway Railroad.

The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, iLalilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

Baggage

morning.
t Accommodation train
({Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
Honiiral

BOSTON

&

MAINE

Summer Arrangement, June 1,1874.
Pawengfr

land
and 3.15 P. M.

Train, leave I’ortfor Boston at 6.15, 9.10 A. Al.

JLeave Portland for Black Poiut, Blue
Point, Old Orchard, Haco, Biddeford,
Kennebnnk, Well*. North Berwick, Nal*>ou Fall*. Great Fall* and Dover at 6.15,
9.10 A. M., 3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for
Portsmouth
(via
Portsmouth & Dover Railroad Irom Dover) at 6.15
A. M.
A Tjocal Train will leave Portland for
Biddeford at 10.25 A. M,, and returning will leave
Biddeford at 11.20 A. M., stopping at all way sta-

tions.
heave Boston for Portland at 8.15 A. M.,
12.00 M. and 6 00 P. M.
All Boston Trains make Southern, Western and

Northern connections.

PUT UP ONLY IN

be sf

ATKIED AND
1

Sold by Druggl*t»,

Steamer via Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton,
North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford connects
daily at Sebago Lake Station on arrival of 1.30 p. m.
traits from Portland.
J rains from Upper BarCett and North Conway
make close connection in Portland with trains for
Boston find South and West.
Ticket office in Portland at the Eastern and Maine
Central Railroad Station, where all trains arrive and
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, June 12,1874,
Freight train leaves Portland daily at 9.45 a. m.;
leaves Upper Bartlett daily at 6 50 a m. Freight
Statlonjat West Commercial street, foot of Emery.

DAILY, (SUNDAY! KXCKITKD)

For

New

York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Texas, Chicago, Omaha, San Francisco, and all points

A.T 7 O’CLOCK 3?. M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, saint
days at 7 P. M. Fare S<1.SO.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22 Ex
Through Tickets to Now York via the varioo.
Sound l ines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rales.
J■ K- (’OVIiE JK„ General Agent.iucb30t

West and South,

Through Tickets
via either Boston & Maine anil Eastern, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stonington ami Fall River ami till
Rail lines to New York, the Micbigau Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacific Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

are

sold

by

at lower rates than any other Agency,
information cheeriully furnished.

EF*Tickptn

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP
Enntporl,

49 1-2

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,
the Daily Press may always be found.

at

which,

o’clock P. M.

—AND—

AUBUBN
Hi. \V. M. &

A. Young,

AUGUSTA.
State Ht. Harrison Bak
Proprietor.
A. Ac H. Cony. Proprie
G.
Cony House,

Augusta House,
er,

at 0.10

a.

m.

and

at 6.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p.
A

and

troitrlit tmin Drill

in.
|a„nn

t>._r

v,

Dover for Portsmouth daily.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
Jlinl
General Manager.

Providence Wringer.

•

Spinal
COCSS,
at as i eat

Working;
Adjustable

Curved

,IP’

c^"-'

HoUU
Firmest

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

No

JVIilliken,

Pro

Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

Bath

BOSTON.

Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square,Bulflnch.
Bingham, Wrisley A Co.. Proprietor*
St. James Hotel—J. P. H. Stetson, Propri
etor.
Tremont

J.

BLUE BOXES.

II.

uni

BOLSTER HULLS.
Hancock House,—HI. Hancock, Prop.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Room., \V. *». tfield.

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

D.

Simpson.

CAH1DEHI.
Bay View House, E. H. Demuth, Prop.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Bitting Hall, Grand Trunk Bail*
way Depot, HI. W. Clark. Proprietor.
DIX FIELD.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro*
prietor.
ELLSWORTH.
American Hou*e.—S. Jordan A' Son, Prop
Hotel.—N.
II. Higgins Sc Sons, Props.
City
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. HI. Jeffords,, Proprietor.
GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietoi
HA RTLAND.
Park Honse—R. L.

WUIB

iv,

l.oog Wharf,

ton.

PORTLAND

Clyde’s

150

Iron Line of Steamers J
Running between

Providence

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct com muni tat ion
to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Tnrongh rates are given to
Philadelphia mul all point* reacted iy the Perm.
Central and the Phil. & Heading H. RH., and to all
Cue principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwardin'.
Full i information given
WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Oen’l Managers.
iaull ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

by

Maine

Steamship

Co.

SEMI-VF.EKLY I.ISTK.

Steamers

Chesapeake

and Franconia

Will until further notice run as
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland
v
j£*every MONDAY and THURS“^DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38
East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving Portland on THURSDAYS,
is fitted up wilh tine accommodations for
passengers,
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route for travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage In State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For f urther information apt ly to
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 08, E. R., Ntw York.

aF»22_dti

Williams, Prop.

MAIL

LINE

to

Halifax Nova Scotia,

HIRAM.
Hit. Cutler House,—Hiram Baslon, Pro*

DIRECT !

r*—"*

OeWitt

IUK1LUU,

70

Hartland House—1. R. Littlefield, Prop.

LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse Ac

With

connection-* to Prince Edward |«.
land, tape Breton nud Hi. Johns, N. F.

Mellert

Proprietors.

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
('apt. W. A. Colby, will Dave
Portland every Saturday at 5.3
L3U»1>- M., for HALIFAX, direct

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Chas. H. Ilill, Proprietor.

tercolonial

LITTLE t ON, N. H.

Thayers Hotel,

U. L.

MAC II IAS.

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Kto«l<lni*<l, Prop*
MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.
DESERT.

MOUNT

Rockaway House,

T. L.

Roberts, Prop.

pv^mnking connections with the inRailway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glas-

Mild Pictnii

Pow

Thayer, Proprietor.

mul

stMmera

IV,i

Prin.

u

Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
for St. Johns, N. F.
K4T RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS. at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day ol sailing.
For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
ootl'fedtfJOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

PORTLAND,

WINDHAM.
Neuiasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

BANG OB

A

MAC HI AS

NORTH

Steamboat

etor*

NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. W hitmarsh
%

Elm

House,

Nathan Church Ac.

prietors.

Two

Trips
iSHt

Sons, Pro-

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Daulorth House, D. Danfortb. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.

Somerset Hotel. Browuft Hilton, Propri

Company.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

NAPLES

per Week.

Tl“« Steamer LEWISTON,

vCapt.
|!
'eavo
f ./NxJC ULt.M State
issEaLfis!

Cuas,

Ukkbi.no,

will

Railroad Whart t,„.| of
St., every
I'ucuday
mid l''riflny iivruiua.nl
I« o’clock, or on arrival ot Express Traill from
Boston, commencing May litth, 181 i.
Kor Rockland, Custine, lteer Isle,
Sedgwick So.
Wi-ht Ilarlior (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, .Ji,in-sport and

Alnchiasport.

etors.

OLDORCHARD REACH.
Ocean House, H. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. U.
Willard House, C* S. Railey Ac Co* Pro-

prietors.

rrvpneior.

Albion House, 117 Federal Si. J.CS Perry

Proprietor.

Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle aud Plum
St*. «. K. Ward, Proprietor.
IJ. S. Hotel, Junction of C^ongre**and Federal St*. E. from Ac Co., Proprietor.
Walker llou*e, Opp. Ko*lon Depot, «5eo.
Kridgham Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—I*, O. Sanborn & Co.,

Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar HarI>or, Mt. Desert,) each trip from June lit*h to Sept, tsth in addition to her usual landing at So. W. ilarlior, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Maehiasport at
4,o0, instead of 5 A. M.
CITY OF RICHMOND. Capt.C. Kil.
Railroad^ Wharf every Alondity
WcditrfMlaiy i*n«l Friday Evenings, nl fO
ol KxprcssTrain from Boston.
on
arrival
o’clock,or
For Bangor, touching: at Rockland, Camden. Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, W>dnesday i.nd r riday mornings, nt 6 o'clock, touching
at the above named
landings, arriving in Port land at
5 o'clock p. m.
For luitlier particular*
inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portia mi. May 1874.
mj 18tf
The Steamer
by, w ill leave

ALLAN
SUMMER

Proprietors.__

island.
Wr. T, Jones. Proprie

LINE.
SERVICE.

PEAK’N

Union House

tor.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard. Proprieio
PITTSFIELD.
& kule, Proprie-

Laney House— Fletcher
tors.

PHILLIPS.

Rnrden

House,
Proprietors

Adams

A

Kobbiuaon,

SACCAKAPPA.
Ceutral House—Alvin Allen, Proprieio

Shortest

Ocean

Voyage.

First-clast* Weekly mail steaml
H
ers ol
line sail Irom <(m b( c
^T'
i,*«**T
Wni*rd»jr Horning,
^TH Jailxi.
I,
iv«
for
|»ool, touching at
In).
WIL'.j. ■'
Derry.
First-class f rtnlghtly niall ste-merR of thiR line

*ail Irom

llnlifax every oiler

Tumday,

com-

mencing May -, lor l^ivrrpool, touching at
4( neeu^lo^n.
The «Jln»amw Tine of steamers fail from
Quei.ec even riiurmlay lor Glasgow ilirect.
Passage-First-class- sru to Jtoo g. lil.or ilsequivalent, according to accommodation. Tliml-clas# *30
U. S. currency.

Passengers Dookcd to nr.d from all parts of FngIreland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark ami Ger-

land.

NKOHHECAN.
Turner House, W.
licaelton, Proprietor.
Elm House, M. 11.

Ilil'ou, Proprieio

VINAIi HAVEN, LANE'S ISLAND.
Ocean House, F. N. Lane, Proprietor.

many.

Prcpnid and Return Tickets Issued

at reduced
Apply to J. I. FARMER, G.ncra! Agent

rates.

*01_New England, No. 3
likir
binding
»«n«i

Krccn.

my‘/7dtf

For S:i Ic.
Proprietor.

The well-known seliooner-rigged yacht
BONITA. 28 tons, in thorough order tor
Will be sold cheap. Apply to
JUB JENN I.SS A SUN,
=**'
Rye liiach, N. II.,
or to F. PI ERCE A CO.,
Cornea Richmond and North Sts., Boston, Mass.
A

mfiXl
//\[T\

Long
be addressed
ALLClub should MOSEo
O’KRION,

Shore Boat

President,

JuUdiJw

India street, Portland, Me.
i hc(k« indued for t'l

tpwardn.

WILTON.

Communications to the

daowly

Jn23-lv

Proprietors

Notice.

WORK, Agent,

1. VO.

PHILADELPHIA.

BETHEL.
Bethel Honso, J. E. Bardin, Proprietor.
Chapman Bouse,—Andrews & Record,

Wilton House. N. II.

44 Broad street, Boston, Mass,

l..v

—

to

SURE REMEDY

.V.

Honse. Tremont St. Bingham

International

the rate

by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS*
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. BAMPMON, Agent,

Wrisley Sc Co. Proprietors.

r. * K. Dining
Proprietor.

Sat’d’y?

vessels.
.V6UV

S.

&

i, at 10 a. m.
ranee one half

BATH.

prietor.

WedVy

>>ng Wharf, Boston, 3 B.ml
Pine Street Wharf, Phila*

Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Qainby,
with HI D McLaughlin A Sou., Prop.

Sagadahoc House, Jlohu

Lino.

Wharfage.

Harriman&r Co.

J.E.

Proprietors.

CO.,

Providence, R. I.

Tablets.

Slcamdiip
Leave each port every

BANGOR.

Moulton
KOI, 1/4,
Most

i’iiiuDiiipiin

tors.

etor.

in.

BOSTON

Alfred House, It. II. Coding, Proprietor.

House,

STUBBS, Agent.

__

Preble Honae, Congress Wt.CJibaon A€’o.,

3.15 p.

A. R.

julMtf

Coalmens I iig Momlnr, June 8, I8T4.

^(Sundays excepted,)

days.
Connections made at Eastnort tor St. Andrews,
Robbhiston, Calais, Woodstock ami Houlton.
Connections made at SI. John lor Digby, Annapolis. Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediar, Amherst, Pictou, Sunmitrside, Charlottetown, and Frcderickton,
C4f*Freiglit received on days of sailing until 4

ALFRED.

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.

Leave Dover for PoriMmouth and Portlaud

j

On and after Monday June 15th,
the International Steamship Company’s Steamer*, City of Portland,
Cant. S. II. Pike,New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester,and New Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, foot
wick,
of State St.,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 6 P. M., for East port and St. John, N. B.
Returning will leave St. John and East port ou the
same

HOTELS.

House, Court.
Proprietors.

Co7
l>igt»r

Jehu.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

CO.,

St.
Exchange lUf&Sup

Elat

St.

and needful

W. I>. LITTLE &
jttlS

uud

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

New York and retaru at

to

Calais

Wiudsorand Halifax.

heretofore,

us as

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress uud €5recu St.
J. It, Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. C. Wheeler, Propri-

—

mka t.o

MTK 4.ni-.ICM

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

EASTERN RAILROAD
AND

nitpi:rior
I NU

BKOOKM AND I'OKEMT CITV

JOHN

Travelers

American House, India St. J. II. Hodge,

—

Tim

m—

R&r&if—£

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodailous, will run alternately, leaving

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

UJ'

JuX6t4w

FOR BOSTON.

depart.

T. FURBER,
General Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
June 1, 1874.
jU8tf
JAS.

Use

Carbolic

Houses.

Proprietor.

Double

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Wells’

VmniM.

GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
junl

A.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

A Young Mau
a partnership in a well established
manufacturing business that wib pay him more

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER.
Will commence her regular trips to the Islands o
MONDAY. June 15th, leaving the end of Custom
House wharf at 9 anti 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 3.30 P.
M. On the 9 A. M. and 2 P. M. trips, the lx>at will
go to Evergreen direct; returning, will touch at Trefelhen’s and Scon’s Laniliugs. and Cushing’s Islam!.
On the 10.30 A. M. and 3.30 P. M. trips will go to
Cushing’s Island direct, thence to Scott’s, Trefet hen’a
and Evergreen landings.
Returning, will leave Evergreen at 11.30 A. M, and
5 P.M., touching at Tn f* then’s at 11.35 A. M. and
5.05 P. M.; Scoti’s at 11.45 A. M. and 5.15 P. M., and
Cushing’s Island 12 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
Portland, June 13, 1H74.
jnl3dtf

At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner;
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Keizer Falls and
Freedom, N. H.;
At Brownfield forDoninark and Bridgton.;
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell;
At Upper Bartlett for Crawford and Fabyan

Durable;

For

obtain

HTBAnKR

GAZELLE,

daily

roinm

taken'at

Peak’ll Inland Steamboat Couipauy’i

The

noon.

Mixed train leaves Sebago for Portland at C 30 p m.
Train* due in Portland—From Upper Bartlett and
North Conway 8.40 a. in. and 2.45 p. m.; troin
Sebago
Lake (mixed train) 7.30 p. in.
Mtiige»

Above Port*.

for

"»“* wl" *

JnelGdlOd__*U.:« ludia Ml.
For the Islands.

in.

etor.

-Passenger trains leave Portland dait®“;!if????"”;ily, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Suu-

Y.ju!2d4wt

SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO.

and 1.30 p.

a. m.

_—

The latest and best invention for the protection of
No explosive material*.
houses and rooms.
Costs but a trifle. A profitable business for Agents.
Alarm Co. 889 Bfoadway, N.
Burglar
Portable

Bridgton

7.15

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri*

COWIIGNCINGJIIKG f, JSJ4.

PORTABLE BURGLAR ALARM

ON

12

Harriman

OOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Exelusive territorial rights offered for the sale of the

Sebago Steamboat Co.

at

Mixed train for Sebago Lake and intermediate sta
tions leaves Portland at 4 p. in.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25 and
11.30 a. m.
Leave North Conway for Portland at 5 55 a. m. and

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

School*, Lodge*, etc.julldfwt

and after MONDAY, June 15th, tlie Steamers
of the Sebago Steamboat Co. will run as folow8:
Leave Harrison daily (Sundays excepted) at
5.45 A. M., North Bridgton at 9.00,
at 9.30,
Naples 10.25, arriving at Lake Station in season to
connect with afternoon trains to Portland and Boston.
Returning will leave Sebago Lake Station on arival of the afternoon train from Portland, arriving
it Naples at 5.00, Bridgton, 5.50, No. Bridgton, 6.20
ind Harrison, 6.35 P. ltf.

ordinary profit it be has $2000 to invest. Must
good habits and prefer that he should underhand bookkeeping. Address A, B. C.f Advertiser
Hftce.
&p3tdtC

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

PRICE TER BOTTLE, 95 CENTS.

200 PIANOS and ORGANS

CybBLCler.20x20 ft.
Diameter of Propeller. 7x2
Tanks hold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers hold
welve tons. Everything in good order and condiion. For further particulars enquire of or address
he undersigned. They can be seen at work any day
n Saco River.
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
CHARLES H. BKAGDON,
juGdtf
Biddeford, Maine.

CAN
:Lan

for

New and Second-Hand, of Fir*t-Cla** Maker**. will be sold at Lower Price**, for cash, or
on Installment*, or for rent, in City or Country. during thi*» month, by HORACE WATERS A SON, No. 4SI Broadway, than
ever before offered in New York, SPECIALTY : Piano** and Organ* to let until the rent money pars the price of the Instrument. I Hunt rated Catalogue* mailed.
A large diMeouut to Ministers, Churches,

above First Class Tug will be sobi at a bargain it sold at once. Hull is ten years old, top
new this year.
Boiler new, Engine and Machinery
n first-class order.
of
Length
Keel,.GO ft.

jul2dtf

"W ANTED

KkVBfiN HOYT, Proprietor,
903 Greenwich St., N. Y.
For gale by all Druggists.
ju3t4w

F01I SALE.

Tug

ju3t4w

UNIVERSAL MEDICINE

THY IT.

d&w3w

Steam

Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice < given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director•
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

debilitated,

vesicle obstructions
Price $1

For the Household.

No. 3 INDIA ST.

,

vigor

removes

to the

ate stations

Dinpntcli

f»lr0™WpTy(^e,neM*-

follows:

trains.

RAILHOAD.

camphorine

*.

C. J. WHEELER,

No. 5

Box by retumMail

Advertising Agents,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

J. H. Bates, late of
S. M.

aTlocki;,

Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

BOSTON,
,e a

,

THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Newspaper

system,

restores

run as

Leave Portland for Upper Bartlett and intermedi-

C. FURNIVAL Agt.

J

Deobstruent known to the medical world is

Polygamy

THE

ADVERTISING AGENTS*

bates

Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and

By Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, for 25 years wife of a
With an introduction by
Mormon High Priest.
HARRIET BEECHER STOWE. Two
wrote
a pamphlet on
the
author
years ago
which excited the Mormon newspapers to meenngly
a
book
and
write
-‘Tell It All.” Em.
her
to
invite
inent men and women uiged her to accept the chalIt
All”
is
‘‘Tell
the result. It is the
and
lenge,
only book on this subject ever written by a real
ivvuiu.it.
u«>f
Mormon
|iu. auunuiy utuxiruieii unu
found. It outsells all other books three to one. It
wildfire.
(!S^“100.000 will be sold. Agents,
takes like
Our Descriptive pamphlet,
now is your opportunity.
sent
terms. &c.,
free to all. Address, A. D. WORTHINGTON & CO., Hartford, Conn.
ju3d4wt

pGiiiviiloni

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

FOR ALL

4wt

“TELL IT ALL”

$20.00, U. S- Currency.
Cabin, $70 to $80, Gold or its

HORACE DODD.

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO

Ju2

and acts directly on tlie Liver and Spleen.
a bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOGG,New York.

England, Ireland and Scotland reduced to

J. JL.

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniied Slates and British Prov-

the art of

MEN or WOMEN, to sell our Sewing Silk, Linen
thread, Pins, Needles, Golden Peps, and Pictures,
and Writing Paper. LARGE WAGES SURE. Apply to D. I. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.

General Agent for New England,

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

on

140 words per minute. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO., 139 S.
7th St., Phila., Pa.

cleanses vitiated blood,

Allan Line Steamers.

APPLY

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

book

Writing by Sound; a complete system of Phonetic
Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling any one in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials? speeches, sermons, &c.
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and

nervous

dtl

fuurnished.

_

eodfcf

new

I in mediate*

points in the

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In iplendij
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to tbe West.
B3TPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

It arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the

REDUCED FARE.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given

promptly

auiO

A.G-ENTS

ap22

and all

JURUBEBA.

PACKAGES:
WOOD Pails. 12J, 25 anil 50 lbs. each.
KEGS, 25, 50 ami 1110 lb*, each.
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 lbs. each.
CASES, containing four 251b. TIN PaILS.
12^ lb. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails Jc in advance.

AGENT.

AGENCY,
STREET, BOSTON.

C. H. BAEG & CO., Box 1589, Bangpr, Me.

The

DODD’S

WASHINGTON

lOcts

500 AGENTS WANTED-

31 Markee Square, Portland.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Stamp and 10 cents to

For 30 Ycuro Millions have intently watched
his perilous yet heroic struggles, and grand
achievements, and now eagerly desire the Complete Life History ot this world-renowned hero
and benefactor, which unfolds also the curiosities and wealth of a wild and wonderful country. It is just ready. 2,000 anents wanted quickly.
One agent sold 184, another 196 one week. For
particulars, address HUH BARR, BROS.,
either Phila., Boston or Ciu., O.ju2d4wt

T. C. EVANS,

10G

$100'.

^

dtf

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.

SOLD BY

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper m the United States or Canadas at publishers*
lowest prices. Send for estimates.

PORTLAND. HIE.

my26t4\v_

W. W. WHIPPLE dt CO.,

WAREHOUSE,

TAYLOR,

(tEDEOGBAPII¥v A

Oi_a.

ni'

Catarrh Causes Croup!

Bargain.

land.

8. It. NILES,

ERS'

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

L-

-.5,3J
after Monday, June 15, 1874, and until further notice, trains of Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad will

Tons 4»ro*s Toimago,
Liverpool at Portland about June

W ill arrive from
22d and have

On and

Northwest, West and (Southwest

Houlton, Calais

100.000 bent Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed White Oak do.
20,000 best quality Canada Knees.

198 COMillERCIAL STREET,

Who has the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maine,
among them many new and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns,) and
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality
which gave to the OLD HOUSE its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New Eng-

_AGENCIES

D rp_.

Locust Treenails.

Thompson, Jr.,

SUCCESSOR

W. & C. R. MILLIKEN, Propr’s.
dim
my30

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of.the United States, CanadaB
and British Provinces.

apl5eo<13m

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

Sportsmen

SUMMER RESORT.

Thin beautiful and noted young Stallion
ma^e the present season at tlie sul>^scriber’s stable in Cornish Village, Black
w.J.f
1 Diamond was sired by Penobscot Boy; he
by Old Drew from a Messenger mare. Black Diamond has trotted a three in five race during the last
year, winning with ease and making his best mile in
2.51 without fitting. He is eight
years old, sixteen
hands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of black
brown color and Las tine natural trotting action.
Terms—To warrant.
WM. II. VVAlflfK.V

Rates!

«

STREET

PIAMQNIP_

—ALSO—

—OF—

dlw&w4w.

ju!3_

and estimates

too

d2"i

J. M* KIMBALL & CO.,

GOODWIN, Prop’r.
Unusual faciliCompany a specialty.
and

121

drooping lor qj, complains of being all “stuffed up,*
a^i'l day by
day is growing worse, is often troubled
Catarrh in its first stages, Heed our warning
^rith
before it is

O.

—OF—

Zenas

ap25tl3ra »S> l-JEXCBASGE

Cornisli, April 13,1874.

MILTON

Transient
ties for Gunning, Fishing,
Bathing.
be sure of good sport at all times.

AND

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, Ml. Louis, Omaha,
Magiunw, Ml. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,

daily.

—

Old and well known Carriage Manufactory

ADVERTISING

Will Cure

Yes, many

Cleveland,
Jul2
____

THE

Rouse,

inces.

P. RYDER.
Superior Ss.,

A vne

SNUFF

Children have Catarrh

tlms^nromos.

AT

OTIS KALER Ac SON.
2w

.Ilk.. \T«

br

in
Trice Sin
nnr
® ° the pa,r<

—

Carriages

ME.

No. 10 SI ate St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,

The Jolliest. most rol- AY
lcklng, aud plucky story \s
ever
told
by painter’s

your

j»3_

PARENTS

Laugh!

BY—

This favorably known and popular seaside resort is
open for the reception or Guests tor the season

SORE and WEAK EYES.

A

COMMERCIAL STREET,

Buying

From June 16 to October 1, 1874.

out of ten, all headaches
have their origin in a diseased state of the nasal or
guns. Many people keep a supply of the Suntt on
hand simply lor troubles of this nature.

2000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharf in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or
?,,,®H lots will do well to call
and get. onr prices betore
purchas-

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOL’SE.

—

Money

my6

.WILL BE OPEN FOR GUESTS

GERMAN

mc4

Your

W- D. LITTLE & CO.,

\

now

SNUFF GLEN

GERMAN

is needed to convince the most doubtful of its merits

NO. CO

fiARttTAftHS

Save

New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenger accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco aud avoid the snow and cold ot the Overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full information apply at the Company's ofhee, New York,
or to the New England Agents,
C. I*. RARTLETT dfc Co., 16 Broad St., HohInu- Rufus
Halch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents
in Portland,

BLACK

SCARBORO BEACH MAINE.

Hundreds of testimonials might be x,r°duced,
showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes by using ihe German Snuff, hut one trial alone

McALLISTER,

perfect order.

CHAMBERLAIN, Prop’r.

Ju3_

ADVERTINING AGENCY &• PRINT-

RANDALL &

Saw and fixtures complete
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Kollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shutting, Hangers,
mc25d3m
Pulleys, Belting, &c., &c.
in

can

prices,

ing.

Engine,Shafting, Belting,

Albans

MT. DESERT,

ADVERTISING

30 cents

We also liave for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable

Rockaway House,

promptly.

PRICE

Drills, aa(I all kinds of Wood
A Iron W orking Machinery

CONGRESS HAUL,
Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.
eod5mo
apr6

SLEEPING
ACCOMMODA*
AND
MEALS
THEREBY
AVOIDING ANY EXTRA CHARGES.

more

Dartial Deafness,

3.60
4.50

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by
giving notice at the office,
will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request that neglect to leave the
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the office at once, and it will be attended to

moderate terms, bv application to
L. II. HOIPHREYN,

clude
TION8,

Engine Lathes, Planers, Upright

and

Combined.

Passage Rates: Cabin $ lO O,
Steerage $50. These rates in-

Steam Engines & Boilers,

liorn "tiOTltWi?ewporlf!’* itooms 'can^now 'lie

of 1874.

.$2.50

more

Hotel,

SCARBORO BEACH,

Will Cure

lbs. daily, per month.
..

Point

Economy

Manufacturers & Dealers in Portable & Stationary

asure.

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

MONTHLY RATES.
10
15
20

and

is very

RHODE ISLAND.

on

Steamship Company

Great Redaction in Freight and Panage
Rate alwaya Lower than by any
other Route. Comfort, Safety

desirable for those seeking
Only 6 miles from Camden,
Belfast, and 14 from Rockland, Beautiful scenery, pleasant drives, superior iacilities lor
fishing, &c., &e. Charges moderate.
julU(I2mC. 1). BILLINGS, Proprietor.

engaged

William Lawrence.** Capt. F. M. Howes.
Crane,** Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,** Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,** Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
'‘John HopkinsCapt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Fa. & Tenn.
William

XO CALIFORNIA.

HOTELS^

Rocky

Steamships:—

Pacific Mail

OREFER, Cor. middl

KILLINGS HOUSE,
CENTRE LINCOLNVILLE, ME.

Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mall train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Aceomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

of

by

_

pi

om

Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georaia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
11
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
5,*| Central Wharf. Boston.
june21.f

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

J. IV. A ll. H. NIC
A U uiou (its.

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

D. W. CLARK & CO..

FOB

St., Boston,

Streets.

J.

1874,

31 & 33 Haverill

Stair Builder.

Will Cure

RATES

S. L. HOLT & t o.,
29,

fr

Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weeklv, for NORFOLK aud
BALTIMORE.

end

ja5dly

Street.

Will Cure

GERMAN

SEASON

Steamships of this Line sail

STEAMER CANADA,

reduced rates.

Norfolk aud Baltimore and Washiu^ton
1). C. Steamship Line.

tt

R. F. I.IBHV, To. asa Fore Street, cor.
Crosi (it., in Deleno’o Mill.
G. Ut. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple

SNUFF

d&w2w

NO. 17 MARKET STREET.

CO.,

Silver and Plated Ware.

School.

WINNER’S RAND OF FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or Clarionet, and BasS.
Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

u'ore

'dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations* f
Island Poi:d.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

MANAGER.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

50

Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tones,
40 cents. Much enlarged. Sung everywhere.

W. F. PHILLIPS &

but

REED ORGANS, PIANO AND YIOLIN.

CANTATA OF ESTHER. Dramatized.
cents. Immensely popular.

ALgents

N. McCOV A CO., as Sprin„ Street.

F.iivht miles F.n_«t of St.

Will Cure

mon

Clarke’* Dollar Instructor* for

J.

"

Tickets sold at Reduced

tine

C’apt. .1. K* W rb-lrr,

run as

-Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

MARKS,

HI.

uy’s

4300

after Monday, Sept. 15th,

and

Liverpool.
THE National Steamship C'omj>a-

On and after Monday, Juno 15th, 1874, all passentrains on this road will depart from and arrive at
the Eastern and Maine Central passenger station in
Portland.
CMAN€jJE OF TlIYftE.

ARRANGEMENT*

On

—

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Bass.

This well-known and popnlar Summer Resort,'situated on the Narragansett Bay, between the cities of
Providence and Newport, will be open lor the recep-

Priced

Attractive, Useful, and Very Popular

Work

Tor

oTTce.

jul3

TRAINS.

OF

will
follows:
^^•^^•^Trams
Mail train for Gorham and&ccommo-

and al the Lowest Prices.

Street.

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF

A. I5AD COLD.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

caused by sourness or acidity of the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is superior
to any other preparation, requiring no persuasion to
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
females during pregnancy.
A sure prevention
against the food of infants souring on the stomach.

myl3

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
SEASON OF 1874.

1874, at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of Officers for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.
CHARLES FOBES, Sec.
Portland, June 2, 1874.
ju2dtd

MUSICJ300KS.

middle Street.
St.,cor. Cross.

tions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged jour nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box posting but 35 cents,
and you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preuentative you must always have aBox of

Which will by its use PREVENT disease and save
you hundreds of dollars.

Notice*

Street.

location
Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF, THEhealth
and
12 irom

in

Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
Company are hereby notified that the Annual
Meeting of the Company will be held at their Office

ot

promptly and carefully executed

ABNER LOWELL, 155 middle Street.

alway

ANNTTAli MEETim

JOHN C.

TO CERE CATARRH,

A V egetabie Compound, which
has cnre
and never in a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a compound that will Sneeze your Head off

Bangor and Mac bias Steamboat Co.,lias removed Ills Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the lauding of the Co’s Steamer.
mar-23
dtf

description

WM.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

S. YOUNTS. No. loa

Understand Catarrh.

Removal.

Every

and

HEADACHES

Roofers.

TAXES.

Song Book.

DYSPEPSIA,

Wholesale

Plumbers.
JAMES miT.UER.No.91 Federal

CITY OF PORTLAND.

REMOVALS.

WINTER

Daily Press Printing House

HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,

Photographers.

In Board

H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

ALTERATION

__-

J. I.
Crows, Portland.

A. S. DAVIS A- CO., No. SO
J-H. I ANI SON, 133 middle

Pemaquid, daily.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA*

lp and certainly relieves

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 350Fore Street, Cor. ol

of Portland.

Best

REDLON, JS3 1-3 Congress St.

E.

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thomastou and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for UuioB, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Wbitetleld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington

Indorsed and prescribed by all the leading physicians throughout the country as the greatest Antacid
yet presented to the medical public. It immediate-

A. KEITH.

I tli Federal MtrccU

julldtd

35 cts.

109 EXCHANGE STREET

MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
MERKI

between Portland

cars

Freight Trains daily and freight taken at iow rates!
jv29dtfC. A.COUMBS. Sup’t.

19!l Fore St.

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Asentw for Howard Watch Company#

Waldoboro,

Rockland.

STEAMERS.

ger

Wiscasset, New

Damariscotta,

change of

At New Castle for Bristol and

JT. P. SHERRY, No. » Clapp’a Block
Congress dtreet, opposite Old City Hall.

nt No.

“???“??f?f§|Ca8tle,

an«l Liberty daily.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal dt.
All kinds of VJpholacringand Repairing
done to order.

J. R. DURAN <* UO.. 171 middle and

PROPOSALS

RIVER OF LIFE.

PRINTING

Up-

Carpet-Bags.

will be received by the undersigned
for building School House ou Monument St.
lot until June 20. 1874, at noon.
Plans and specifications may be seen at F. H. Fassett’s office, the Architect.
There are two plans and proposals can be offered
for each building. Work must be finished by August
15.1*74.
FRED FOX, School Ageut.

NOTICE

Book, Card and Jot

dtreet.

Diroc rail route to

—.

_

No

Fed-

House.

is hereby given to parties owning real estate on which the taxes for the year 1873 remain
unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previous to the advertisement for sale having
expired,
such estates will be advertised lor sale, unless such
taxes are paid previous to June 20, 1874.

Magnesia.

OTHEKM.

1 his is the only inside route Avoid]
iug Point Judith.

'w^*3Warreii and

Street,.Portland, Me,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

schcolsof Portland.
Per order of the Committee,
J. W. COLCORD, Secretary.
jul5d3w

35 cts.

Exchange and

L. F. HOVT, No. It Preble dtreet.
holstering done to order.

J. A.

The Superintending School Committee of Portland
will be in session, at their roern in the City Buiidng.
on THURSDAY, July 2d, for the examination of
candidates for the position of teacheis in the public

RIVER OF LIFE.

cor.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.

ORDERED.

& WOOL OILS,

mar2-6m

of

YORK,

Alii.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

I^Milk

OP

AHEAD

n

dly

IN

HOOPER At EATON, Old Post Office,

J. A.

of Mayor and Aldermen, )
June 3, 1874.
j
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order iu two dally papers in this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board ou MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7J o'clock P. M., at the Aidermen's Room in tue City Building, will hear all parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
into Neal Street, about 600 feet; Brackett Street,
fiom York to Danforth Street; Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal Streets; Congress Place, from Congress to Peering Street; Brown
Street, about 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets; Brackett Street, between Spring and
Spruce. And that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
d3w
Ju4

DEALER

eral directs.

411(1.

Street School

FULLER,

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

..

PUBLIC Examination ot the High School will
be held on TUESDAY, the 23d inst., com
and 2 P. \I. The public exercises
mencing at 9 A. M.Class
of the High School will take
ol the Graduating
place at City Hall on WEDNESDAY, the 24th inst.,

order.

to

P.

NEW

Monday,

MANUFACTURER OF TARNISHES AND JAPANS

Office 208 Fore

18 Free 8trcet*
CSEOBGR A. WHITNEF, No. 56 Exchange 8t. CpholMtering of all kinds

PORTLAND & OODENSRURG K.R

Seamboat Express train* leaves Boston from Boaton & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday, arriving in New York always iu advance of all other linen. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maino and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49$ Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
I). S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

Japans.

AUG.

No.

stoiisgtoFliSe!

at

an(l

AND

Furniture"Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,

al-

M.,

Low

Varnishes

Dye-House.

at the office of the

WEDNESDAY,

aa<*
Wool

POSTER’S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

Spring.

of Portland.

on

Shellac

Carpenters and Builders.

lowing named streets:
Congress Street, 400 leet.
Munjoy Street, 500 feet.
Plans and specifications to be seen at office of the
City Engineer, Citv Building.
Per order of Committee,
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Chairman.
julddlOt

Franklin Wharf

and

J. PERKINd manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, 287 Congress dt,
Portland He.

received
1874, at 1PROPOSALS
City Clerk until FU11>AY, .June 26, in
the
lor the construction of Sewers
o’clock

on

hale,
Neats Foot

Lt.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

ju3dt20

L-ooni, Harness

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, *ppoaite Park.

RAILROADS.

Furniture, ©

Kerosene,

dtreet;

RAILROADS.

FOR

Polishing,

Book Binders.
SVM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
H U AI.I. A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

:i

Machinery,

Confectionery.

The teacher’s work we need so long
As social ill the seed may kill,
Or cruel thorns or stones he rife;
Or beaten track keep rootlets back,
Preventing growth to perfect life.
—Edward A.

City

Coach,

SPerm-

__

The artist’s work must never cease,—
Art is the flower that, in good hour,
Will bring of human fruit increase.

Monument

Market.

the

dtreet*

The critic’s work is needed yet.
We all want cheer; we all forget.

will be

near

Lard*

Stationers.

Booksellers and

right

City

“ESTABLISHED 1833~

Bakers.

CATARRH!

Work.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DIRECTOR^

BUSINESS

56 Clark St.4 Portland, Mo.

1

sea.

Ultu,

